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ABSTRACT

Facilitating the Implementation of Chapter 766 at the Massachusetts
Hospital School:

An Analysis of Preparatory Activities
(October 1976)

Arnold Levine, B.S., Northeastern University
M. S. in Ed., Suffolk University, Ed. D.

,

University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Dr. Arthur Eve
In 1972 the Massachusetts General Court enacted legislation

which provided for the education of children with special needs.
This legislation, known as Chapter 766, mandates the integration
of disabilities into the mainstream of traditional educational

settings wherever feasible.

The magnitude of such legislation

itself is an educational reform and innovation.
The Massachusetts Hospital School has held a unique position

among state institutional schools having a fully accredited re-

sidential school and a fully accredited hospital facility, which
enables it to attend to the educational, physical and social needs
of the child who is physically handicapped or disabled.
Hospital
This study reviews the program of the Massachusetts

School as it prepares to comply with the recent legislation.

PURPOSE
process of a
The purpose of the study is to describe the
its programs to
school as it prepares to expand and redesign

effect implementation of Chapter 766.

In producing such an anal-

some information helpful to
ysis, thi3 study will hopefully provide

other schools which face similar problems relative
to change.
PROCEDURES
In order to identify those forces and factors that influ-

ence the strengths and weaknesses of the Massachusetts
Hospital

School in implementing Chapter 766, and to determine the extent
of increased utilization of the facilities to adapt to the de-

mands of Chapter 766, the assessment design for thi 3 study incorporated a variety of elements representing a comprehensive
case study method.

Data from an assortment of unobtrusive sources was analyzed
in order to relate the refinement and stabilization of the many

developmental components of the Massachusetts Hospital School as
well as the principal actors and activities related to these components.

To accomplish this objective, information was gathered

and analyzed from the following sources: (1) institutional records,,

directories and reports,

(

2 ) staff interviews,

(3) observations by

the in-house consultant, (4) materials supplied by the Massachusetts

Department of Education, (5) reports from external consultants.
(

6 ) administration and teacher survey results and (7) comments

from visiting in-service resource persons.

FINDINGS
The majority of the educational staff acknowledge that imple-

mentation of Chapter 7 66 would have a definite effect upon themselves as well as the program.

They expected more slow learners

and more severely handicapped children with less independence
as
the public school systems to be integrated with the brighter
and

less handicapped students.

The case study recordings of staff meetings revealed a gen-

eral anxiety and professional concern about the interpretation of
the State

'

s

regulation of Chapter 766 and the prescribed State

funding formula appeared to suggest an inadequate fiscal level.
The staff ranked in-service training in the area of dealing with

handicapped students in the classroom as being the prime priority
before implementation of Chapter 766.
The entire physical plant and it3 related educational usage
came under carefuly scrutiny, the shaping of the school into an en-

vironment

that will support the anticipated demands must be

viewed as essential to the staff and directors of the Massachusetts

Hospital School.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The scope of the proposed program necessitates the need for

specific changes in teaching styles and organizational patterns at
the Massachusetts Hospital School.

An ongoing in-service training program for the staff

3 ho\ild

be

established and the curriculum should be expanded to include learning activities which are also designed as diagnostic tools.

The

staff should be encouraged to formulate a team approach to teaching,

which would allow a more complete evaluation of a student's progress.

flexible
The classrooms should be redesigned to allow more

ysuage and to allow more innovative and interdisciplinary teaching.
The formation of a parent advisory committee and the appoint-

ment of a Community Resource Director would eliminate the isolation of an Institutional school.

.

PREFACE
Iri

1972 the Massachusetts General Court enacted

legislation which provided for the education of children
with special needs.

This legislation, known as Chapter

766, mandates the integration of disabled children into

the mainstream of traditional educational settings

wherever feasible.

The magnitude of such legislation it-

self is an educational reform and innovation.
The Massachusetts Hospital School has held

a

unique

position among state institutional schools having a fully

accredited residential school and a fully accredited hospital facility, which enables it to attend to the educational, physical and social needs of the child who is

physically handicapped or disabled.
This study reviews the program of the Massachusetts

Hospital School as it prepares to comply with the recent
legislation
The purpose of the study is to describe the process
of a school as it prepares to expand and redesign its

programs to effect implementation of Chapter 766.

In pro-

ducing such an analysis, this study will hopefully provide

v

some information helpful to other schools which face

similar problems relative to change.
In order to identify those forces and factors that

influence the strengths and weaknesses of the Massachusetts

Hospital School in implementing Chapter 766, and to determine the extent of increased utilization of the facilities
to adapt to the demands of Chapter 766, the assessment

design for this study incorporated a variety of elements

representing

a

comprehensive case study method.

Data from an assortment of unobtrusive sources was

analyzed in order to relate the refinement and stabilization
of the many developmental components of the Massachusetts

Hospital School as well as the principal actors and activities related to these components.

To accomplish this

objective, information was gathered and analyzed from the

following sources:
and reports,

(2)

(1)

institutional records, directories

staff interviews,

in-house consultant,

(4)

and

(7)

(6)

observations by the

materials supplied by the Massachu-

setts Department of Education,

consultants,

(3)

(5)

reports from external

administration and teacher survey results

comments from visiting in-service resource persons.
vi

The majority of the educational staff acknowledge

that implementation of Chapter 766 would have

effect upon themselves as well

a

definite

as the program.

They ex-

pected more slow learners and more severely handicapped
children with less independence as the public school
systems to be integrated with the brighter and less handi-

capped students.
The case study recordings of staff meetings revealed
a general anxiety and professional concern about the inter-

pretation of the state's regulation of Chapter 766 and the

prescribed state funding formula appeared to suggest an
inadequate fiscal level.

The staff ranked in-service

training in the area of dealing with handicapped

students

in the classroom as being the prime priority before imple-

mentation of Chapter 766.
The entire physical plant and its related educational

usage came under careful scrutiny, the shaping of the school
into an environment that will support the anticipated de-

mands must be viewed as essential to the staff and directors
of the Massachusetts Hospital School.
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A P T E R

I

INTRODUCTION

Orientation and Racbground Information
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has provided vital

leadership in the field of education since the founding of
our nation.

Since the days of Horace Mann, Massachusetts

has been the center for educational reform as veil as the

forum for progressive human services legislation.
In spite of its reputation for promoting equal edu-

cational opportunity, Massachusetts' public and private
schools had, until recently, developed limited special

education programs.

In fact, as late as the early part of

this decade, only about half of the handicapped and special

needs children in this state

services.

vT

ere receiving appropriate

This condition resulted in glaring inequities in

staffing patterns, types of professional training, and edu-

cational facilities.
Mince 1904, however, one Massachusetts institution
has attempted to address itself to those disraritj.es and

inequities.

The Massachusetts Hospital Cchool

Canton has established itself as

a

(ri!f)

unique operation

in

where handicapped students under the age of 21 can
receive
corrective and remedial treatment for their specific disabilities, as well as educational and vocational training

suited to their abilities.

In fulfilling its philosophy

of combining educational and medical services over the

years, the Massachusetts Hospital School has maintained an

extensive staff that includes medical— surgical personnel,
nursing staff, rehabilitation personnel, education staff,
and supportive personnel; a 200-bed hospital complex that

includes operating rooms, x-ray rooms, as well as laboratory, optical, dental and therapy service facilities; and
a

fully accredited school department that includes

a

nursery school program, grades K through 12, and college,

business and vocational courses for junior and senior high
1

school students.
In addition, the Massachusetts Hospital School has

held a unique position among state institutional schools
in that it has not only provided for the physical and

educational needs of its students, but also has traditionally demonstrated an equal concern for their social and

emotional needs as well.

The staff has been committed

^Edward S. Graham, Assistant Superintendent,
Massachusetts Hospital School, Interview of April

9,

1974.

.

.

.

3

to a humane and personalized approach in the school
envi-

ronment and in the living quarters.

The Massachusetts

Hospital School's professional position has thus fostered
a

philosophy and attitude for educating the handicapped

that has been regarded as

2

a

model in the Commonwealth

Since 1972, however, education for handicapped

students not only in the Massachusetts Hospital School,
but throughout the state, has been in the process of
luajor change.

In that year,

the Massachusetts General

Court enacted comprehensive legislation providing for the

education of children with special needs.

This landmark-

legislation, known as Chapter 766, was implemented in

September of 1974.

Chapter 766 mandated that all children

with special needs be provided with quality education in

order to successfully develop their individual educational
3

potential
The statute addressed itself to past inadequacies and

2 I bid

^Janot Owens, ed., Thursday's Children (Amherst,
Mass.: Institute for Governmental Services, University of
Massachusetts, 1975), p. 3.

4

4

inequalities of special education programs in Massachusetts

:

Tor more than a century state lavs have
provided that handicapped children be sent
to special private schools and institutions,
go to public school adjuncts, or receive
help in their homes, with the state program
paying part or all of the costs. But the
gap between the laws' provisions and actual
practice widens drastically
.

To overcome these inadequacies, the new law

mandated the integration of children wi th disabilities
into the mainstream of traditional educational settings
w herever
T

feasible.

The magnitude of such legislation

itself was an educational reform and innovation.

educator said of the new

lav,

7

,

One

"This is one of the most

progressive pieces of legislation in Massachusetts since
Horace Mann stopped picking cranberries on Cape Cod and

decided to enter the field of education."

5

This legislation affected all students.

Chapter

766 required that each child with special needs be

evaluated periodically, which in turn reauired assessment
by many specialists in the form of a Core Evaluation Team
(CET)

.

4

The Core Evaluation Team was to be responsible

"Special Education Controversy Builds," The Common

vol. 2, no.
5

Ibid.

7

(March 1974), pp.

1-2.

,

'J

for the student's evaluation, educations] plans, and

assessment of current programs.

As designated by the

law, each Core Evaluation Team was to be composed of

principal,

a

school nurse, an adjustment counsellor or

school psychologist,
a

a

a

a

special education coordinator, and

learning needs specialist.

Whenever necessary,

a

CET

might also include classroom teachers, special class
teachers, speech, hearing, or visual therapists, or any
others who could offer pertinent assistance to the

individual being evaluated.

Accordingly, coordination

was required between medical, educational, and social

components of the community
These requirements, along with other changes in
the law, have caused all public and private educational

agencies to formulate new directions and priorities to

satisfy the changing educational environment created by
legislation.

For example, each school must possess the

ability to recognize and collect dynamic information to

program

a

child for success.

Each must demonstrate the

Advocacy Project, Rights Handbook for
Children, Easter Seals Society for
Handicapped
Physically
Cr 1 ppTeeTc h i 1 d r e n and Adults7~o7 Massachusetts, Inc.,
Boston, Massachusetts, April 1974, p. 3.
6 Chil.d

G

ability to use this inf ormation by adjusting the curriculum to meet individualized needs, and each must utilize
the resources of the total school program so as to better

facilitate the child’s progress and inclusion into the

normal social order.
In addition, educators must now, more than ever,

utilize innovative techniques and materials.
quires the ability to recognize the need for

This rea

continuum

of special educational services and to understand that

each aspect represents but one type of service within

a

range of services.

Furthermore, staff must employ more sensitive and

sophisticated methods of assessing
learning disfunction.

a

child's level of

This means that the professional

collaborative, consisting of medical, educational, and
social services personnel, must assess

a

child's style

of learning and must discern which teaching technique

or method complements his/her unique learning style.

Certainly, the capacity to interact with the total school
staff guided by the knowledge and theory of interpersonal

dynamics is required.

.

7

In effect

,

Chapter 766 provided

legal structure

a

designed to insure that the learning environment in everv
school in Massachusetts would work for all of its inhabitants: administrators

,

principals, teachers, and of

course, students and their parents.

As a result, it is

hoped that the classroom would become like
had been tailor-made to fit each student

a

— but

suit that

with plenty

of extra room for future adjustments, should they be

necessary
The new

also required an educational climate

lav;

in which the wants and needs of teachers, parents, and

students themselves were the foundation of the learning

structure within each school operation
,

Such

m

Massachusetts.

7

challenge has provided the opportunity for each

a

school agency to participate in both the design and con-

struction of the educational building blocks the shape of

which determine the destiny of future adult generations.
Based on the above-mentioned priorities created by

Owens ed., Thursday s Chi ldren (Amherst,
Institute for Governmental Services, University of
Mass.
Massachusetts, 1975), p. 4.
7 Janet
:

1

,

8

.

Chapter

76 6

,

it

v-as

evident shortly after the law's

passage that its legislative content and its subsequent regulations would have

range of effects

a v/ido

upon the Massachusetts Hospital School operation.

Anticipation of these effects as

as early requests

v/ell

for assistance from local public school systems

prompted the MHS administration to examine its existing
!

operation and to consider the need for expanding and

restructuring its programs in order to prepare for the
implementation of the law by September of 1974.
m

8

Among the early requests from public school
systems seeking consultation services from MHS in eval-

uating children with special needs were those from

Massachusetts towns as Randolph, Whitman, Burlington,
Braintree, and Canton. ^

While many

M1JS

teaching staff

members had voluntarily attended meetings in sene of
these towns, faculty and other auxiliary staff were

generally net available at MHS to respond adequately

8

IIospital Utilization Review Board, interview

held during meeting, Massachusetts Hospital School,
Canton, Massachusetts, April .16 197 4
,

.

^Lorraine R. Atkin, Director of Education and
Training, Massachusetts Hospital School, Interview of
May 7, 1974.

9

to all the requests for assistance or information con-

cerning students residing in the institution at that

Nevertheless, these requests pointed out the

time.

immediate need for the hospital school to organize

a

program that would comply with the implementation of
Chapter

7

of the proposed regulations of Chapter 7G6.'

10

The Massachusetts Hospital School had always had
a

great potential to participate in serving community

needs, but the self-containing effects of an insti-

tutional setting, both in its staffing and financial

capabilities, had limited the amount of community

outreach from the institution.

provided the impetus for

MI15

Passage of Chapter 766

to remedy this apparent

limitation in services as well as the opportunity for
the school to become a statewide laboratory school in

the implementation process.

Accordingly, the Massachusetts Hospital School

submitted a project application to the Massachusetts
State Department of Education in February, 1974

(^ee

of the Proposed Regulations for the
Implementation of Chapter 766 of the Acts of 1972,
January 25 , 1974 is listed in appendix A.

^Chapter

7

10

Appendix B for

a

copy of this proposal).

Thin project

requested funds in the amount of $46,000 to begin an

organized effort in preparing for the implementation
of Chapter 766.

The proposed grant would not only

provide the hospital school with needed funds to train
staff prior to implementation of Chapter 766, but

would also establish the Massachusetts hospital School
as a model diagnostic center serving the entire Common-

wealth in the implementation of Chapter 766.
The project was subsequently funded in the stated

anount and this funding allowed the Massachusetts

Hospital School to plan a three-month intensified staff

retraining and needs assessment program in the spring
of 1974.

During the designated three-month period of

the project, the Massachusetts Hospital School planned

to present weekly workshops for its own teachers that

wore designed to orient them to

Chapter 766,

Teams and

MI'S

the implications of

the rules and regulations for imple-

(2)

mentation of 766

(1)

,

(3)

the role of the Core revaluation

teachers' relation to these roles,

implications of Chapter 766 to the future of MTS,

(4)

the

(1)

evaltactics for dealing with public school systems in

11

Utitincj

their resources

,

and

(C)

new types of eouipmont

that might he used by the school systems to accommodate
the needs of children to be integrated into the public

school classroom.
As outlined in the proposal, the content of these
v/orkshops would vary as would the manner of presentation.

Suggested presentations included lectures by educational

consultants from the Department of Education and the

University of Massachusetts; proposed topics and activities included group curriculum planning,

MI’S

staff

visits to community resources and facilities, compilation
of

a

resource file through these visits; group planning

workshops for students from

M.IIS

who would enter the

community school systems; and team teaching methods.
These workshops were designed to act as

a

stimulant for

increased interest and activities on the part of MHS
faculty in the implementation of Chapter 766,
The funds from the project enabled the Massachusetts

Hospital School to hire the following personnel:
One

(1)

Project Facilitator

:

This staff person

reported directly to the Principal of MHS regarding
all planning activities of the project.

In addition,

,

tho

f nci

]

j.

tator acted as the community repre-

sents t.i ve for project activities, and under the

direction of the Superintendent and Principal, van
charged with imp lomen ti n g all areas of the project.
One

(1)

Pen our co Coordinator

:

This staff

person worked under the direction of the Project

Facilitator by assisting in all activities, especially in the areas of special adaptive equj pment

communication with consultants, and arrangements
for work shops.
n

vo

(2)

Permanent Substitute Teachers

:

These

support staff members were employed to relievo
teachers of their regular classroom duties and res-

ponsibilities whenever necessary so that they

cou.ld

work on the proposed objectives of the project, such
as public school visits, workshop preparation,

review of equipment, and participation in conferences
and evaluation activities.

Project activities were conducted in

a

number of

critical areas and may be summarized as follows:
A.

Members of the faculty were assigned to go

into the community for conferences with public

13

school staff members in home communities of

nils

students.

a

When

a

school administrator made

request for services, the person or persons with
the most knowledge of the student's educational

experience

v;as

representative.

chosen as the student's community
This person, after consultation

with all other appropriate Massachusetts Hospital
fchool staff

(i.e., physical therapists, occupa-

tional therapists, physicians, nurses) involved
in the care and rehabilitation of the student,

provided an overviev; of the student's capabilities
and adaptive needs for public school personnel.

When necessary, extra staff were called upon for

in-depth consultation on any particular problems

concerning the adaptation capabilities of

a

particular student.
B.

Teachers with particular expertise in

educational methods, techniques, and/or equipment

especially suitable to the handicapped child prepared in-service workshops for the program.

The

program facilitator and resource coordinator v;orked
closely with these teachers in locating materials

14

and outside educators for workshop activities.

Assistance for community teachers revolved around
the school facility itself.

The school facility

at the Massachusetts hospital School was set up as
a

model school for diagnosing the needs of children

with disabilities and instructing teachers

in

methods

that might be used to meet those special needs once
the children had returned to their regular schools.

Thus, before a student at MKS was to be sent back

into the community,

a

teacher from his community was

encouraged to come to this facility to observe the
child as he took part in the MHS program.
C.

Although the program utilized equipment

and materials that were presently available at

Massachusetts Hospital School, it was necessary to
secure additional educational materials and equip-

ment for demonstration and setup of the in-service

workshops and community education areas of the
project.
The Purpose of The Study

The major goal of this study was to assess the

extent of increased utilization of the Massachusetts

ID

Hospital School in facilitating the implementation of

Chapter 766 and to determine the relative effectiveness
of the Massachusetts Hospital School staff and facilities
in adapting to the demands of Chapter 766.

The specific objectives of the study concentrated
on the followings
1.

To determine the anticipated effects of Chapter 766
on the Massachusetts Hospital School as perceived
by the educational staff in anticipation of imple-

mentation of Chapter 766,
2.

To determine staff

f ami

liarity with current educa-

tional innovations in anticipation of implementation
of Chapter 766.
3.

To determine perceived in-service training needs
of the staff in anticipation of implementation of

Chapter 766.
4.

To determine the extent of the deficiencies in

physical space allocations requiring renovation or

modification in anticipation of implementation of
Chapter 766
5.

,

To describe the alternative educational models and

new approaches in the area of special education

that the Massachusetts Hospital School staff vere

exposed to in anticipation of implementation of
Chapter 76 6.
The results obtained from objectives one through

five were also analyzed and synthesized in order to

develop conclusions relative to the effectiveness of
the Massachusetts Hospital School in anticipation of the

implementation of Chapter 766.

Recommendations were

also formulated relative to the changes that should be

made for the implementation of Chapter 766 at the

Massachusetts Hospital. School.
Role of the In-House Consultant
The role of the author of this study was that of

In-house Consultant during the project period.

Encom-

passed in this position vere the following responsibilities
1.

:

Assisted in the conceptualization and writing of
the program proposal?

2.

Monitored the proposal through the funding agency
(in this

case, the Massachusetts State Department

of Education);
\

3.

Acted as the facilitator until funds were received

;

11

to hire personnel;
4.

Aided in the selection of consultants;

5.

Conducted

a

needs survey on teacher in-service

cducati on
6.

Selected, wi th the consent of the school's administration, the topics and speakers for the in-service
program;

7.

Acted as

8.

Took part in meetings with teachers and administrators

9.

a

general consultant;

;

Assisted in the selection of materials and equipment.
This unique position provided several advantages

relevant to gathering information for this study.

First,

as an outsider not formally associated with the school,

the author was better able to observe and comment on the

project and on the innovations needed to implement
Chapter 766 than those staff members who were closely

associated with the school.

Secondly, the author was

present at the school during the entire project period,
which provided the opportunity to establish constant
contact with the staff and consultants as well as the

opportunity to establish an on-going evaluation program.

ia

finally, as In-House Consultant, the author

];ept an

extensive diary of numerous experiences during the
entire project.

Those entries were designed to assess

and evaluate the objectives of the program, and the

diary eventually provided much valuable information that
could be used in this study.

Being both a participant and an observer, however,
has certain disadvantages.
a

The participant-observer in

program has no position other than that of offering

recommendations, and the participant-observer must make
a

constant effort to remain objective during the course

of the project.

In the opinion of this author, neither

of these disadvantages appeared to be an influential

factor during the project period nor during the subse-

quent evaluation.
Definition of Terms

Massachusetts Hospital School

(M.II.S.)

refers to

the state-operated institution located in Canton, Mass-

achusetts, that provides residential educational and

medical services for physically handicapped children.
Chapter 76G refers to the educational reform lav,
enacted in July of 1972 and effected on September

1,
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1974, that assured the rights and freedoms of all Massa-

chusetts students with learning needs to have educational

programs designed to meet their individual needs.

Educational Staff refers to the approximately forty

professional and para-professional employees at the
Massachusetts Hospital School who are responsible for
designing and executing the educational programs for the

enrolled students.
In-Service Workshop Personnel refers to the contracted external experts utilized in the in-service

programs designed to bring in relevant ideas and materials

regarding the implementation of Chapter 76G.

Consultation Team refers to

a group of

individuals

from the Advisory Committee for Open Education in Cambridge, Massachusetts, wh i ch provided consultant services
to the staff of the Massachusetts Hospital School.

Core Evaluation Team refers to the collaboration of
a

doctor, nurse, social worker, counsellor, and teacher

responsible for diagnosing individual learning needs and

prescribing appropriate learning activities.
In-House Consultant refers to this study's principal

investigator who was responsible for establishing the

20

training and evaluation programs and schedules for the
i'

ias s

ach use t ts hospital School in its preparation for

implementation of Chapter 76G.

Assessment lefers to the evaluation of the outcome
of the stated objectives of this study in determining

the extent of the utilization capabilities of the Mass-

achusetts Hospital School in implementing Chapter 766.

Assumptions in the Study
First

The respondents will be candid and will

;

respond honestly to questions concerning their judgments
and feelings relative to the implementation of Chapter 766.

Second

:

The respondents will react to attitudinal

and projective instruments in terms of their own attitudes
at the time of responding to the items.

Third

;

The investigator will competently and ob-

jectively administer the assessment devices and will

accurately score, record, and report the results.
Limitations of the Study
First:

The present study was concerned primarily

with the information available for investigation and
judged by the writer to be important to the stated objec-

2]

tives of this investigation.

Second

The present study was limited to the three-

:

month project time period, from April

1,

1974, to June 30,

19 74.
i n ce

lh±£

the final regulations for implementing

Chapter 766 were not available during the time of this
study, project decisions were often made on the basis of

incomplete information regarding the implementation
approaches that were finally selected.
Fourth

Since certain portions of the assessment

:

devices applied to several of the stated objectives of
this study contain subjective elements, the devices used
are subject to variable interpretation.

Design of the Study
In order to identify those forces and factors influ-

encing the strengths and weaknesses of the Massachusetts

Hospital School in implementing Chapter 766 and to determine the extent of increased utilization of the facilities
to adapt to the demands of Chapter 766, the assessment

design for this study incorporated

representing

a

a

variety of elements

comprehensive case study method.

The Use of the Cane Study .Method

Data from an assortment of unobtrusive sources were

analyzed in order to describe the appropriate developmental
components of the Massachusetts Hospital School as well as
the principal actors related to these components.

To

accomplish this objective, information was gathered and
analyzed from the following sources:
records, directories, and reports,
(3)

(1)

(2)

institutional

staff interviews,

observations by the in-house consultant,

(4)

materials

supplied by the Massachusetts Department of Education,
(5)

reports from external consultants,

and teacher survey results, and

(7)

(6)

administration

comments from in-

service resource persons.

Significance of the Study
The significance of this study lies within the

context of whether or not the Massachusetts Hospital
School could successfully increase its utilization of
staff and physical resources in implementing Chapter 766.

From this reference point, it was critical to determine

whether the educational staff was positively inclined
toward the inherent operational demands of Chapter 766.

.

,
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Furthermore, it was equally essential to identify the

specific factors that would require broad institutional

adjustment to external legally based expectations for
special needs services.

Other important aspects of the study included the

determination of community referral tendencies resulting
in increased case-load demands upon this state-operated

institution.

It was also critical to identify and note

the extent of budgetary committment to an increased

utilization of the Massachusetts Hospital School in imple-

menting Chapter 766.

In a more general sense, it was

anticipated that this study would assist in establishing
those exemplary approaches required by residential edu-

cational institutions as they addressed the increasing
demands of community and private agencies for more com-

prehensive and individualized programming of special needs
students

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter

I

contains background information on the

topic, a statement of the study's purpose, the definition
of applied terms, assumptions and limitations of the stuov

24

the design of the study

,

the significance of the study,

and the organization of the dissertation.

Chapter II presents

a

review of related literature

with specific reference to Chapter 766 and model programs

affecting handicapped persons.

Chapter III is centrally concerned with the characteristics of the Massachusetts Hospital School in

facilitating the implementation of Chapter 766.
Chapter IV includes

a

description of the method-

ology used for assessing the effectiveness of the

Massachusetts Hospital School in meeting the stated objectives

.

Chapter V contains

a

presentation and analysis of

the data collected from the assessment procedures used in
the study.

Chapter VI includes the summary, conclusions, and

recommendations of the study.

.
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CHAP

T

EH II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In Chapter I, the problem mas described and its

background provided.

In addition,

the limitations of

the study were stated; essential terms were defined;
the design of the study was established; and its organ-

ization presented.
also discussed.

The significance of the study was

Chapter II embodies

literature pertaining to

(1)

a

review of the

nationwide mandate for

changes in special education,

volving special education, and

(2)
(3)

model programs infactors and forces

influencing the enactment and implementation of Chapter
7G6 in Massachusetts

A Mandate for Change in Special Education

During the past decade, throughout the United States,

handicapped children and their parents have demanded an
equal opportunity for an appropriate education.

The goal

of this movement has rested on the premise that the right

to an education applies to all American children, particu-

larly those usually known as "the handicapped

that is,

,

,
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those who, because of mental, physical, emotional, or

learning problems, required special education.

The

number of such children was estimated in 1971 to be
seven million, one million of whom received no educa-

tional services at all. 11
One measure of the response to the demands for

equal educational opportunity for the handicapped has
been the phenomenal growth in special education programs during the past decade.

Between 1966 and 1972,

the dollars spent on public school programs for

handicapped children tripled and had reached the level
of two billion dollars by 1972.

12

Another measure was

the deluge of legislative action to aid the handicapped,
as reported by E.

Trudeau.

13

During one year (1972)

^Frederick Weintraub et al., State Law and the
Education of the Handicapped Issues and Recommendations
(Arlington, Va,
The Council for Exceptional Children'/
:

:

1971)

p.

7.

12 J.J.

Gallagher, "Phenomenal Growth and New
Problems Characterize Special Education, Phi Delta Kappan
LV, no.
12 E.

8

(April 1974), p. 516.

Trudeau, cd., Digest of State and Federal
Laws; Education of Handicapped Children , 2d ed. [Arlington^ Va'.': Council for Exceptional Children, 1972).

—

5
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000 bills introduced into state legislatures dealt vi th

special provisions for handicapped children, and about
250 of these have since been enacted into law.

Despite these efforts, Gallagher estimates that
one handicapped child in three still does not receive

needed special services 14 and what is more, the question
,

of what exactly an appropriate education means for them

remains at issue,

A major part of the controversy con-

cerned those in special schools and state institutions
far from their local school districts wh o are now seek-

ing admission to homes and schools within their

communities.

However, more and more state legislatures

and federal courts have ruled that public schools may

no longer refuse services to any child because of his

Court decisions

handicap.

Louisiana,

i

r

— for

the District of Columbia,

14 Callagher,

m
•

example,
i

7

Pennsylvania,

and elsewhere

"Phenomenal Growth," p, 516,

~^

Association for Retarded Children v,
I ennsy lvania
Pennsylvania', 334 F*I Supp . 1 2 5 7 fi-Tb". Pa , 19 7 1 .
)

llj

I,ebanks v, Spears, Civil No,
April 24, 1973). "
17

Supp.

71-2 89 7

H.ills v. Hoard of Education of P.C
60 6
D . D . C , 19 2)™.
*7

(

.

,

(F,D. La.

348 F

1

1

2R

have indicated that with rare exceptions public schools

must provide appropriate services for all handicapped
children
In short,

v?ho

reside within

a

district's boundaries.

1 fi

the courts have attempted to set the guide-

lines for where, how, and with whom an appropriate

education for handicapped children takes place.
The 1972 Pennsylvania court case provided much of
the impetus for the judicial and legislative activity

that occurred in the two following years.

In its

history-making order, the U.S. District Court ruled that
it was the responsibility of the state

Pennsylvania)

(of

to provide appropriate educational programs for al
19
children, age 4-21, regardless of costs.

The legis-

lative and judicial rulings that have followed this

decision have further defined this concept of the right
to

ccrual.

and appropriate education to include the

physically, mentally, and emotionally retarded.

^Education Facilities Laboratories, Ore Out
School Planning for the Handicapped

Ten
1974, p. 3.
:

,

of

New York

f

Lj.ppman and 1. 1. Goldberg, The Night t o
Anatomy of the Pennsylvania Cas_e _anci_j_t^
Education
columl ia
Implications for Exceptional Children (t.'cw Yor/
19 L.

:

:

lini vers i

ty

,

Teachers College Press

,

19

/

3

)

.
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As noted, state legislatures responded to the

Pennsylvania challenge with the introduction of numerous bills on behalf of children who deviated from

average children phsically, mentally, or emotionally
and required special schooling and care.

20

In 1972,

the

Massachusetts legislature was among the first to react
with the passage of H.B. 6148.

In 1973, seven other

states also passed new, comprehensive laws:
1.

Arkansas required all its school districts
to provide special education, where it did
not exist, no later than the 1979-80
school year.

2.

Arizona mandated that every school district
submit a special education plan to the state
education agency not later than July 1, 1975.

3.

4.

I’h-i

Colorado enacted the Handicapped Children's
Act of 1973, which assured state reimbursements ranging from 100% to 50%, depending
on the services provided by the local school
district.
Maine approved legislation declaring a state
policy of equal educational opportunity for
all handicapped, and requiring appropriate
programs for all handicapped children ages
5 to 20 by July 1, 1975.

20 "Special Education
Delta Kappan LV , no.

—A
8

'Major Event' in 1973",
(April 19/4)
p. 513.
,

. .

.

.
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5.

Maryland set into motion machinery which
required local boards of education to develop plans for special education and to
submit them for review and approval by
state officials.

0

Mississippi enacted a plan v;hich created
now classes for exceptional children in all
parts of the state—— especially its rural
regions

7.

Missouri placed on its statute books a
Handicapped Children's Act of 1973 which put
teeth and penalties into many of the existing provisions for the special chi Id. 21

Today, all fifty states have laws that provide

some kind of educational services for handicapped children. 22

However, most of these laws do not mandate

a

comprehensive education for all categories of handicaps.
In

1974, only seventeen states had laws that make a free

public education available to all handicapped children. 22
As can be seen in Table I, ten states use

a

combin-

ation of laws and special executive decrees to encourage
the integration of handicapped children into local schools.

Two states, California and Hawaii, mandate equal education
for the handicapped without legislation; instead, the

2

llbid

22 i:ducationa.l Facilities Laboratories, One Out

of Ten

:

School Planning for the Handicapped

2 3 Ibid

1

,

Mew York, p.

3.
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stcitG

departments of education issue directives order -

ing equal education in all state school districts.

Despite such differences in legal bases, in all states,
the issue of means is common to every mandate or direc-

tive: the burden of implementation falls cn the public

schools.

Every comprehensive state

lav:

mandating equal

education for the handicapped requires that public schools
must shoulder the primary responsibility for educating all

handicapped children and emphasizes individual diagnosis,
evaluation, and program delivery rather than classification by labels or group category.

11

:
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TABLE

I

STATES WITH COMPREHEND I VL LECI SLAT I ON AND EDUCATION

SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

1971-1974

,

Implomenta-

State

Mandatory
Right to
Education
Legislation

tion
Date

Legal
Ago

Leg is 1 ation with
Mai ns t roam
Frovi s ions

1971
Mich igan

Pub lie Act #19 8

7-1-72

birth -2

Yes

ED 323

7-1-72
1973-74
9-1-74
7-1-72
2-14-72

3-21
3-21
3-21
6-21
6-21

No
Yes

1972

Illinois
Louisiana
Massachusetts
New Mexico
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Virginia

&

ED 322

Act # 30 6
HB 6148, Ch
7 ID
SB 14, Ch. 95
Act #9 7 7
Act #10 8
IB 2053, Ch
8 39
SB 132 (IIB 770
.

I

.

)

Yes
Yes

birth- 21

No
NO

7-1-72
7-1-73

3-21
2-21

Yes
No

7-1-75
7-1-73
7-1-75
10-1-73
7-1-73
7-1-73
7-1-74
7-1-74
7-1-75
7-1-73
8-9-73

5-21
5-21
5-21
5-20

Yes
Yes

1973

Arizona
Ark nnsas
Colorado
Maine
Maryland
Miss is si ppi
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota

HB 2256, Ch . 181
Act #102 (S 13 19)
IIB 1060, HB 116 4
HB 751
SB 649, Ch. 359

Oh i o

SB 405
SB 185

Wisconsin

HP,

74

HB 474
LB 403
IIB

10

90

Yes

Yes
Yes
Mo
Yes
No
No
NO
Yes

birth-20
b.i rth-21
5-21
6-20

birth-2
3-21

19 7 4
C’a] .iforn.ia

Iowa
Kansas

HB 306
Montana
SB 8501
Nev: York
North Carolina IIB 1814, Ch
Oh o
i.

West Virginia

SB 954 $
IIB 1271

IIB

,

3-20
5-21

pending
7-1-75
7-1-74/
7-1-79
7-1-74

AB 4040
SF 1163
IIB 1672

.

Yes
Yes
Yes

b j rth-21

6-21
3-21
5-18

No

pond3 ng
1293 7-1-74

pending
7-1-74

5-23

Yes

85

8

Yes

One Out of Ten
Source: Education Facilities Laboratories
York,
p. "4.
New
handicapped
the
for
,
la lining
Echoo]
•

I

,

,
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Mode] Programs for Special Education

One of the basic issues between the new laws

affecting the handicapped and old methods of special

education is that the present system of schooling does
not account for the many different needs of various

states and degrees of handicap.

Traditionally, school

districts have maintained only two alternatives for handi
capped students: placement in

a

special education class

well removed from regular academic instruction, or enroll

ment in

a

special school.

However, according to Maynard Reynolds of the

University of Minnesota,
...special educators (should) seek to help develop
the attitudes and skills necessary to accommodate
pupils' unusual needs within the regular school
framework. When it is not possible to achieve the
necessary climate and specialization of instruction in regular classrooms, then other special
arrangements are made ... .hopefully every special
educator sees himself as a resource for his entire
school and not as one who takes his own little
group to some special closet.2 4
,

C. Reynolds, "Categories and Variables
Davis,
in Special Education," in M.C. Reynolds and U.n.
(MinneClassrooms
Regular
in
cds., Exceptional Children
57.
I'D?
1’ress,
p7
IT
Minnesota
apolis? University of
2 4 Maynard

,
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In addition, Reynolds and other special educators have

maintained that exceptional children should he taken
from their normal settings on] v to the deorce necessary
to meet their special needs.

2 ^

The "cascade" system, first introduced in 1962 hy

Reynolds

and recent]y adopted hy the Council for

Exceptional Children, 27 was
delivery that provided

a

a

model for special education

vide variety of services in

number of alternative settings.

a

This system began hy

assuming that the greatest humber of handicapped children
can he absorbed into ordinary schools by adding a variety
of therapies to existing programs.

Gradually, with each

modification of the normal classroom setting,
number of students was provided with

a

a

smaller

greater amount of

resources and services, until the fewest number of children, requiring the roost specialized care, used the most

expensive resources.

26

Maynard C. Reynolds, "A Framework for Considering
Some Issues in Special Education," Exceptional Chi Id. i en
vol. 28
2

Ten

:

6

(1962)

,

pp.

Educational Facilities Laboratories, One Out
School Planning for the handicapped

.”

,

367-70.

,

of

New York, 1974,
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As shown schematically in Figure I,

the cascade sys-

tem defined, between everyday classroom and residential

hospital, ten levels of care and treatment on
scale.

a

progressive

Within the regular classroom, for example, the

cascade called for the three following modifications beforeroving children to special education classes:

(1)

a

special-

ist consultation program to reinforce the classroom teacher,
(2)

an itinerant teacher program to regularly reinforce the

child, and

(3)

a

resource classroom for the part-time

instruction of handicapped children.

The cascade then

called for special classes; after that, special schools;
and finally the highest level of care, the residential hos-

pital.

At each successive level of the cascade, the

pro] lers of children placed in the program were more severe,

the program was more expensive, and there was ]css chance

that the child would he able to return to

room

a

regular class-

.

It is important to note that the cascade in reverse
is a continuous series of less restrictive alternatives,

which implies that handicapped children can be gradually
transferred back toward the everyday classroom.

however.

3 r,

movement within the system in either direction is very
difficult if

a

school system skips several levels or

does not provide a continuous scries of services.

.
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Figure

1

THE CASCADE SYSTEM

POSSIBLE
Source: Educational Facilities Laboratories, One Out of
School Planning for the Handicapped , New York, 1974,
Ten:
p.

7

n.

3

P,

Nevertheless, like most models, the cascade was
only

a

theoretical prototype for the development of

individual programs.

As Reynolds pointed out in 1962,

the cascade was a conceptual framework that did
not

represent the ultimate special education program.
Instead, the cascade should he used as

a

standard for

total program tailored to the individual needs

a

of each school district. 28

Currently, many individual-

ized techniques such as Diagnostic/Prescriptive

Teaching,

29

o n

Precision Teaching,

Instruction

,J

and Individualized

are being designed and implemented in order

to meet the challenges of equal and appropriate educa-

tional opportunity, particularly with regard to the

28 Ibid, p.

7.

29

Robert W. Prouty and Florence M. McGarry,
"The Diagnostic/Prescriptive Teacher," in Instructional
Alternatives for Exceptional Children , ed. Evelyn Deno
(Arlington V a
The Counci 1 for Exceptional Children,
1973) , P. 47.
,

:

,

^Norris G. Paring, "Improved Learning Conditions
for Handicapped Children in Regular Classrooms," .in
Instructional Alternatives for Exceptional Children ed
live lyn be no (Arlington, V7C.
The'" Council for Except i on a 1
,

:

Children, 1973)

,

P.

74.

^

-^Robert J. Lindsey, "A Building Administrator's
Perspective of Individualized Instruction," in Instruc tional Alternatives for Exceptional Children edT lively
The Council for Fxceptional
Deno (Arlington, Va.
124.
Children, 1973
p.
,

:

,

.
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issue of individual diagnoses and evaluation rather
than

group classification or labeling.
Models for Change in Special Education
During recent years there have been numerous efforts
made in special education to escape the medical model in

classifying and diagnosing handicapped children.

The

"medical model" refers to classifying children according
to the etiology or the cause of the condition under con-

sideration.

In a disease with a specific causal agent

such as polio, which can be neutralized by the appli cation of special treatment, finding and naming the cause
•

is crucially important.
.

37

however, speech and hearing problems, learning

disabilities, mental retardation, and so forth are not
diseases

they arc disorders

;

.

Such disorders are defined

as a diffuse collection of functional impairments with no

one-to-one relationship between cause and treatment.

22 J.J.

Models,"
vol. 205
2 21bid

Gallagher, "New Educational Treatment
Annals of the Now York Academy of Sciences

(1973)

,

pp.

383-09.
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,

S

For treatment purposes, then, it is often
more important
to specify the nature of the current
condition or devel-

opmental patterns of the child than to search for
the

basic cause.

Scientists interested in prevention are

alv;ays interested in causation; but teachers,

communica-

thexapists, pediatricians, and psychologists who

t-ion

must educate the child, wish the diagnosis of the child
to be useful in their remedial efforts,'" 4

Several attempts at model building seem to focus
on a type of information processing that delineates

essential distinction between input problems (receptive
problems such as blindness and deafness)

;

output problems

(Expressive problems such as cerebral palsy, cleft

palate, and deafness)
pr ob lems

and central inf or mat ion-processing

;

(such as mental retardation)

presented such

a

model,

35

.

II.

D. Quay has

as have Kirk et al

3r
.

and

Gallagher and R. Bradley, "Early Identification
of Development Difficulties," in I. Gordon, cd., Early
Childhood Education (Chicago; National Society for the
Stucly' oJ: Eciu cation,' 71st yearbook , Part II, 1972).

Quay, "Special Education: Assumptions,
Techniques, and Evaluative Criteria," Exeptional Chlldren, vol
*0

.

40

(1973)

,

pp.

105-70.

r

Kirk, McCarthy, and W, Kirk, Illinois Test
of Psycholinguis tic Abilities (Urbana: University of
Illinois tress, 19 0
S. A.

.

'll

F. Wood. 3 7

The Kirk model is accompanied hy

instrument
Abilities

/

,

a

popular test

the Illinois Test of Psy cholinguis tic

which provides data on the relative linguis-

tic development of the child in processes
put)

,

channels

(auditory versus visual)

language development.

,

(input , outand levels of

This model has become widely

used in the discussions and thinking of special educators and in their research.

J1

In view of the current

demands in special education, it seems inevitable that
future research will be directed toward more extensive

models that are designed to explain and predict the

performance of handicapped children.

39

A strong trend can also be noted in the adoption
of prescriptive teaching techniques with exceptional

37 F

Wood, "Negotiation and Justification: An
Intervention Model." Exceptional Children vol. 40
(1973)
pp. 185-91.
.

,

,

3R

Kirk, op, cit.

Francis E Lord, "Complete Individualization of
An Unrealized Goal of the Past Century,"
Instruction
in M.C. Reynolds and M.D. Davis, eds., Exceptional
University
Children in Regular Classrooms (Minneapolis
2*4
\~,
19 1
pT
of Minnesota Press
.

:

:

,

.

4 2

children.

The clear statement of instructional

objectives and the specification of means by

v/hich

they will be reached is a natural extension of the in-

dividualized instruction approach forced on the special
educator by the individual needs of the handicapped
child.

The techniques of behavior modification and

operant conditioning have also been enthusiastically
applied to severe problems of retardation and emotional

disturbance and also in lesser problems such as delayed
language development.^

In short, according to

Goldstein and others, part of the maturation of the
field of special education appears to be in the generation of techniques and materials especially designed
for the exceptional child, rather than in adaptations

Ysseldyke "Diagnostic-Prescciptive Teaching:
The Search for Aptitude-Treatment Interactions,” in L.
Mann and D. Sabatinc, eds., The First Review of Special
education, vol. 1 (Philadelphia: Buttonwood Farms, 19 7 3)
40 j .j.

,

Hewitt, The Emotionally Disturbed Child in the
Classroom (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1968)
4

lp.

.

4 3

from techniques or materials for the normal child.

43

However , in practical application, few .school
districts have the resources or the capability to
create entirely new models for evaluating the handicapped and implementing programs to meet their needs.

Nevertheless, the courts have determined that public
schools will be held responsible for providing non-

restrictive services for the handicapped and within
reasonable proximity to the local community.

43

Clearly, public school systems working alone cannot
fulfill all the needs of every handicapped child.
School officials must begin to work more

closely with each other and with architects, planners,

therapists, government officials, psychologists,

physicians, and the handicapped themselves for the de-

Goldstein, Social Learning Curriculum (New
York: Yeshiva University', 1 9 6 9
and"" w". Mayer
"Life
Sciences: A Special Education Program" in Me Nov;
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study Directed by
W. Mayer (Boulder: University of Colorado, 1970).
)’

;

,

,

4 3pobert Is. Crabtree,
"The Politics of the Special
Education Law in Massachusetts, Open the Poor in '74
Massachusetts Teachers Association, Boston, I 9 74, p. 27.
,

44

vo lopment of in tcrdistrict and interagency cooperative

programs.

planning

44

Obviously, there is an urgent need for

nev;

systems of service that fit the circum-

stances of each school district, yet also meet criteria
for providing appropriate programs for handicapped

students.

Unless public schools and public agencies

cooperate by exchanging programs and pooling resources,
many handicapped children will not receive the care and

education they need and now lav/fully deserve.

Special Schools

Special schools, ranging from part-time day schools
to full-time residential hospital schools, mill continue

to play an important role in special education programs,

mainly for those students who cannot be integrated into

regular classrooms.

In many cases, handicapped children

need compensatory facilities and equipment that many

public schools do not possess and sophisticated special
.

programs that most schools do not now provide.

In

addition, some disabilities occur so infrequently in the

Thursday's Children (Amherst,
Services, University
Government
for
Institute
bass.
43.
p.
of Massachusetts, 1975)
44 Janet Owens, cd.,
:

,

48

general population that individual school districts
cannot
possibly offer the full range of program settings and
scrv ccs required for the low incidence handicaps.
-’-

Special day schools or classes are those that goner—
ally provide for children whose physical impairment does

not confine them to home or hospital but is severe enough
to make it impossible for them to attend regular schools. 45

Special schools enroll children with many handicapping
conditions, though often classes within the school may
be composed of students with only one type of disability.

The Boettcher School in Denver, Colorado, is an

example of this kind of facility.

46

In a building espec-

ially designed for handicapped children, with ramps,

elevators, rooms for resting, and other special equipment,
classes are held for children with severe heart conditions, cerebral palsy, and other crippling conditions.

Other special schools, such as the Neil School in
Chicago, include nonhandicapped as well as handicapped
Students are transported to these schools,

students.

45ibid

.

,

p

.

39

.

^Llovd M
Schools

Dunn, ed., Exceptional Children in the
.
(New York: Holt, Rhinehart & Winston 1965) , p.

488.

:

AC

which may be under the administration of one school
district or of
tively.

a

number of districts v/orking coopera-

Schools such as these have the advantage of

being able to concentrate specialized personnel and

equipment in one place, thus making medical, therapy,
and other services more readily available. 47

Another special school, the Casis School in Austin,
Texas, has been recognized nationally as an educational
model for handicapped children.

Part of this success is

the result of the personnel pattern that affects all

phases of intake and treatment.

These staffing resources

include
1.

A liaison agent between the private physicians
and the staff of the school for informing the
physicians of the physical and emotional progress of each child, of any unusual reactions
to medication or treatment, and of symptoms
of behavior indicative of emotional distur-

bances

.

2.

A clearing house for the clarification of
medical diagnoses and their implications.

3.

An advisor for teachers in determining how
much pressure toward improvement can be
exerted without harmful effects on the handicapped child.

47 Ibid

47

4

•

5

*

6

*

A consultant in cases of disciplinary
problemswhere the child's physical condition is
a factor to be considered.

An j n formant for parents on problems re la
tine
to the physical care and growth of the
child.
A rj?viev:inq agent who can help in the placen t of children wlien problems of physical
and emotional growth are involved.
A counsellor for the special education pupils
in helping tVicm to understand and adjust to

7.

their problems,

A resource consultant in staff meetings
periodic evaluation of the progress of
children is made. 48

v?

hcre

In Massachusetts there are a number of such schools

that are designed to accommodate

needs cases.

Appendix C provides

variety of special

a

a

partial listing of

these facilities as well as a brief summary of the types
of

services available at each.
Special Education in Massachusetts
On July 17,

into

lav,7

1972, Governor Francis Sargent signed

Chapter 766 of the legislative acts of 1972

48 M.G.

.

Powden and Henry J. Otto, ods,, The Education of the Exceptional Child in Casis School" Bureau of
Laboratory "Schools, Publication "No. Th (Austin University of Texas, 1964)
p. 10.
,

:

,

,

4B

The law came about because the

General Court of Massachusetts found that past
development of special education programs has
resulted in a great variation of services to
children with special needs, with some having
a greater educational opportunity than others
in less favored categories or environments...
(and) that past methods of labeling and defining
the needs of children have had a stigmatizing
effect and have caused special education programs to be overly narrow and rigid. 49

Tailed as a landmark legislation and "one of the
country's most important innovations in this decade,

which radically affects not only children's services, but
also public education

Chapter 766 "put the Massa-

chusetts legislature in the vanguard of

a

growing

nationwide movement on behalf of handicapped children.-^
It must be noted, however, that enactment of Chapter 766

was not solely the result of forward-thinking legislative
action; it was in part the product of intense and curnu-

Frank Llamas and David Sheehan, 7\ Guide for Parents
Institute for Governmental Services”,
to Chapter 766
University of Massachusetts and The Bureau of Child
Advocacy, Boston, Mass., July 197/].
49

,

Kducation as a
-^David S. Liederman, "Chapter 766
Right to be Claimed, Not a Service to be Begged,"
p. 5.
Journal of Education, vol, 157, no. 1 (1975)
:

51 Pobert K. Crabtree,

Handicapped," Compact

,

"Getting it Together for the
October 1973, p. 6.

lativc indignation.

Parents and other concerned parties

had gathered forces and lobbied hard for this
legislation in behalf of the children

— too

many, they believed--

who were being excluded from school. 52
lor example, until 1970, the problem of exclusion
had been virtually ignored.

In October of that year,

however , an important contribution was provided in The
Way We Go To School, The Exclusion of Children in Poston
a

,

report prepared by the Task Force on Children Out-of-

School.

This study focused on children who are:

culturally different (e.g., Spanish speaking),
cally different (e.g., crippled), and

(3)

(1)

(2)

physi-

mentally and

behaviorally different (e.g., mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed).

Data were gathered through interviews

with school administrators, social service and mental
health professionals, parents and community leaders, as
well as with researchers engaged in similar investigation

-^Robert K. Crabtree, "The Politics of the Special
Education Law in Massachusetts, Open the Door in *74
Massachusetts Teachers Association,' Boston, 1 9 7 4 pT 27.
,

,

,

'

xo attest to the magnitude of the problem,

the Task

Force related the following:
A minimum of 4,000 school aye children are excluded
from the Boston Public 'Schools; the likely number
ranges as high as 10,700. The majority of these
children remain out of schoo] because the School
Department provides no educational programs for
them . . . another group of children between 2,800
and 4,800— —go to school but are excluded from the
regular educational process. Many of these children
are misclassif ied and isolated.
They are assigned
labels denoting inability to participate in normal

—

school activities.- 0

I'rior to

enactment of Chapter 766

,

Massachusetts

statutes providing the framev/ork of services for chi ldren

so-called disabilities had been enacted on an

v:ith

hoc

ad_

basis in response to the identification of each new disability common to

a

significant number of children and

to a sense of social responsib.i lity to provide services
•

to ameliorate the effects of that disability.

SA

The most

visible disabilities received the earliest statutory

~Tlatt, Burton, Massachusetts Study of Educational
Opportunities for Handicapped and. Disadvantaged Chi ldren
Massachusetts Advisory Council on "Education Tamiary 1 9 7 1
p. 217.
~>

-

'

,

,

Robert K. Crabtree, "The Politics of the Special
Education Law in Massachusetts " Open the Door in '74
Massachusetts Teachers Association, Boston, p. -2 5
,

,

",

6

,

..

'
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recognition (e.g., deafness 55 and blindness 56 ).

Greater

sophistication in the social and medical sciences brought
about greater awareness and understanding of mental dis-

abilities

f

such as retardation

and emotional disturb—

ances, 5 8 and of less obvious physical disabilities, such
as partially impaired hearing 59 and sight. 60

Statutes for disability categories were enacted

separately and each disability category, therefore, was
separately analyzed as to its nature, the number of
children it affected, the kinds of services (e.g., evaluation, tutoring, and institutionalization) necessary to
remedy it, the cost of such services, and the ability of
state and/or local government to bear that cost.

These

judgments were made at different times in history and

reflected the professional expertise available and the
affluence of the society at the particular time when each

^Massachusetts General Laws
5

57
5R

59

60

Massachusetts General Laws

Massachusetts General Laws

,

,

Ch.

69

Sec. 28.

Ch.

62

Sec

26

Ch.

71

Sec

46.

71

Sec.

4611

.

Massachuse tts General Laws

,

Ch.

Massachuse tts General Laws

,

Ch. 69

Sec. 29.

Massachuse tts General Laws

,

Ch. 69

Sec. 26.

1

.
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judgment

v;as

made.

In addition, each judgment reflected

the social concern for that disability category.

This

concern was measured by the varying amounts of vocal

citizen support lobby groups
organi ze
In

v?

orc able to elicit and

G ^

1971, The Massachusetts Advisory Council on

Education attached the existing conditions in the following way:

When one is forced to review the data in this
report, can he deny that we have shamefully labeled
and stigmatized children (and their families)?
Ironically, and to our despair, the labels have
each led to the embodiment of prejudice rather than
better programs. We have learned that labeling
"for no purpose" does little more than manufacture
outcasts. Now, we must learn how to delabel, how to
remove from statutes the stigma of once moral and
humanistic, but now pejorative and harmful, terms.
We must learn how to guarantee fair and comparable
programs and services for all children, including
those with special needs
We must develop more
uniform funding principles, more viable incentives
for accomplishing humanistic objectives, and firmer
Those who are least able to support
guarantees.
programs for children with special needs must be
recognized and considered by authors of legislative
programs and by those who make decisions for implementation. We must find ways for children to remain
at home with their families rather than being placed
children,
in institutional settings, and for a 1
I

Crabtree, "Getting it Together for the
Handicapped," Compact October 1973, p.7.
6 1 Robert

K.

,

1

,

,

53

regardless of age or economic circumstances, to he
guaranteed the education, training, and/or treatrent that each requires to realize hi
s potential
te must discover systems of .interagency
communication, for coordination of servicer on behalf of all
child] on, nnu for effectively ut.i 1 zing the scarce
resources available in the Commoner a 1 th
losr.iblv,
for the first time in the history of this, or an^
other
society we have an opportune ty to design an
i

.

,

ac.n'imstrative , p r o gt r a mm a 1 c and human is ti c s ,r stem
that will guarantee each child (and his family):
(1) an adequate and helpful assessment of Ins'"
needs , (2) an assessment based on iotonti.nl rather
than on dcviancy and pathology, and (3) procedures
for "due process" that are embedded not only in
law, but in the moral convictions of those who
uphold the law. We must recognize that public
servants and agencies rust be held accountable. We
must guarantee to each' citizen the eventual creation
and support of an agency to serve all children with
special needs. ^

The call for action was heard in the Massachusetts

legislature.

House Speaker, David

bducation Committee Chairman

,

?•'

hartley, and House

,

Michael J. Daly, filed and

v'orked for passage of the f irst-in-the-nntion bill in

1972.

The co-sponsoring organizations included the

Association for Mentally 111 Children, the Coalition for
Special l.ducation, the Massachusetts Association for

C2 t,

of educational
Study'
Elntt burton .Massachusetts
—
—
—
Children ,
Disadvantaged
and
Opportunity or. for Handy rapped
Massachusetts Advisory Council on l.ducation January" 1971
p. 299-300.
1

.

,

,
r

~

-

i

t

,

,
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Petal clod Citizens

,

and the Massachusetts Department of

Mental Health. 63

Bartley presented this plan in

a

keynote address to

the 11th Annual Legislative Conference of the Massachu-

setts Association for Mental health.

Bartley told the

conference
The vast majority of these handicapped youngsters can he educated to a point, vhere they can
become contributors to society, and net dependents
upon society.
Some may see the initial costs as a disadvantage to their communities.
But the long-range
accomplishments promised by the lav; cannot be overlooked, either in terms of tax savings by reducing
their dependency or in terms of just simply doing’
v;hat is humanly the right thing to do. 4
As one of the longest and most complex pieces of

Massachusetts legislation dealing vith education, imple-

mentation of Chapter 766 has posed

a

challenge to state

government agencies, local school systems, educators and
providers of other children's services.

f O

According

Proposed to Smooth the VJay Tor a New Special
The Massachusetts Teacher LIII, no. 6,
Act,"
Education
(March 19 74), ppT 18 '"and" 19
"I-lan

.

G4 Ib.id.,

p.

6G Leiderman

19.

"Chapter 766 Education as a Right to
,
be Claimed, Not a Service to be Begged," Journal of Bd
5.
ucation, February 1975,
:

6

6

to the law, the school committee of each town and city
in the Commonwealth has the ultimate sole responsibility

for meeting all requirements

Ultimately, however,

complete compliance has required the cooperative efforts
of various public agencies that have a legal obligation

to children and of various public and private agencies

that have a humanistic concern for their welfare.
In brief,

the comprehensive and complex new lav

7

was designed to move Massachusetts away from its almost

exclusive reliance on both private and public residential
institutions as

a

way of serving children with special

needs, toward the development of creative and humane
Put

programs in or near the child's place of residence.
it would not eliminate residential institutions since

they are needed to serve particularly severe cases, to

develop new programs, and to train resource people to help
in regular school systems

Hospital School, as

Therefore, the Massachusetts

state-operated residential facility,

a

Regulations for the Implementation of Chapter
of the Acts of 1972, May 28, 1974, Section 202.2.
6

^

"Getting it Together for the
October 197 j, p. 7.

"^Robert K. Crabtree,

Iiandi capped

"
,

Compact

,

76

56

was expected to have additional demands placed on
its
staff from the enactment and implementation of Chapter
766

.

Summary
The review of literature in Chapter II focused on
the nationwide mandate for changes in special education,

model programs involving special education, as well as
the factors and forces influencing the enactment and

implementation of Chapter 766 in Massachusetts.
It was discovered that numerous judicial decisions

provided the impetus for many states to pass or propose
legislation dealing with special education reform.
a

As

result many exemplary approaches have been devised

to promote integration of handicapped and disabled

children into the mainstream of public education.

Most

legislative action was precipitated by vocal and intense
lobby interests representing

sources.

a

variety of concerned

In Massachusetts, the regulations established

for Chapter 766, in particular, have been regarded as

model for the nation, but they also present enormous

manpower, resource and training adjustments for all

a

public and private institutions serving the special need
cases of the Commonwealth.

C

II

A P T E R

I

I

I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL
AS RELATED TO IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAPTER 766
In the previous chapter a review of the literature

regarding the origin and nature of Chapter 766 of the
Acts of 1972 was presented as were some model programs

developed for the care and remediation of handicapped
and disabled persons.

The characteristics and opera-

tion of the Massachusetts Hospital School as related to
the implementation regulations of Chapter 766 will be

examined in the present chapter.

Specific topic areas

to be addressed will include the following:

(1)

the

history and background of the Massachusetts Hospital
School,

(2)

overall goals and objectives of the Massa-

chusetts Hospital School,

physical facilities and

(3)

(4)

overview of services and

overview of Chapter 766

regulations for state residential schools.
The History and background of the
Massachusetts liospj ta'l School
The Massachusetts Hospital School was established
at Canton, Massachusetts, in 1904 by Dr. E.H. Pradford,

.

.

50

M.D.

,

under the auspices of the Department of Public

Welfare.

It was charged, at that time, with providing

facilities and services "for the education and care of
R

crippled and deformed children of the Commonwealth
The statuatory authority establishing the hospital

remained essentially unchanged until 1954 when the

hospital school was transferred from the Department of

Welfare to the Department of Public Health.
In order to provide coordination between the edu-

cational component of this residential facility and to
provide integrated services for those "crippled and

deformed children of the Commonwealth"

69
a

board of
From

trustees was established to regulate the facility.
this beginning, the Massachusetts Hospital School,

70

operated under the aegis of the Massachusetts State

Department of Public Health, has expanded to include, at

68The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of
Public Health, Massachusetts Hospital School Canton
(Massachusetts Hospital School Printing class, no date),
,

p.

2

^Abstract "The Taxpayer's Dollar — Massachusetts
Hospital School
I bid

,

"

Mass. Physician

,

January 1960.

60

the end of June, fiscal year 1972—1973, two hundred

two students including forty— two day students

who commute to and from the school on

a

daily basis. 71

The Massachusetts Hospital School has been unique
in the Commonwealth in that it is

a

fully accredited

residential hospital school facility attending to the

educational needs, the physical-medical needs, and the
social needs of the child who is physically handicapped
or disabled.

Regular classroom education from nursery

school through high school, we well as some occupational and vocational training, have been provided for
the patient/students while their physica] disabilities

have either been corrected, treated, cared for, or

accommodated.

The needs of physically disabled

children between the ages of

0

and 21 have been served

at the facility.

This community of children with very special needs
has been serviced by

a

staff of doctors, educators,

71 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of
Public Health, The Annual Report of the Trustees of the
Massachusetts Hospital School at Canton Tor the Year
Lading June 30, 1973, pi 97

p

.

i

—
G 1

nurses, therapists, and support personnel trained to
work with these special needs in a family-type

environment.

Such an arrangement has allowed for the

disabled child to gain a regular education while

receiving long-term medical care, which an acute

hospital might not he able to provide, and to interact
socially with other disabled children.

Overall Copals and Objectives of the
Massachuset t
os 1 1 a TT ch oo
s'

'

i

"

'

The prevailing philosophy guiding the Massachusetts

Hospital School has been one of integration of the

patient/student by providing an environment in which the
handicapped or disabled child will learn to interact

with his peers and, later, with the world outside the
.

.

institution
.

77

This integration has taken place at two levels

that is, at the level of the patient/student interacting

"The Education of the
Physically Handicapped Child," Symposium 50th Anniver
School
Hospital
sary Colei ration of the Massachusetts
~
1954, p. 22.
72 P>ravtin, Margaret R.,

—

,

;

;
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vith the institution and at the level of the
patient/

student eventually interacting with the larger society
which

t

unlike the hospital school, is not designed to

facilitate his or her nobility or to understand his or
her needs.
At the level of patient/student interaction vith
the institution, there has been

a

consistent and con-

scious effort to integrate the areas of
(a)

Medical-physical care and accommodations

(b)

educational opportunities, experiences, and
resources

(c)

daily socialization within

a

community of

children, all of whom have special needs,
and supportive personnel who understand and
can help to fill those needs.

At the level of the patient/student interacting

with the society outside the institution, the existence
of a regular and accredited educational facility, along

with some provisions for occupational and vocational
training, has served to enhance the possibility that

a

child, despite a handicap, might still be able to lead

.

63

an independent and rewarding life.

It should be em-

phasized that most of the children served by the

Massachusetts Hospital School have
needs

73

a

multiplicity of

and the goal of the institution has been to

the total child and all his needs in a consistent

and conscious effort to facilitate the child's inte-

gration into the mainstream of the community.

Overview of Services and Physical Facilities
The Massachusetts Hospital School consists of

essentially three components:
(1)

the hospital component that focuses upon the

physical/medical problems of the handicapped
child;
(2)

the educational component that focuses upon
the scholastic and vocational needs of the
chi Id

7 7

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of
Public Health, The Annual Report of the Trustees of
the Massachusetts hospital School at Canton for ilie Year
(Diagnostic Breakdown)
Ending June 30, 1973

M

(3)

the residential or social component that

addresses itself to the environmental and
social needs of the child.
All three of these components have been emphasized

through the staff, the architecture used in the design
of facilities, and the technological resources that

facilitate the efforts of the individual patient/student
in successfully working toward the goal of becoming an

independent, functioning, and fully rewarded member of
the community.

Medical Services and Facilities
From the perspective of the hospital component, the

major focus has been on those children between the ages
of

0

and 21 who have physical disabilities, primarily

medical problems of skeletal or neuromuscular dysfunction.
The hospital has treated orthopedic problems, neurological
and neurosurgical problems, performed plastic surgery,

fitted and utilized prosthetic devices, and worked for
the rehabilitation of those with severe physical handicaps.

The clinical efforts within the hospital have been

basically performed within the framev’ork of four major

65

diagnostic areas.

Those four major areas are

scoliosis, which involves spinal fusions,

cerebral palsy service,
service, and

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

the

the myelodysplasia

spinal cord injuries.

Approximately one third of the patient/students
at the Massachusetts Hospital School have been diagnosed
as suffering from cerebral palsy and all have been re-

examined periodically to determine the degree of
nursing care required so that their placement in the
various residential units may be determined.
both the amount of care that

a

Thus,

child requires and the

amount of independence a child is capable of achieving
can be maximized.

The role of myelodysplasia service

has been to coordinate the efforts of orthopedic,

neurosurgical, pediatric, neurological and urological
specialists, physical therapists, and the nursing personnel.
The statistics for the year July

1,

1972, through

June 30, 1973, show 157 admissions; 158 discharges;
39,381 patient days, and an average daily census of

4

.

GG

107, 89.

74

The function of the hospital component has been
to address the serious surgical, diagnostic, medical,
and rehabilitative problems of the handicapped or dis-

At the Massachusetts Hospital School

abled child.

these severe problems have been treated expertly,

within the context of
than within

a

a

total social environment, rather

more limited one in which such problems

have been addressed only medically.

Educational Services and Facilities
The school component, according to the annual re-

port of the Trustees of the Massachusetts Hospital
School at Canton for the year ending June 30, 1973,
served

a

total of 242 students for that school year,

There were

a

7^

total of 42 day students who, as their

physical condition warranted it, were transported daily
to the classroom from the surrounding area.

Some of

these day students were previously residents who be-

7

Ibid

75

Ibid

07

came capable of living in the larger community but
still

required the special facilities to progress with their

education.

Other day students became residents when

scheduled for or recuperating from surgery.

School was

in session for a total of 186 days during the school

year with an average daily membership of 190.35 and an
average daily attendance of 175.06.”^

These figures

represent students enrolled in regular classrooms,

which run from kindergarten through twelfth grade.

Of

this, the average number of day students per day was
30

children.
The educational component includes

a

nursery school

and a complete school program for handicapped students
in kindergarten through grade twelve.

The bray ton high

School, which is fully accredited by the New England

Association of Schools and Colleges, attained its second
ten-year accreditation in the spring of 1972.

The

Unique Nursery Project and the Bay lies Beginning Center

program are more recent innovations.
The Nursery Project

.

The Nursery Project at the Massa-

chusetts hospital School was instituted in April of 1973.
The primary thrust of this project has been to provide

76 Ibid

G8

••

early identification and evaluation for
handieapped
children, from birth to an age of five.

accomplished by providing

a

short-term residential

evaluation for each child during which
'

This has been

a

program is

designed to be carried out in the home of the child.
Programs of development stimulation and adjustment
have been designed and prescribed on an individual
basis and .then taught to parents to be implemented

within the home environment.

Rather than intensive

medical treatment, adjustment and accommodation -have
been stressed.
The program is designed so that during an infant
*

or child's short residential admission to the Massachu-

setts Hospital School, the child is evaluated

program of home care is developed by

a

-and

a

staff team con-

sisting of pediatricians, nurses, social workers,

occupational therapists, nutritionists, physical
therapists, and family counsellors.

This staff works

with both the child and with the parents to develop
an individualized plan to accommodate the specific needs

of the child in the context of what the parents can

and/or must provide.

r

In

tliis

<j

way the staff has been able to take into

account the specific requirements of both the child
and the parents.

Thus, involvement of the parents has

been assured and tho help that they are able to provide
the child enhanced.

Also, the parents have been

assured that they could handle the needs of their child,
and the potential hazards to the physically handicapped

child

(both psychological and physical)

minimized ,

have thus been

Since inception of the Nursery Project,

home visitation and additional support have been

a

regu-

lar part of the home care program following the child's

discharge from the short residential stay at

?lliS

for

evaluation.
In summary,

the Nursery Project has involved the

short-term admission of handicapped children from
birth to five, during which their individual and specific
needs are assessed and evaluated by
and social personnel.

a

team of medical

This team then has designed a

plan of activities and development, has explained the
plan to the parents of these children and has taught
them what skills are required to meet the needs of their

children.

Follow-up activities in the homes of these

^
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children have been planned and supportive
assistance to
the parents has been provided.
The overall design
of

the program has been to maximize parental
involvement
and to avoid potentially damaging approaches.

The hay lies Beginning Center

.

The Annual Report of the

Trustees of the Massachusetts Hospital School at Canton
for the year ending June 30, 1973, stated that the

Bay lies Beginning Center

...created an environment which encouraged a cormunity of children and adults to function cohesively,
the special innovations helping to breah down the
barriers that would usually exist between the larne
and the small, the handicapped and the nonhandicapped .
The Baylies Beginning Center has operated separately

from the regular Hospital School, though both share many
of the facilities.

This pre-school project has been based

upon open classroom premises in which both physically

impaired children and those who are not disabled can be

brought toaether to share the experience of learning.
These children, differing in both age and experience,
have been placed in

a

learning environment not predicated
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solely on their disabilities but rather on providing
then with rewarding social i.nteraction to help prepare
1

them for the independent pursuit of education in an

environment of positive independent behavior.

The

program approach has not only been supportive of the
children's individual needs, but also preparatory to
their gaining an educational and skill level in order
to make their eventual transition into the mainstream of

the community more likely and less traumatic.
As with the Nursery Project, The Bay lies Beginning

Center encouraged and emphasized parental involvement.
In addition, emphasis has been placed on the Center's

usefulness to the community as

a

resource through which

problems of integrating the disabled child into

a

non-

hospital school can be drawn upon and utilized by the
community as

a

whole.

It should be noted here that

such programming emphasis in both the Nursery Project

and the Baylies Beginning Center enhanced the potential
for the Massachusetts Hospital School to become

a

statewide model in the integration process mandated by

Chapter 76G, since both programs were well underway
prior to the implementation date and both were predi-

.

.

,
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cated on a community/family approach to
educating the
handicapped
h choc 1

]•

a cl

period with

1 i

t:

io s

During the three-month project

.

this study is concerned, it became

v.-hich

evident that implementation of Chapter 766 would mean
that the more physically able children would return to
their local communities for school! nn, and the more

severely handicapped children remaining in the school

would require optimal functioning of both the staff and
the physical facilities.

hired to conduct

a

Accordingly, consultants were

building survey that would analyze

existing space allocations in relation to the current and
anticipated educational practices at the school.

The

subsequest report, Study of Academic Facilities, 78 provides detailed space and usage specifications as of 1974
for the entire
site plan)

MIIS

facility

Figures

.

3

(see Figure

through

6

2

for the overall

show these details for

the various areas available for student use in 1974 in

the classroom buildings within the complex.

79

"^Strother Associates, Planners, Study of Academic
Facilities: The Massachusetts Hospital School (Cambridge

Mis”''
7

^Ibid.

r.
,

pp.

8-16
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For example

,

Drayton High School (Figure 3), which

can accommodate 150 students, contains seven general

classrooms

(12,580 so. ft.); one language and two

science laboratories

(2,100

sc;

,

consultation, and guidance rooms

music (practice) rooms
sq.

ft.);

a

(820 so.

ft.)

speech therapv,

;

(600 so.

ft.;

a

ft.);

two

library (2,520

greenhouse (400 sq. ft.); and an auditorium

(11,345 so. ft.).

Access and use within all of these

areas is facilitated for wheelchair and bodcart patients
by the provision of extra wide corridors and doorways
sneci.al ramps,

seating arrangements, and eouipment, as

well as carpeting throughout all classrooms and hallways.
Figures

4

through

6

show the 1974 space in other

classroom buildings allocated to student use
(1)

Old Schoolhouse
(1,580 sq.
(465 sq.

(2)

— five

ft.)

ft.

as

follows:

general classrooms

and one audio-visual room

)

Industrial Arts Bui lding

— brace

shop, for fit-

ting and repairing student devices, and

waiting area
(735 so.

(900 so.

ft.), student lounge

ft.), and print, electronics and car-

pentry workshops

(1,590 sq.

ft.);

—

Figure

5

MASSACHUSETTS
HOSPITAL SCHOOL
PINKERTON BUILDING
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o

5
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—
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—

20
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STROTHER ASSOCIATES. PLANNERS

Figure

6
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(3)

I

inker ton

L’ui

lding--one kindergarten class-

room (640 sq. ft.), one general classroom
(640 sq.

(1280 sq

ft.), and two arts
.

ft

.

ft

crafts rooms

)

In summary, the 1974 study of existing space

allocation was designed to provide the foundation for
evaluation, innovation, and renovation, both of the

program and the facility, prior to implementation of

Chapter 766, for it was anticipated that the law would
affect not only the school's community-directed programs but its internal programming and functioning as

well.

The following section provides

a

brief overview

of the legal regulations governing the education of

students within the Massachusetts Hospital School.

80

Overview of 766 Regulations for
^tatc Residential Schools'
While the major purpose of this study
was to
analyze the methods utilized by the
Massachusetts Hospital School during the three-month project
period as
it prepared for implementation of Chapter
706, the

specific purpose of this section is to provide

brief

a

overview of those regulations within the law that
directly relate to the
of this study.

MIIS

operation and to the goals

It should be noted that the compre-

hensive nature of the law affected school planning

during the study period in two separate areas.

First,

the community out-reach aspects of the program required

restructuring and expansion in lino with the greater
number of more physically able students who would be

integrated into regular public schools, and second,
the school's residential resources

— programs,

staff and

facili ties--required intensification and modification
to accommodate the more severely handicapped nature of
the remaining MHS population.

The regulations for implementation of Chapter 766

were originally promulgated on May 28, 1974.

The reg-

1
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ulations were formulated by the Division
of Special
Education and then reviewed, revised, and
formally

accepted by five other state agencies
concerned with
providing services to children: The Departments
of

Mental Health, Public Health, Welfare, Youth
Services,
and the Office for Children, 80

The initial regulation:

were developed during the two-year period between

enactment and implementation of the law.

Because of

the difficulties of translating the spirit of the

reform law into

a

practical statewide delivery system,

the lengthy regulations were subject to numerous tech-

nical revisions and amendments and to

criticisms from

a

variety of sources#

a

wide range of
For example,

they have been labeled as being too elaborate, cumbersome, and complex for schools to follow: too non-

specific (i.c., they contain no definition of

a

child

with special education needs); and too restrictive for

schools who would try to meet the letter of the law 81
.

Milton Budoff, "Engendering Change in Special
Education Practices," Harvard L'duca ti onal Bov lew 45,
no. 4 (November 19 75) ~p'. 5 1 7
,

.

8

1

bid

.

,

pp.

523-24

.
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Nevertheless

,

despite their conceptual confusion and

their stultifying level of detail, the regulations

have prescribed procedural no chan is ns for deciding

how to help children with special needs.

Chapter

7

of the implementation regulations details these procedures for the "Education of Children in Institutions

under the Control of the Departments of Mental health,

Public Health, and Youth Services," including the

Massachusetts Hospital School.
For example, the first section of the regulations
(Section 700) describes the admissions approval proce-

dures for school-age children with special needs to
such an institution on

a

day or residential basis.

full text of this section of the Chapter

7

The

regulations

for implementation of Chapter 766, as well as the text
for those sections summarized below, can be found in

Appendix A.
The second section of the regulations, Section 701,

deals with the responsibilities of the Bureau of Insti-

tutional Schools, v’hich include:
701.2

Determininci the method for provision of special

education for each child in a day or residential

.
.
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program in the institution.

The determina-

tion of this method shall be made in con-

sultation with the Core Evaluation Team (CET)
and supervisory personnel of the institution.

701.3

E s t ab 1 l sh l ng a monitoring and evaluating sys-

tem for each method of providing special

education
701.4

Providing technical assistance to maximize the
utilization of state and federal funds for the

development of educational services for
children in day or residential programs.
701.6

Monitoring the overall efficiency and quality
of the educational component of the programs.

701.7

Insuring that special education staff assigned
to the institutions meet the requirements for

certification and approval of the Board of

Education
701.8

Insuring that the intent and purpose of this
chapter, of these regulations, and of the law

governing the provision of special education
to school age children with special needs is

fully carried out in the programs of rcsiden-

.

:
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tial institutions.

Section 702 describes the methods for designating

supervisory personnel (superintendents and assistant

superintendents for children's services) at residential
institutions* Section 703 details their duties as
follows
703.1

(a)

Supervising and monitoring the provision

of all services provided by the children's

units in the school and directing the

special education staff.
703.1

(b)

Providing in-service training to members

of the special education staff and the staff
of the Department of Mental Health who are

employed in children's units and in any other
units where school age children may be residing.

703.1

(c)

Providing for each school age child not

residing in

a

children's unit, jointly with

the unit director of the unit in which the

child is residing,

a

program that satisfies

the requirements of the child's educational
p Ian
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In addition,

this section prescribes that the
super-

v i s o ry persons shall:

703.2

(a)

Dork

v;i

th the superintendent and
other

staff of the institution to insure
that the

educational plan for each school age child
in a day or residential program in
the

institution is carried out and that any
other services rendered to the child are

consistent
703.2

(b)

v/ith such plan.

Provide in-service training to the

special education staff and, if reouired

'

v

this chapter, to other staff.
70 3.2

(c)

Develop the special education program in

the institution.

703.2

(d)

Attend meetings called by the Bureau of

Institutional Schools for monitoring, evaluating and modifying each child's plan.
'

cction 704 presents the guidelines for involve-

rucnt of

parents and emphasizes that the institutions’

supervisory person

(s)

shall make every feasible effort

to elicit the interest and encourage the participation
of parents to the greatest possible degree in the

8G

education program of their children
while the children
arc in a day or residential program
in the institution,
Such efforts on the part of supervisors
shall include
the following:

704.1

They shall offer to consult with parents

regarding their children's development and
future opportunities.
704.2

In all communications with parents, they

shall make all necessary efforts to insure

that the parents understand the educational

programs of their children.

Such efforts

shall include the minimization of the use
of technical terminology which may tend tc

obscure the information to be conveyed.
704.3

Parents shall be afforded the opportunity
to meet, at least quarterly, with the

special education staff directly involved

with their children.
704.4

When children go home on visits for

a

weekend

or longer, appropriate guidance shall be

given to parents so that they can assist in

continuing the education program of their

.
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chi lclren

704.5

Regard less of their participation in the
above

,

parents shall receive

a

written

quarterly report of the educational progress
of their children in the same manner as

reports are made to parents of children in
other special educational programs.
704.6

Any parent who is not satisfied with the ed-

ucational progress of his or her child, or
with the child's program, shall have the
right to meet with the appropriate supervisory person

(s)

of the school system with

responsibility for the education of such
chi Id,
In effect,

these regulations do not provide speci-

fic recommendations for particular programs with a

given institution.

They do establish procedures for

developing programs and standards within the framework of
the overall goals of the

lav;

which, in turn, provide the

impetus for the Massachusetts hospital School to design
a

program that will facilitate its role in the implemen-

tation process.
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Sun

Chapter III dealt with the conceptual
and operational characteristics of the Massachusetts
hospital
School as related to the implementation
regulations of
Chapter 766. The history and background of
the Massachusetts Hospital School were reviewed, and a

description of the services, physical facilities,
and

patient/students was provided.

The specifications of

existing spaces and current usage as of 1974 were
detailed.

Also, the pertinent regulations for imple-

mentation of Chapter 766 were summarized.
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C H A P T E R

I

V

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY
xO ASSESS THE PREPARATIONS FOR INCREASED
UTILIZATION OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL IN FACILITATING THE IMP LE MEN T AT I ON OF

CHAPTER 766

Chaptei III focused on the selected characteristics
of the Massachusetts Hospital School as veil as
that

portion of Chapter 766 implementation regulations that

directly relates to the Massachusetts Hospital School.
This chapter details the assessment designs and proce-

dures employed to describe activities during the three-

month project period when the Massachusetts Hospital
School prepared for compliance with the statutory and

regulatory demands of Chapter 766.

The Massachusetts

Hospital School project included the following five
stated objectives,
1.

To record the anticipated effects of Chapter
766 on the Massachusetts Hospital School as

perceived by the educational staff in anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.
2.

To determine the staff familiarity with

current educational innovations in anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.

.
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3.

To assess perceived in-service training needs
of the staff in anticipation of implementa-

tion of Chapter 76G.
4.

To review the evaluation of facilities to de-

termine space allocations and deficiencies

requiring renovation or modification in
anticipation of implementation of Chapter 7GG.
5.

To describe the alternative educational models
and new approaches in the area of special

education that the Massachusetts Hospital
School staff members wore exposed to in

anticipation of implementation of Chapter 7G6.
These five objectives were the goals by which the

project was assessed during the Spring of 1974.

A des-

cription of the assessment design and the evaluative

methodology employed in this study follows

Assessment. Design

One of the basic techniques available to determine
the short-term needs of a group or institution is to ask
the members of that group or institution what they think

they need.

To that end, during the course of this study
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a

questionnaire (see Appendix

D)

vas administered to all

of the teaching staff at the
Massachusetts I'osritnl

choo 1

•

tj k >

open-ended questions were designed to
elicit

information from the staff in the following
areas:
1.

The perceived needs and priorities of staff
mem} ors

2.

;

The teaching techniques staff members

]

elieved

desirable or necessary;
3.

The additional training staff members believed

desirable or necessary*
.

Staff members

'

evaluation of the in — service

training programs;
5.

for the staff members mould utilize funding to
.improve the educational programs in vhi.ch they

more involved;
0.

Horn

the staff members mould utilize funding to

implement Chapter 7GG;
7,

Chat staff members found most professional y
1

valuable in the improvement of their tcachinr
sbi 11s;
R.

Ctaff members' rating of the educational re-

sources currently available.

y
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A more detailed description of
the assessment

methodology employed in this study
relative tc the five
stated objectives is systematically
presented in the
following sections.
Objective Number One
iO record the anticipated effects
of Chapter 7GG on

the /Massachusetts hospital School as
perceived by the

educational staff in anticipation of implementation
of
Chapter 76 G,

Assessment Me thodo 1 o

cj

The investigator conducted in-depth structured

interviews with administrators, teachers, students,
parents, and the hospital staff to obtain data that would

help in forecasting the anticipated effects of Chapter 766.
The investigator also attended meetings of the Hospital

Utilization Review hoard, the membership of which included
hospital and school administrators, hospital department
heads, and physicians.

This group was responsible for

planning changes in medical care and housing that would be
needed if the handicapped were to be defined differently

92

nore detailed description of the
assessment
methodology employed in this study
A

relative’ to the five

stated objectives is systematically
presented in the
f o 1 lowin <j s e c t i on s
.

Objective Number One
.to

tl',c

I

record the anticipated effects of Chapter 766
on

.assacl usetts hospital School as perceived,
by the

educational staff in anticipation of implciren ta tion of
Chapter 760.
As so s s e n t
r,

1

1

othodolo y
cj

The investigator conducted in-depth structured

interviews with administrators, teachers, students,
parents, and the hospital staff to obtain data that would
help in forecasting the anticipated effects of Chapter 766.
The investigator also attended meetings of the Hospital

utilization Review Hoard, the membership of which included
hospital and school administrators, hospital department
heads

,

ant

1

physicians.

This group was responsible for

planning changes in medical care and housing that would
needed if the handicap ped were to be defined differently

1

c

y

:
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when the

ncv;

legislation became effective.

The investigator gained additional information

}

attending faculty meetings and observing haw the total
staff worked together

anticipated changes.

,

as

v.

c1

]

as how they discussed

The investigator also administered

a

questionnaire consisting of open - ended questions to

tli

c

teachers at the start of the three-month project

period.

These questions focused on the teachers' per-

ceptions of how Chapter 766

v.’ould

effect their approaches

to teaching and instruction, staffing patterns, resources,

and environment.

Treatment of Data
The professional teaching staff responded to the

following critical questions relative to objective number
one
1.

To you anticipate that the implementation of

Chapter 76G in the coming year will influence
the type of student you v\ill be teaching?
2.

Do you anticipate that the implementation of

Chapter 76 G in the coming year will influence

your approach to teaching?

;;

.
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The responses supplied by twenty members
of the

teaching staff for question number one vero
structured
and analyzed according to the following
subconsiderations
and tendencies for reply variability:
(a)

acknowledgments that implementation of Chapter
766 would have an effect;

(h)

cxpecta tions that more multiple and severely

handicapped children would be admitted and
serviced
(c)

anticipation that lesser handicapped and more

mentally able children v:ould be integrated
into regular public school systems
The responses supplied by twenty-three members of
the teaching staff for question number two were struc-

tured and analyzed according to the following sub-

considerations and tendencies for reply variability:
(a)

adbnovlodgmen ts that the implementation of

Chapter 766 would affect their teaching
approach
0

)

expectations that more open-classroom programs
would need bo instituted;

(c)

anticipation that less emphasis would

1

c
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placed on basic academic curriculum areas.

Objective Kunbor
r

J’o

n 'vn

determine the staff familiarity

vi th

current

educational innovations in anticipation of implementation of Cb.apter 766

.

Assessment Methodology
A

1974.

faculty questionnaire

v?as

administered on March 26,

This questionnaire consisted of several critical

questions soliciting staff reactions on the following:
1.

Ilow

teachers perceived their own present class-

room methods;
2.

How familiar teachers felt themselves to he with

different teaching techniques;
3.

Pov familiar teachers felt other teachers to be

with different teaching techniques;
4.

How teachers perceived various facilities and

procedures were being used at the School;
5.

How teachers wanted these facilities

cedures to

1

o

and.

pro-

used at the School.

Teachers were ashed to consider their own individual

;

;
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classes and to provide their perceptions
of that classroom according to the following cat.eciories:
1.

Traditions] classroom;

2.

Open-space classroom;

3*

Activity-centered classroom;

4.

Con tinuous— pupi 1— progres s -or ien ted classroom;

5.

Modified traditional, individualized instruction,

tutorial, combined traditional and

individualized, and/or open-discussion-oriented

classroom (these mere specified by teachers who
chose the open category of "other methods".
On another questionnaire item, the teachers could

reply that they had
able knowledge,

knowledge

,

or

(3)

(1)

complete knowledge,

moderate knowledge ,

(4)

(2)

very little

no knowledge to the question "How

(5)

familiar are you with the following techniques?"

differential staffing;
use of audio-visual materials;
team teaching;
micro teaching;
indivi dual i zed instruction
computer-ass sted instruction
rogrammed instruction;
educational television;
non-graded school approach;
open-school concept;
i

1

consider-

. ;

;

n

;

;
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alternative education -rograms
testing and rear, urcir.cn t techniques;
group dynamics techniques
utilization of teacher aides;
diagnostic techniques;
techniques for cultural differences;
techniques for i n t e g r a t i c social issues into
the curricuJun;
discovery learning procedures;
plication of learning theory to classroom
teaching
application of personality theory to classroom
teaching
closed circuit TV;
performance contracting
intcor a t c d d ay
c
teacher accountability 1,2
j;

.

;

Treatment of

E'at.a

The responses supplied by the twenty-three

r

embers

of the teaching staff for the technique iters listed

above were analyzed in the context of those ton tech-

niques with which they were most familiar.

In addition,

the responses supplied by the twenty- three members of
the teaching staff to another question were also simi-

larly structured and analyzed.

This question was "row

^Thcse techniques were suggested by Maurice Fnilo
Oliver, A Study of Teacher Training Needs in Isolation to
Classroom Practice' as I’orcoi vod' T»y Teachers bri nci pals"
purer j n tendrnts and Teacher Educators unpuh'1 isliotl thesis
University of fiassachuse tts , 197 2", p T 5.
,

,

,

,

;
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familiar are the teachers in your
school (colleagues)
v/ith the

following techniques?"

educational television;
use of audio-visual materials;
utilization of teacher aides;
application of learning theory to classroom
teaching
tests and measurements techniques;
application of personality theory to classroom
teaching
individualized instruction strategies;
open school concept;
techniques for integrating social issues into
the curriculum;
performance contracting.
From a cross— tabulation analysis and frequency of
responses, it was determined which programs and

approaches were considered to be most familiar by the

Massachusetts Hospital School staff during the time of
the study.

Objective Number Three
To assess the perceived in-service training needs
of the staff in anticipation of implementation of Chap

ter 766.

99

Asscssrr.cn t

Methodology

A questionnaire was administered to the
teaching

staff on March 26, 1974.

This questionnaire focused

on the following fundamental considerations:
1.

What the teachers' expectations were of the

in-service training program regarding
instruction, curriculum, resources and

personal growth;
2.

What activities the teachers would he interested in pursuing under such

3.

a

program.

What techniques the teachers would like to

receive further training in under such

a

program,
4.

How the teachers viewed their opportunities to

become involved in planning teacher inservice education programs;
5.

Mow teachers felt money allocated for inscrvice education should be spent.

Treatment of Data
The unstructured responses supplied by the teaching

staff relative to their expectations of instructional

;
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in-service needs were analyzed according to the following subconsiderations and tendencies for reply variation:
(a)

establishing an open-classroom setup;

(b)

better utilizing audio-visual aids;

(c)

instituting discovery learning programs;

(d)

increasing student involvement;

(c)

teaching mentally retarded children;

(f)

dealing with handicapped students in the
classroom;

(g)

working with learning disabilities;

(h)

dealing with reading problems;

(i)

evaluating, developing, and testing for

creativity
(j)

setting up integrated classrooms;

(k)

developing strategies and models;

(l)

teaching in teams.

Similarly, the unstructures responses by the

teaching staff relative to their expectations of the

in-service training programs in the area of curriculum
were analyzed according to the following subconsiderations and tendencies for reply variation:

101

(a)

changing from

a

basic (traditional) curriculum

to an activity-centered one;
(b)

using current materials in an individualized

instruction framework;
(c)

presenting traditional secondary-level subjects
in a more interesting manner;

(d)

preparing courses of study for mentally retarded children;

(e)

making the curriculum more creative;

(f)

making the curriculum more relevant to the
special needs of the students at the Massachusetts Hospital School and to their ]ater lives;

(g)

developing games to make learning more fun.

The teaching staff's expectations of in-service

training programs relative to the area of instructional
resources were analyzed according to the following sub-

considerations and tendencies for reply variation;
(a)

audio-visual materials;

(b)

videotaping and editing equipment;

(c)

large print textbooks;

(d)

other manufactured materials designed for

special needs children.

;
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The teaching staffs expectations of
in-service

training programs relative to the area of
personnel
needs were analyzed according to the
following sub-

considerations and tendencies for reply variations:
communicating better with other teachers;

(a)
(1

re-evaluating their personal commitment to

)

teaching

specializing in a particular field (such

(c)

as

testing methods);

(d)

widening their scope as teachers;

(e)

rethinking the teachers' role within the

Massachusetts hospital School;
exploring community resources.

(f)

Finally, the teaching staff's unstructures

responses indicating what activities they would be
WO st interested in pursuing if they were released for

in-service training were analyzed according to the
following sub-considerations and tendencies for reply

variation
(a)

:

the opportunity to visit other schools,

(public or private, special needs or genera])
to observe how these institutions were using

;
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educational approaches and materials with
their students;
(b)

the chance to explore community resources

such as materials resource centers, media

centers, educational specialists, and

parents
(c)

the chance to work on developing more effective and creative teaching materials, after

learning from the school and community visits

mentioned above;
(d)

the chance to work on better teaching programs

that they observed, ranging from career coun-

seling to emotional problem guidance to

distributive education to individualized
curriculum.

Objective Number Four
To review the evaluation of facilities to determine

space allocations and deficiencies requiring renovation
or modification in anticipation of implementation of

Chapter 76 G,

;
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educational approaches and materials with
their students;
(1

)

the chance to explore cor inuni tv resources

such as materials resource centers, media

centers, educational specialists, and

parents
(c)

the chance to work on developing more effective and creative teaching materials, after

learning
r.

(d)

front the

school and community visits

cnt.ioned above;

the chance to vor!

on better teaching programs

that they observed, ranging from career coun-

seling to emotional problem guidance to

distributive education to individualized
curri culur;.

Objective K umber Tour
To review the evaluation of facilities to determine

space allocations and deficiencies requiring renovation
or modi fiention in anticipation of implementation of

Chapter

7 (1C.

10

4

Assessment Design
The first step in assessment of this objective was

the investigator in this study to interview and

screen various consultants and then to provide assistance
to the school's administration in the final selection of

educational planners and architects.

During this pro-

ject, the investigator and the consultants made numerous

on-site observations, and the professional staff

vo.i

ced

their concerns and aspirations to them in numerous con-

versations regarding the physical environment of the
facility in which they worked.

Details of this work may
O O

be found in Study of Academic Facilities

ants'

findings of Strother Associates.

'

,

the consult-

Further data

were obtained from the faculty questionnaire, administered
on March 26,

1974 to the MHS teachers.

Findings from

these responses were reviewed.

Treatment of Data
The facilities under study at the Massachusetts

^Strother Associates, Planners, Study

of Academic

Facilities ; The Massachusetts Hospital School
bridge, Mass., 1974).

)Ca“m^
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"° Spital Soh ° o1 v,cre
subjected to in-de r th analysis

Wlth larticulnr emphasis on
factors contributing to the
inappropriate use of space, namely:
(a)

overcrowding in the Old Schoolhouse
classrooms
;

O’)

underutilization of many of the High dchool
spaces and classrooms, especially
the main
foyer, corridors, teacher's lounge,
homo

economics room, language room and laboratory,

hookkeeping room, and auditorium;
(c)

flav’s

in the design of some facilities and

cquii went that inhibit use by students with

handicaps and thus lead to underutilization,
(ihese were most apparent in the science
lal

ora tories

,

home economics room, language

laboratory, and corridors,);
(d)

inappropriate use of the library leading to
its underutilization as an educational

(e)

under s taf f ing at all levels,

1

ut particularly

in regard to the school administration,

ing aides and assistants,

facility;

teach-

the audio-visual

department, and janitorial services.
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0*

jectivc Dumber Five

1o describe the alternative educational models and

new approaches in the area of special education that
the Massachusetts hospital School staff were exposed to
in anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.

Assessment Design
As part of the Spring 1974 in-service education

program, several teachers from the Massachusetts hospital

School visited

a

number of other facilities.

These in-

cluded institutions for the handicapped, individual

departments in the public schools, open-education classrooms in the public schools, lectures and conferences,

materials resource centers, and libraries

.

It mas

agreed that the opportunity to moot wi th other professionals doing similar work provided very strong and

helpful modeling for the HPS teachers.

It was agreed

that such visits should be carefully incorporated into

continuing assessment program and that

a

resource file of

information gleaned from teacher evaluations

v

r

ould be a

valuable resource for the school.
In addition,

a

a carefully selected program of in-

servicc consultants was organized and instituted by the

;
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Massachusetts Hospital
School
*-»cnooi
1

.

„
These sessions
included

topics such as:
X.

The Open Classroom and Special
Meeds of Children: A Pre-Service, In-Service
Model For
Learning;

2

Individualized Instruction

.

3.

Case Studies;

4.

Design and Coordination of In-Service
Training
and Diagnostic/Curriculum Practices:
Implication

For Mainstream Lducation For Handicapped
Chil-

dren
5.

;

The 76C Program in the Rockland Public Schools
and a Suggested Guidance Program for the Massa-

chusetts Hospital School;
6.

Teaching.

The inputs from these in-service sessions were

recorded and evaluated for relevancy to the staff's perceptions of appropriate alternative models.

Treatment of Data
The educational staff

war.

interview'd and the

tinont responses were recorded by the investigator

\

cr-
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regarding profession visitations
to the following:
The Boston Industrial School
for Crippled children
the Port ins School for the
Blind
the Patrick O' Hearn School
the Agassiz Schoo] in Jamaica
P]ain
the Hill Swan School

Braintree High School
Blessed Sacrament School in Walpole

Kennedy Junior High School in

Via

1th an

Canton High School
V.'est

School and Bancroft School in Andover

the Angie r School in Newton
the Smith School in Lincoln

Randolph High School
Sharon Junior

Iliah

School

Lew England Special Educational Materials Center

Lakeville State Hospital
New England Regional Social Studies Conference
]

ducational Development Center in Newton

the Workshop for Learning Things in Watertown
the Children's Museum in Jamaica Plain
the libraries at Boston University and Bridgewater

.
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Thin chapter described the assessment methods and
ins ti uments used to assess the extent of increased
uti li zation of the llassachusctts Hospital Hchoo.1

in

facil -

itating the implementation of Chapter 766 as related to
the five stated objectives.

In order to acquire the

appropriate and pertinent data,

method

v:as

a

comprehensive case study

employed to produce both quantitative and

qualitative information.

.
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CHATTER

V

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
OF

ASSESSMENT DATA
Chapter V sets forth

a

presentation and analysis of

the data produced through the case study
assessment pro-

cedures outlined in Chapter IV.

In that chapter,

the

five objectives relative to the extent of
increased

utilization of the Massachusetts Hospital School in facil
itating the implementation of Chapter 76G wore identified
In addition, a description of the methodology
employed,
as it related to each of the five objectives, was pre-

sented in detail.
In the following sections the data and case study

accounts for each of the five objectives is presented and
analyzed.

In these analyses each objective is treated

separately

Presentation and Analysis of the Data
Relating to Objective Number One
The first objective of the study addressed itself to
the anticipated effects of Chapter 7G6 on the Massachu-

.
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CHAI

1

T L H

V

PRESENT AT I OM AND ANALYSIS
OF
AS SES S r TENT DATA

Chapter V sets forth

a

presentation and analysis of

the data produced through the case
study assessment pro-

cedures outlined in Chapter IV.

in that chapter,

the

five objectives relative to the extent of
increased

utilization of the Massachusetts hospital School in
facil
1

ta ting the implementation of Chapter 76 6
were identified

In addition,

a

description of the methodology employed,

as it related to each of the five objectives, was
pre-

sented in detail.
In the following sections the data and case study

accounts for each of the five objectives is presented and
analyzed.

In those analyses each objective is treated

separa tely

Presentation and Analysis of the" Data
p °lati ng to bl'pieetive Number One
The first objective of the study addressed itself to
the anticipated effects of Chapter 766 on the Nnssachu-

.

Ill

scttr.

Hospital School as perceived by the
educational

staff in anticipation of impl or on ta tion
of chapter 766
The instrument. for assessing this
objective was a struc
turccl questionnaire.
In addition, other supportive
.

inf o). r-ation

war,

obtained through staff interviews and

notes based on scheduled staff meetings.

PESPLTr OP STAFF P.F5F0NSF5 TO THE QUESTION: "Fo
you anticipate that the

ir

plcrontation of chapter

766 in the coring year will influence the type of

student you wil] be teaching?"
3.

Eleven of 20

(55 percent)

a cl-

newlcdyed that

implementation would have an effect: they

expected an influx of more slow learners
and/or retarded children as

v;ell

as

those with

more multiple and severe handicaps and with
less physical independence over a period of

tire

,

as the

pul.'

lie school systems began inte-

grating the brighter and less handicapped
s

2.

tuden ts

Fix of 20

(30 percent)

did not l.now if imple-

mentation would have an effect on the students

"
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they would be teaching: they were vai tine to

observe what would actually occur in their
classrooms in the coming year,
3.

Three of 20

(15 percent)

believed that im-

plementation would have no effect on the type
of student they would be teaching,

RESULTS OP STAFF RES FOUSTS TO THE QUESTION

:

"Do

you anticipate the implementation of Chapter 7G6 in
the coming year will influence your approach to

teaching?
!•

Eleven of 23

(47 percent)

acknowledged that

implementation would influence their approach:
they realized that much more individualized

instruction would be needed and guessed that
more open-classroom programs would be tried
and that the curriculum would probably cover
less ground within the school year,
2,

Seven of 23

(30

percent) did not know

i.f

im-

plementation would influence their approach to
teaching: they were presumably waiting to sec

whether different demands would lead to trying
new techniques.
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Five of 23

3.

(23 percent)

believed that the im-

plementation would have no effect on their
approach to teaching.
It

v.

as noted that the staff members who
exhibited

the most overt aknowledgncn t that the
implementation of

Chapter 766 v:ould influence their approaches to
teaching
ere identified in two clear categories:
1.

The younger and more newly appointed teachers.
l

he teachers assigned to the elementary grade

level of instruction.

The responses supplied by the Massachusetts Hospital

School staff to the above-mentioned question number one,
"Do you anticipate that the implementation of Chapter 766
in the coming year will influence the type of student you

will be teaching?" were organized and rank ordered relative to their order of importance.

The rank order

appeared as follows:
1.

Anticipation that lesser handicapped and more
mentally able children would be integrated into
regular public school systems.

2

.

Acknowledgment that implementation of Chapter 766
would have

a

definite significant effect.

.
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3.

Expectations that more multiple and severely

handicapped children would he admitted bv
and serviced by the Massachusetts Hospital

School
The responses supplied by the Massachusetts hospital

School staff to the question: "Do you anticipate the im-

plementation of Chapter 766 in the corning year will
influence your approach to teaching?" mere organized and
rani

ordered relative to their order of importance.

The

rank order appeared as follows:
1.

Anticipation that less emphasis would he
stressed on basic academic curriculum areas.

2.

Acknowledgment that the implementation of
Charter 766 would definitely have an impact on
their teaching approaches.

3.

Expectation that more individualized instruction vrould he needed.

4.

Expectation that more open-classroom programs
would be instituted.

The following represents

a

summary of the case study

notations recorded from staff interviews and observations
based on scheduled weekly staff mootings during the study

.

.
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'cri od
1.

The don ion a ted state regulations
affecting
the .iiPj-lGP.cntation of Chapter 7CC
at the
7

assnehusetts hospital School seemed vague

and lacked meaningful operational
definition.

Such nrbiguity war reflected in general

anxiety and professional concerns.
S.

She prescribed state funding, policy and formula appeared to suggest, an inadequate fiscal

level to sufficiently provide Material

resources and staffing patterns for proper
imp], omen tat ion
- j

•

1

.

ho operational nature of support personnel in

teres of duties and responsibilities was

seriously questioned
4.

The role of the teacher in t^e core evaluation

process necessary to "mains trear" students
seen ed confused.
5.

The entire diagnostic procedure implied in

Chapter 76C for individualized placement for
each student appeared to be inadequate in

yielding specific and appropriate programs of

.
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j

6.

instruction

Sor’c

assigned specialists feared becoming

overloaded with the technical and clerical
demands of

Lite

Chapter 766 implementation

regulations
7

•

It

v T ns

anticipated that students with less

severe or marginal, disabilities would undergo
a

rapid turnover rate in the specialized

environment at the Massachusetts Hospital
School and would be transferred into local

community school*

These students would be

replaced by more severely handicapped students

who probably would be classified as Muscular
Dystrophy and/or Cerebral lalsy.
8,

It vms expected that the Massachusetts Hospital

School would need additional physical and

occupational therapists, social workers, and
tli

9.

era pis ts

.

Additional teacher aides would be needed in the
school for transporting the more severely disal

led students to their various classes,

tories and lunchrooms.

lava-
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10.

It was recognized that the

Chapter 7GG mandated

a new

ir. r leir,en

tation of

power for parents

in diagnosing, placerrent, and programming for

children,

larent pressures and consent

would have to he incorporated into operational
plans at the Massachusetts hospital School

I

,

as

would recognition of the parents' right to
appeal professional decisions.
In

s urinary,

the teaching staff at the Massachusetts

j

hospital fohool did believe that implementation of Chapter 7GG would have some effects on their approach to

teaching.

They especially expressed concerns about the

type of child they would be servicing since they antici-

pated that many of the less handicapped students would be

returning to their local communities while more seriously
disabled cases v:ould be admitted to the Hospital fchool.
While this change of student composition might, lessen the
stress on academic curriculum areas, it was believed, such
a

modification in emphasis would create

a

demand for more

individualized instruction and more specialized personnel.
In addition,

it was felt that parent involvement in the

core evaluation process would affect the rcnoral profes-
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sional system of procedures.

Presentation and /analysis of the Data
Relating to Objective Number T Vo
The second objective of the study was concerned vith
the Massachusetts Hospital School staff familiarity vdth

current educational innovations in anticipation of imple-

mentation of Chapter 766

,

The primary means for gather-

ing data for this objective rested

v.-ith

the results of

the structured questionnaire administered to the staff on

March

2G

,

1974,

In order to gain an operational frame of reference,

the instructional staff was asked to consider the nature

of their present classroom organization.
PJ

SUI.TG OF HT-ATF

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION:

vould you describe your present class:
tional,
(4)

1,

(2)

Open Space,

(3)

(44

percent)

Tradi-

Activity Centered,

Continuous Progress learning, or
Ten of 23

(1)

"Hov:

(5)

Other?"

perceived their class-

rooms as "traditional."
2.

Three of 23
rooms as

(13 percent)

open -space "

.

perceived their class-
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3.

Five of 23

(26

percent) perceived their class-

ropms as "activity centered."
4.

Pour of 23

(17 percent)

perceived their class-

rooms as "continuous progress learning."

RESULTS OF STAFF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION
ON
SELF- FAMILIARITY WITH TEACHING TECHNIQUES.

Twenty-three of the instructional staff were asked
to
re ply to the extent they had complete know
lodge, con-

siderable knowledge, moderate knowledge, very little

knowledge or no knowledge of
tional practices

.

a

selected list of instruc-

These teaching techniques are listed

below in the rank order of self-f arniliari
ty assigned by
the teachers:
8.
1.

Individualized instruction strategies

2.

Closed-circuit TV

3.

Utilization of teacher aides in the classroom

4.

Team-teaching techniques

5.

Non-graded school approach

6.

Educational Television

7.

Application of personality theory to classroom
teaching

Application of learning theory to classroom

119
3.

I'ivc of

23

(26

percent) perceived their class-

rooms as "activity centered."
4

Four of 23

•

roorr: an

(17 percent)

perceived their class-

"continuous progress learning."

KLfULTd OP STAFT IUf.SPONSLS TO TUP C'PPPTIOK
OP
1

C
«

>P

JJ’-PAPILIARITY WITH TLACHIPC TPCIIPICUrS .

Twenty-three o£ the instructional staff were asked to
reply to the extent they had complete knowledge, consideral lc Knov ledge, moderate knowledge, very little

knowledge or no knowledge of
tional

]

metiers.

a

selected list of instruc-

These teaching techniques arc listed

below in the rank order of self -familiarity assigned by
the teachers:
8.
1.

Individualized instruction strategics

2.

Closed-circuit TV

3.

Utilization of teacher aides in the classroom

4

Team- teaching techniques

.

5.

Pon-graded school approach

6.

Lducational Television

7.

Application of personality theory to classroom
teaching
'

Application of learning theory to classroom

.
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9.

teaching

Open-school concept
10.

Programmed instruction

11.

Performance contracting

12.

Use of audio-visual materials in the classroom

13

Discovery learning process

.

14.

Tests and measurements techniques

15.

Techniques for diagnosing student reading
problems

16.

Techniques for dealing with student cultural

differences
17.

Techniques for integrating social issues into
the curriculum

18.

Group dynamics techniques

19.

Integrated day

20.

Alternative education programs

21.

Differentiated staffing

22.

Teacher accountability

23.

Computer-assisted instruction

24.

Micro-teaching techniques

RESULTS OF STAFF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "Row
fam.iliar are the teachers in your school with the

following techniques

(sec list above)?"

Ihe techniques with which the
teachers believed their

colleagues were most familiar are listed
below in orde
of assumed familiarity:
1.

Closed-circuit TV

91.3%

2.

Educational television

86.9%

3.

Individualized instruction

82.6%

s

4.

trategies

Application of learning theory 78.2%
to classroom teaching

5.

Open-school concept

73.9%

6.

Utilization of teacher aides

73.9%

in the classroom
7.

Use of audio-visual materials

73.9%

in the classroom
0

.

Test and measurements tech-

73.9%

niques

Team teaching techniques

69.5%

10.

I'erformance contracting

69.5%

11.

Non-graded school approach

6

5.2%

12.

Application of personality

6

5.2%

9.

theory to classroom teaching

.
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13.

Techniques for dealing

v/ith

6 5.2?.

students cultural differences
14.

Programmed instruction

60.8°

15.

Discovery learning procedures

60.8%

16.

Techniques for diagnosing

60.8%

student reading problems
17.

Techniques for integrating

56.5%

social issues into curriculum
IB.

Teacher accountability

19.

Croup’

20

Integrated day

39.1%

21.

Differentiated staffing

39.1%

22

Mi

.

.

dynamics techniques

cro- teaching techniques

47.8%
4

3.4%

34.7%

23.

Alternating education programs 30.4%

24

Computer-assisted instruction

.

30.4%

A major consideration of Objective Two of this
study vas to establish

a

comparison between the self-

professed familiarity of staff members regarding the
educations]

innovations mentioned above and the per-

ception!; that staff members had concerning the

familiarity their colleagues might have
educational innova ti ons

about, the same

123

A frequency tabulation

v/as

formulated of indi-

vidual responses on the questionnaire, and
comparisons
v.’ere

then compiled between the self-professed familiar-

ity section and perceived colleague familiarity on
each

question item.

Percentage of responses

vrere

computed for each cell in the cross break.

then

.
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In this regard, as Table

2

indicates, 61 percent of

the staff reflected that they had considerable
knowledge

about educational television and also felt that
their

colleagues had considerable knowledge on this same subject.

Only

9

percent of the staff felt they had little

knowledge about educational television and also believed
that their colleagues had little knowledge

TABLE

2

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-PROFESSED FAMILIARITY WITH PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
N=2 3

PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY
CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

[h

H
<
H
H

t-3

<

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

61%

9%

0%

KNOWLEDGE

0%

13%

4%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

4%

9%

tn

C
w
C/3

cn

w
u
0

MODI; RATE

1

Wl

w
CO
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Table

3

establishes that 88 percent of the staff

felt that they had considerable and moderate
knowledge

about closed-circuit TV.

No teacher indicated that his

or her colleagues had little knowledge in the
educational

innovation.

This perceived strength undoubtedly reflected

the existing operational practice of closed— circuit

T’V

at the Massachusetts hospital at the time of this study.

TABLE

3

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-PROFESSED FAMILIARITY WITH PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF CLOSED CIRCUIT T.V.
N=2 3

PERCEIVED

TY

COT, LEAGUE

FAMILIARITY

RI

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

A
LI

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

II
FA?

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

61%

9%

4%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

9%

9%

0%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

4%

0%

42

PROFESSED

LF—
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Staff familiarity

v;ith

the techniques for diagnosing

student reading problems is shown in
noted that

a

substantial percentage

Tabk

4.

it may be

(79 percent)

moderate or little knowledge in this area.

had

This perceived

professional weakness seemed critical to the implementation of Chapter 766.

TABLE

4

COMPARISON OF STAI-T GLLF-PRCPESSLD FAMILIARITY WITH

L R-

1

CTIVP’P COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF TECHNIQUES FOR

DIAGNOSING STUDENT READING PROBLEMS
N=2 3

PERCEIVED

COI. LEAGUE

FAMILIARITY

E-*

M
C4
<
M
H
<
G
K

CONSIDERABLE
KN OW LE D 01
’

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODERATE
KN OW J ,E D GE

LITTLE
KN OW LEDGE

13%

9?,

9%

MODE RATE
KNOWLEDGE

4 %

31%

4 %

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

4 %

0%

u:
Oj

W
G
0
(X
IX
1

lu
tl

w

UJ

26

%
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Familiarity with the educational innovation
of
programmed instruction is indicated in Table
5.

consideration

,

22 percent of

In this

the staff projected self-

professed and perceived colleague strength in
the realm
of considerable knowledge.
(22 percent)

The identical percentage

indicated little knowledge in programmed

instruction for themselves and their colleagues.

TABLE

5

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-PROFESSED FAMILIARITY WITH PER-

CEIVED

COI, LEAGUE

FAMILIARITY OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
N = 23

PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY
CON S I DE RABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODE RATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

FAMILIARITY

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

SELF-PROFESSED

22%

13%

9%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

26%

0%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

0%

22%
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I

able

6

shows that 26 percent believed that they

had considerable knowledge in the area of team
teaching.
This was twice as many as the 13 percent who indicated

little knowledge for themselves and their colleaoues.

TABLE

6

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-PROFESSED FAMILIARITY WITH PE RCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF TEAM TEACHING
N=2 3

PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY
CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODE RATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

26%

13%

13%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

31%

4%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

0%

13%

LEAF

FAMI

P
E
S
S

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

ROFE

SELF-P
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The educational innovation of
audio-visual materials
related to staff familiarity is the subject of
Table 7.
It may be noted that a total of 73 percent
of the

teachers felt personal and colleague strength in
this area.
Ihis combined percentage reflects the categories
of con-

siderable and moderate knowledge of audio-visual
materials
in the classroom.

TABLE

7

CQ T ARISON OF STAFF SLJ.F-r ROFESSED EAMILI ARITY WITH pppr

C].'IVEn

COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF THE PEL OF AEDIO-VISEAL
MATERIALS IN THE CLASSROOM
N=
II

23

RCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

IARITY

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
knowledge

FAMIT

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

SELF-PROFESSED

39%

17%

5%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

17%

0%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

0%

22%

.
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Table

8

reflects

a

pronounced Inadequacy of the

staff members as they regard
self-professed and perceived
colleague familiarity about alternative
education programs
In all, 48 percent of the staff
regarded themselves and
others as having little knowledge
about alternative education programs. This outcome could
reflect the inherent

vagueness of this term as well as the staffs
sense of
inadequacy

TABLE

8

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-PROrESSED FAMILIARITY WITH
PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
N=2 3

PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE
FAMILIARITY

SELF-PROFESSED

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

9%

9%

13%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

13%

8%

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

0%

48%
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Table

9

focuses upon familiarity with differenti-

ated staffing.

In this area more than half

(57 percent)

of the teachers expressed little knowledge
on their part
as well as their colleagues.

vation may have

a

This educational inno-

direct bearing on the implementation

procedures of Chapter 7G6.

TABLE

9

COMIAPISON OF STAFF SELr-PROFESSED FAMILIARITY WITH PFPCEIVLP COLLEAGUE

PA! '.I LI ARITY

OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING

N=2 3

FF RC LIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY

Eh

H
<
H

u
Q
W

VI
V)

u
0

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODERATE
KNOW!, EDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

135-

9%

4%

0%

17%

0%

0%

0%

Cn

(X
tx

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

1

L,
XI

W

co

LITTLE
KNOWIjEDGE

in r-

c

P
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By contrast, the vast majority of the staff
(82 percent)

voiced considerable or moderate knowledge of

individualized instruction strategies as indicated in
Table 10.

This sense of professional adequacy was

equally strong for self —prof essed familiarity as well as

perceived colleague familiarity.

TABLE 10

COMPARISON OF STAFF SELF-LROFESSEP FAMILIARITY WITH PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY OF INDIVIDUALIZED

INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES
N=23

PERCEIVED COLLEAGUE FAMILIARITY
CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

FAMILIARITY

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

SELr-PFCFESSEP

43%

4%

9%

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

35%

4 %

LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

0%

0%

5%
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TaMo

11 indicates that 78 percent of
the staff

expressed confidence in self and colleague
familiarity
v’lth

the application of learning theory to
classroom

teaching .

This assumed familiarity could be a
critical

factor in the implementation of Chapter 7G6.

TAP LI] 11

COfTAEISON OF STAFF CLLP-L POLLS LLP FAMILIARITY WITH

I

LP-

clivfp colleague: familiarity of application of
LEARN INC TLFORY TO CLASSROOM TF ACHING
11

=2

3

it,p.ci:ivi.:d

colleague familiarity

><
fct

H
<

CONSIDERABLE
KNOWLEDGE

MODERATE
KNOWLEDGE

LITTI.E

KNOWLEDGE

H
<

CONSIDERABLE
Q KNOWLEDGE
w
w
w
w
m MODERATE
0 KNOWLEDGE
mi

p;

2G %

9%

0%

0%

4 3?;

4%

0%

0%

18%

1

H
M LITTLE
w KNOWLEDGE

.
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RESULTS OF STAFF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION:
"To
v/hat

extent are the following facilities or pro-

cedures used in your school:

(1)

Learning Centers,

(2)

Flexible Scheduling,

1.

Twenty- three of 23 (100 percent) believed that

Tutorial Programs?"

(3)

the tutorial program was a procedure being

used very frequently, often, or at least

occasionally at the School;
2.

Fourteen of 23 (60.9 percent) believed that
flexible scheduling was

a

procedure being

used very frequently, often, or at least

occasionally at the School;
3.

Four of 23

(17.4 percent)

believed that learn-

ing centers were a facility being used very

frequently, often, or at least occasionally
at the School.

Thus, it can be seen that the facility or program that the

teachers believed to be most fully utilized at the School
at the time of the questionnaire was that or tutorial

programs
However, when the question

"Hov;

much do you feel

the following should be used in your school?" was asked
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for the same facilities and procedures
and with the same

response categories, teachers responded
differently.
1.

Fifteen of 23

(C5.2 percent)

felt that learn-

ing centers should be used very frequently,

often, or at least occasionally;
2.

Thirteen of 23

(56.5 percent)

felt that flex-

ible scheduling should be used very frequently,

often, or at least occasionally;
3.

Fourteen of 23

(60.9 percent)

felt that

tutorial programs should, be used very frequently, often, or at least occasionally.

A very large percentage of the teachers felt that all of

these three ideas should be better used at the Massachusetts Hospital School.

Usage of the tutorial programs was

the only procedure presently being used that matched the

teachers' desire to have it used.
In summary,

centage
as

(44

it should be noted that

a

large per-

percent) of the staff regarded their classrooms

"traditional" in contrast to other more innovative

classifications.

Closed-circuit T.V. was in instructional

operation during the time of the study, so this practice
was regarded favorably and with general understanding.

.
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Also staff familiarity appeared
strong in the areas of
educational television, audio-visual
materials, individualized instruction, and the application
of learning
theory.
However, staff inadequacies appeared in
the
areas of diagnosing reading problems,
team-teaching, and
alternative education programs. Strong support
was

indicated for the existing tutorial program.

rresentation an d Analysis of the Data
Delating to Objective Number Three
The third objective of the study centered on the

perceived in-service training needs of the staff in anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.

instrument to establish this objective was

The primarv
a

structured

questionnaire
RESULTS OF STAFF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "What
are your topic preferences for in-service training programs in the following areas: Instruction,

Curriculum, Resources, Personal Growth, and Other
(speci fy ?"
)

It may be scon from Table 12 that the first order

preference for in-service training by the staff was in
the area of dealing with handicapped students in the class
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room.

This was selected by twenty of the
twenty-three

staff members

,

or 87 percent of the entire
faculty.

The

second highest ranked preference was for
training for
better utilization of audio-visual aids.
In all,

topic was referred to by 65 percent of the
staff.

this

Team

teaching was the third most frequently desired
in-service
topic wi th approximately 61 percent of the staff
indicating a preference for this technique.
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TABLE 12

STAFF IN -SERVICE TOPIC PREFERENCES
RANK
ORDER.

N

PERCENT

6

8

35%

•

2

15

65%

•

establishing an open-classroom
setup
better utilizing audjo-visual
aids

7

6

26%

•

7

6

26%

•

6

8

35%

•

1

20

87%

•

4

13

5

7%

•

5

10

4

4%

•

5

10

44%

•

6

8

35%

•

6

8

35%

•

3

14

61%

•

instituting discovery learning programs

increasing student involvement
teaching mentally retarded
chi ldren

dealing with handicapped students in the classroom

working with learning disabilities
dealing with reading problems
evaluating, developing, and
testing for creativity
setting up integrated classrooms

developing strategies and
models
teaching in teams
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The staff also was asked to specify
their in-

service training topic preferences in the area
of
curriculum.

It may be observed from Table 13 that
in

terms of curriculum in-service priorities, there
was

a

substantial preference 70 percent) for making curriculum
more relevant to the special needs of the students at
the

Massachusetts Hospital School and for their later lives.
TABLE 13

STAFF IN-SERVICE PREFERENCES IN CURRICULUM
BANK
ORDER

N

PERCENT

3

7

30%

2

15

3

.

changing from a basic (traditional) curriculum to an
activity-centered one

5%

.

using current materials in an
individualized instruction
f ramework

7

30%

.

3

7

30%

,

1

10

70%

6

.

preparing courses of study
for mentally retarded children
making the curriculum more
creative
mailing the curriculum more
relevant to the special needs of
the students at the Massachusetts

Hospital School, and
later lives
3

7

30%

.

in

their

developing games to make learning more fun
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In aacl.itj.on,

about

65

percent stressed the need for more

training in the use of current materials in an
individualized instructional framework.
Table 14 reveals that the staff preferred in-

service training in the area of manufactured materials
designed for special needs children.

They expected that such

instruction would make them bettor able to evaluate existing materials, seek out other materials, and then use these

materials in setting up more creative learning centers and
resource centers at the School.

They cited the need for

a

well— organized listing for special needs resources available
in local communities,

so that teachers could enlist the aid

of specialists in particular areas as needed.

TABLE 14
S TAFF

IK -S L: P VI CE P PE FE PENCES IN MATERIAL RESOURCES

PANE
ORDER.

N

PERCENT

2

8

35%

.

2

8

35%

.

3

2

9%

.

1

18

78%

.

audio-visual materials

videotaping and editing equipment
large-print textbooks
other manufactured materials
designed for special needs
children
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It is obvious from Tabic 15 that the staff
was

most interested in exploring available community
resources
and in widening their professional scope as
teachers.

TABLE 15

STAFF IN-SERVICE PREFERENCES IN PERONAL VALUES
RANK
ORDER

PERCENT

N

4

10

44%

.

5

8

35%

.

2

15

4

4%

.

3

13

57%

.

1

18

78%

.

communicating better with
other teachers

re-evaluating their personal
commitment to teaching

specializing in a particular
field (such as testing methods)

rethinking the teachers' role
within the Massachusetts
Hospital School
exploring community resources

RESULTS Or STAFF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "How

much additional training would you like the
teachers in your school to receive in the use of
the following educational methods?"

The techniques for which intensive training, considerable

training, or at least some training were desired are

:
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shown below in rank order:

Organization and direction of
role-playing activities (e.g.,
socio-drama)

Establishing goals or objectives in terms of student
behavior

(20

of 23)

87%

(18 of 23)

78.3%

Activities that foster
creativity

(18 of 23)

78.3%

Teacher-pupil cooperative
planning

(17 of

23)

73.9%

of 23)

73.9%

(17 of 23)

73.9%

Use of filming and video(17 of 23)
taping of classroom performance for purposes of selfanalysis and teaching improvement

73.9%

Techniques for observing
and recording student
behavior

(17

Use of behavioral objectives

RESULTS OF STAFF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RELATED TO

PLANNING TEACHER IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS.
When teachers were asked "To what extent have you been
involved in the planning of teacher in-service education
programs: Very frequently, Often, Occasionally, Seldom,
Not at all?" they replied as follows
1.

Five of 22

(22.7 percent)

had been involved

either very frequently, often, or occasionally
in such planning;

;
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2.

Three of 22

(13.G percent)

had been involved

seldom
3.

Fourteen of 22

(03.

G

percent) had not been

involved at all.
jhe majority of the teachers had little or no
involvement
in planning their own in-service program.

it is .interest-

ing to note that when they were asked to what extent they
felt

.it

was necessary for school administrators to parti-

cipate in planning teacher in-service education programs
(very frequently, often, occasionally, seldom, not at all),

they replied as follows:
1.

Four of 22

(18.2 percent)

felt that the

administrators should participate very
frequently;
2.

Eleven of 22

(50

percent)

felt that the

administrators should participate often;
3.

Five of 22

(22.7 percent)

felt that the

administrators should participate occasionally
4.

;

Two of 22

(9.1 percent)

felt that the

administrators should participate seldom or
not at all
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The vast majority of the teachers felt that
the admin-

istrators should participate often in the planning
of
in-service training.
In the light of the replies to the above two

questions, it is also interesting to note that when
teachers were asked to rank the statement

"I

feel that

teachers in my school have an adequate amount of freedom
to pai ticipate in planning their in-service

programs"

education

(strongly agree, agree, no opinion, disagree,

strongly disagree), the results were as follows:
1.

Ten of 22

(45.5 percent)

either strongly

agreed or agreed that teacher participation
was adequate;
2.

Six of 22

(27.3 percent)

had no opinion about

the level of teacher participation;
3.

Five of 22

(22,7 percent)

disagreed or

strongly disagreed that teacher participation
was adequate.
Thus, it can be observed that, although the majority had indicated that they had had little or no actual

involvement in planning the in-service education program,
they believed this level of involvement to be adequate and
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also seemed quite willing to encourage school
admini-

stration to work on planning the program.
When teachers were asked to make

a

choice on how

"money allocated for in-service education of teachers

should he used

,

they ranked the suggested programs in

the following order:
1.

Teacher visitation programs

(22

2.

Coordination of medical and
educational, components

(21 of 22)

95. 5%

3.

School-wide workshops

(20 of

22)

90. 9%

4.

Subscriptions for teachers
to professional education
journals

(18 of

22)

81. 8%

5.

Providing courses within the
school for teachers

(17 of

22)

77. 3%

6.

Training to facilitate the
implementation of Chapter 76G

(20

of 22)

90. 9%

In summary

,

of 22)
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the Massachusetts Hospital Staff ex-

pressed definite priorities in regard to in-service

training needs.

The general topics most highly ranked were

(1)

dealing with handicapped students in the classroom and

(2)

better utilization of audio-visual aids and teaching

in teams.

The greatest curriculum need appeared to be

in

the realm of making the program of studies more relevant
to the special needs of the students while attending the
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school and in their later lives.

dicated

The staff also in-

need for better information about
manufactured

a

materials designed for special needs children.

Teachers

also expressed an interest in exploring
the possible

value of community resources.

Presentation and Analysis of the. Data
Pointing to Objective" humber Tc^vr

—

The fourth objective of the study was directed

toward an evaluation of facilities of the Massachusetts

Hospital School to determine space allocations and deficiencies requiring renovation or modifications in

anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.

The

information required to attain this objective was gained
from unstructured staff interviews and from

a

report by

Strother Associates that was conducted as an integral
part of the Massachusetts Hospital School Project.
Staff Interviews

When teachers wore asked "Is there anything you

would like to change in your teaching environment?" the
following suggestions wore offered:
1.

Interiors should he redesigned to meet the

;
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nGcdp of thc current

mutation

of children

at thc school;
2.

Spaces should ho flexible and

irorr

usable by

less traditional, more activity-oriented

teachers

(e.g.,

rug-or-f loor-cen tered teach-

ing activities);
3,

Chio oraor furniture should also bo flexible
and adapted to the needs of handicapped
ch

4.

i

i

ldren;

here sliould be more spaces for special areas,

such as small libraries or discovery corners;
5,

Laboratory tables should be redesigned so
that they are more accessible to children in

wheelchairs
6,

More low tables should be provided for

students in wheelchairs;
7.

More display racks should be provided for

magazines and books in the classrooms.
When teachers wore asked "Are you presently involved in
any activity to bring about these changes?" some replied

that they had put effort into the following projects:
1.

Made

a

"room-wi thin-a-room" using materials

.

,
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available to them;
2.

Brought in colorful posters, pillows, and
rugs to personalize their classrooms;

3.

Painted various room areas in brighter colors.
Consultants' Report

In addition, —Study —of Academic Facilities bv
-

-

-

-*

I

Strother Associates, Planners of Cambridge, Massachusetts,

produced some definite evaluative statements.
The Old Pchoolhouse .

8^

The consulting team observed that

the classrooms in the 0]d Schoolhouse were without ex-

ception less than half the size of those in the Bravton
High School; yet these classrooms often had to service as

many or more students than the high school rooms.

Since

elementary-level students spent most of their school day
in one room and needed space in which to move around

actively, the situation was seen as truly urgent.

For

example, in 1973 the fourth-grade class contained eighteen students, seven of whom had to be moved with one

B4 Strother

Associates, Planners, Study of Academic
Facilities: The Massachusetts Hospital School (Cambridge
Mass
1974) , pp . 18-28
.

,
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teacher to the Guidance Room at the

hicjh

school due to

the impossibility of teaching so many students in such

a

small room in the Old Schoolhousc.

According to the report, this severe overcrowding problem had far-reaching implications for the way in

which teaching was practiced as well as for the overall

effectiveness of the educational program.

Rooms with

insufficient space in which to create learning centers or
interest corners were seen as inflexible areas that imposed

a

teaching style on the staff, rather than as

creative areas that were responsive to teachers' needs and
wishes.

Inadequate classroom storage and shelving, which

made materials inaccessible to many students, was con-

sidered the cause of too much teacher time being expended
in simply setting up and cleaning up various projects.

Drayton high School

.

The consultants cited an under-

utilization of space in Drayton High School as being
caused by the fact that the classes, at the time of their

observation?, were smaller than those for which the rooms

were designed.

With the possible exception of the rooms

allocated to junior high Lnglish and social studies
classes, none of the general classrooms were being used
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at full capacity.

In fact, according to the
report,

some spaces were being underutilized
in the extreme! the
home economics room, the language
room and laboratory, and
the bookkeeping room, for instance,
were rarely being
used at more than one-third capacity,
if that.

The report also observed that the library
was

being underutilized as an academic resource
and overutilized as a study hall and for baby sitting
service.
For
example, all students who had free periods during
the day

were sent to the library for supervision and the day
students were sent there before school, after lunch, and
at
the close of school.

ials

Further, a lack of resource mater-

(the library had no budget to buy books and relied

on bequests and donations) was seen as adding to the problem.

At that time, for example, only 250 books out of

the 5,000 in stock were suitable for third graders and

below, and there were few of the large-print books needed
to facilitate reading for many of the students.

In short,

according to the consultants, from the students' perspective, too frequent assignment to the library combined with
a

lack of materials seemed to create a certain amount of

boredom, wasted time and space.

Numerous suggestions re-
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garding how the library, as well as the home
economics
room, could be bettor utilized were detailed
in the

report.

85

In addition, certain equipment and facilities
in

the high school were considered inflexible and in
need
of improvements that would enhance accessibility
and

utility for some students.

For example, the sinks in the

science laboratories, the kitchen units in the home economics room, the language laboratory listening stations,
and the lockers in the corridors were not designed to

accommodate the height, reaching capabilities, or wheelchairs of many students who were thus prevented from

fully utilizing school equipment.
The consultants' report provided detailed recom-

mendations for these types of improvements, as wo 1 1 as

a

variety of other suggestions for general improvements in
the high school. 88

85

Excerpts of the Strother Associates' report,
Study of Academic Facilities are listed in appendix E.
O£

Detailed recommendation from the consultants'
report are listed in appendix E.
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Among the suggestions for general improvements in all
high school classrooms were the following

bulletin board, painted

a

:

(1)

a

distinct, bright, flat color,

should be provided in each classroom for the teacher's
own use;

(2)

some low-hanging exhibits at the eye- level

of students in wheelchairs should bo provided in each

classroom; and

curtains, shades, or blinds should

(3)

be installed in each classroom for light control, when

using the closed-circuit television system, viewing
slides, or using the overhead projector.

Lastly, in

response to the observation that there was no existing
space allocated to alternative activities during the

students' free periods, the consultants
staff)

envisioned

a

Project and Media Center that would

provide work spaces, seminar areas,
a

(and teaching

a

media center, and

student store.
In summary,

the staff and consultant reports

had many similar directions relative to space allocations
and deficiencies requiring renovation or modification.

Elementary classrooms wore much smaller than those of
the high school, even though they had to accommodate many

more students who needed more space for movement.

This
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resulted in overcrowding in the elementary
school, which
had an impact on the effectiveness of the
elementary

educational program.

The staff believed more space

would be needed for them to function more flexibly,
and
in this regard additional tables, display racks,
and

other supportive equipment was seen to be needed.

In the

high school, the rooms were found to be much larger
than
the size of the classes occupying them.

However, special

purpose rooms were considered underutilized and the design of certain equipment was seen by consultants as

inflexible and inaccessible for many students.

Presentation and Analysis of the Data
Relating to Objective Number Five
Objective Five focused on documenting the extent
of staff exposure to alternative educational models and
to new approaches in the area of special education in

anticipation of implementation of Chapter 7G6.

To accom-

plish the intent of this objective, the two following

subsections review and summarize the provisions made

during the period of the study for

(1)

a

ted program of in-service consultants and

carefully selec(2)

!11IS

teacher

visitations to private and public institutions that

:

—

.
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provide services for special needs
individuals.
subsection records the staff reactions to
these
activities

A third
tv.'o

Special In-Service Presentations

During the three-month study period, mhs teachers
were exposed to the following series of special
in-service
programs
TOPIC:

The Open Classroom and Special Needs of
Children: A Pre-Service, In-Service
”
Model for Learning
*

The purpose of this program was to aenuaint
the MHS staff with the Integrated Day Program at
the School of tducation, University of Massachusetts, which is a program serving both pre- and
in-service teachers who are interested in learning
how to meet the special needs of all children
through a highly individualized approach to curriculum construction and methodology. The program
functions through a network of interns, classroom
teachers, administrators, resource personnel, and

university-based faculty working together in a
variety of ways.
Integrated Pay Open Education was described as
a set of beliefs on how children learn best.
A
common goal is the development of independent
learners through skill acquisition, active learning
and shared decision making.
The presentation included a description of the preparation of the teachers as well as an idea of what
open education has to offer people who arc confronted
with Charter 7f>C> and its implementation.

:

,

:
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Presen tor

Hr. Man ha Pud pan , Associate
rofessor
Co-Director, Integrated Pay Program,
University cf Massachusetts
1

Date:

May 8, 1974.

T or 1 c

Individualized Instruction

Mils workshop was organized in a
manner
culated to provide the participants with somecalbackground in the area of individualized instruction through the presentation of the following
several interrelated units: (1) Instructional
Pesign; (2) "What is Individualization?"
3
Programmed Learning; and (4) Learning Environments
To provide an opportunity for the participants
to become aware of individualized instruction
materials, a demonstration of varied instructional
systems was scheduled, and the materials wore
displayed for preview/evaluation.
The second phase of the workshop was the
arrangement of the participants into laboratory
groups of at least five participants per group to
work toward the production of software for individualized instruction. The participants then
regrouped to discuss and define problem areas,
make recommendations, and suggest guidelines for
the production of materials.
In summary, the workshop included three major
divisions:
(1) Presentation/Demonstration ;
(2)
Materials Development; and (3) Discussion.
;

(

)

.

Presenter:
Date:

Leonard Goldberg, Media, Boston School
for the Deaf, Randolph, Massachusetts

May 13, 1974.

: .

:

—

.
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TOPIC

Case Study

The need to co-ordinate all school
and
ta
pe GOnnGl to comply to the regulations
2
££
J
01 Chapter 766 v/as discussed as was
the teacher's
role in the core evaluation, which process
involves the school, social services, and
medical
speed alis ts
A case study of a physically handicapped
student was presented to demonstrate the role of
the social worker.
An outline of how .social
services could assist teachers in the Massachusetts Hospital School in preparing for implementing Chapter 766 was provided.
h

S

i;

Presenter

Mary Cook, Social Worker, Massachusetts
Hospital School, Canton, Massachusetts

Date: May 15, 1974,

TOPIC: Design and Coordination of In-Service
raining and Piagnor; ti c/Currj culum Practice s
Implication for Mainstream i-.d-u cation Tor
Handicapped Children
'1

This workshop presented the Individualized
Mathematics Program for special needs students
that was developed at the University of Connecticut
The Program features a system of behavioral objectives that can be utilized by all teachers regardless of the subject being taught.
The presentation also included a demonstration
of the following activity models, which lead
toward a more effective integration of handicapped
children into regular classrooms: Activity I—
The budget and the Handicapped Child; Activity II
Educational Placement of the Handicapped Child;
Activity III--Interpreting and Constructing Diagnostic Procedures for Curriculum Development; and
Activity IV--13uilding the Diagnostic Curriculum

Experience

.

,
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I

re sen tor

:

Dr . Jack C aw ley , School of Education
University of Connecticut.

Date: May 20, 1974.

TOPIC:

The 706 Program in the Rockland lublic
Schools and a Suggested Cui dance ronrarn
for the Massachusetts Hospital School
]

The purpose of this workshop was to present
the public school perspective on special education.
The philosophy of the Rockland School system was
described as one wi th a humanistic approach to
education in which every human life has worth and
everyone can do something well.
It was noted that
Rockland had handicapped students wi thin .its
schools and to comply with Chapter 7CG was expanding its program by:
(1) Providing in-service
training for classroom teachers; (2) Establishing
Core Evaluation Teams; (3) Budgeting for additional
expenses; (4) Providing additional personnel such
as specialists and aides; (5) Formulating plans
to integrate special needs students into regular
school programs; (G) Publishing guidelines for all
teachers; and (7) Working with parents and parent
groups
It was emphasized that Rockland believes in
Chapter 7GG and believes it must be made to work
since Chapter 7GG will make all classroom teachers
aware of all students' individual needs.

Presenter: Dr. Louis B. Devner, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Rockland,
M assachusetts
Date:

May 29, 1974

.
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"

yiio

Diagnostic

1

rcscriptive Teacher "

Tliis workshop v:ar» designed to
acquaint.
HHS staff with the Diagnos tic/Prescriptivc the
jeacher (PIT), v/ho is a specifically trained,
schoo.1 -based , non-categorical special
education
consultant to classroom teachers who functions
to facilitate the successful provision of
positive
learning and socialization experiences within the
regular class setting for children perceived as
having problems in learning and/or behavior.
The PIT's role was described as follows:
"The DFT's efforts are directed toward service
to the classroom teachers through consultation,
educational recommendations, demonstrations of
recommended techniques and materials, and supportive follow-up.
DPT evaluations based upon
classroom observations, teacher conferences, and
diagnostic teaching form, the basis for recommendations made.
"All children and teachers in the school may
be served by the DI-T, whose ultimate goal is the
enhancement of instructional environments in such
manner as to provide for an increased diversity of
learning and behavioral styles of children.
"The DPT does not remediate, tutor, counsel
or in other ways seek to modify children's behavior directly but rather seeks to provide
classroom teachers with assistance in planning and
programming to meet the needs of children within
their regular classroom or area, thus preventing
or minimizing their segregation from peers, with
all its potential for negative consequences
"A specific sequence of ten procedures or
steps, often referred to as the "operational model",
is followed by the DPT in each case.
The steps
include (1) Hef erral by classroom teacher, (2)
Observation by DPT in referring teacher's room,
3 ) Conference by DPT and referring teacher,
(4) Diagnostic Teaching by DPT, (!3) Prescriptions
in writing for "meeting the referred child's needs,
(6) Conference by DPT and referring teacher, (7)
Demonstrations by DPT of recommendations , (8)
'(

:
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Short-Term Follow-up by DPT, (9) rvaluntion in
writing by referring teacher 6 weeks after
receipt of Prescription; and (10) Long-Term
Follow-up by DPT until case is closed.
"Educational rather than psycho-medical
evaluation is utilized. Diagnostic teaching
replaces formal testing, and labeling and stigmatization of children is totally avoided."
Presenter;
Date:

Dr. Robert Jackson, University of
M a s s a ch u s e 1 1 s

June 10, 1974.

Summary and
—— Evaluation
— of In-Service Workshops
—i
-

.

Teachers were asked to rate responses to each inservice workshop on the questionnaire which appears

i.n

Appendix F.
The workshop speakers were ranked on
(very positive response)

to

1

a

scale of

(very negative response) as

follows
Ranking

Speaker
Robert Jackson

(Diagnostic/! resceiptivo)

jack Cawley (Design and Coordination)

Masha Rudman

(open classroom)

2.97
2.90

2.G7

Louis Dovner (Chapter 766 training)

2.23

Leonard Coldberg (Individualized Ins true.)

1.02

Cary Cook

5

(Case study of a CEE student)

1.30

Workshops were ranked higher if the speaker had conccn
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trc-ited

on classrooir techniques and methods, as
opposed

to topics on the general nature of exceptionality.

Staff Visitations
The second part of the provisions made during
the study period relative to Objective Five encouraged

Massachusetts Hospital School staff to visit local
institutions in the following categories: public and
private schools for special needs children; public
schools integrating special needs children; public

schools featuring student involvement opportunities;

public schools with specialty departments; public schools
using open classroom settings; lectures and conferences
on special education; resource centers; libraries.

The following is a listing of the specific sites

visited by the staff during the study period together
with a brief summary of the purpose of the visitation and
the number of staff who attended:

Visitation Site

burp osc

Mill Cv;an School

Observation and
Interview

Boston University

Observe materials
and methods

Sharon Junior High
School

Attend lecture on
learning disabilities

Video Caravan Boston

Observe new techniques
in television education

of Staff
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Science Museum-Boston

Observation

Angier Elm School
Newton

Observation of open
classroom techniques

2

Bridgewater State
College

Observation of materials

1

Lincoln-Smith School

Observation of elementary
open classroom

2

Blessed Sacrament
School -Walpole

Observation of reading
materials

2

Milton High School

Observe and discuss
management of student run
store

New England Regional
Social Studies Conference

Observation of nev developments and curriculum in
social studies

1

Randolph High School

Observation of speech lab
and learning center

2

Kennedy Junior High
School, Waltham

Observation of testing
and therapy

2

Boston University
Fine & Applied Arts
Media Library

Resource information

1

New England Special
Educational Materials
Center

Lecture on 766

1

Boston University
Psycho-Educational
Clinic

Observation of testing
materials

1

Agassiz School,
Jamaica Plain

Observation of primary
special class

2

2

r

2
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State Department of
Education, Boston

Obtain a list of vendors
working with school stores

2

Education Development
Center & Workshop
for Learning Tilings,
Newton, Hass.

Observation of materials

2

Perkins School for
the Blind

Observation of faculty

5

Fa trick O' Hearn

School

Observation of open classroom for handicapped
children

Children's Museum,
Boston

Observation of materials

1

Braintree High
Cchool

Observation of student
store and typing class

2

Bancroft School &
West School, Andover

Observation of materials
and open school

Lakeville Hospital

Informational seminar on
supportive services on 766

1

Canton High Echool

Possible student exchange

2

Walpole Elementary
School, 7\rt Deft.

Observation

1

Workshop for
Learning Things,
Newton

Observation of materials

5

2

4

Staff Visitation Deports
Each

Ml IS

staff person who participated in

a

ation to another institution or facility relative to

Objective Five was asked to provide

a

summary of the

visit-

.

:
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observations and recommendations, if any, Generated by
the visitation.

These staff reports are summarized be lov;

SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO INSTITUTIONS FOP SPECIAL
NEEDS CHILDREN
The boston Industrial Schoo]

for Crippled Children

Although the students at this school were disabled to

.

a

much lesser degree than those at the Massachusetts Dosj ital
School

(the visiting teachers felt that Industrial School

students could very easily be integrated into the public
schools), the trip yielded information on adapting the

physical environment and creating materials mhich was useful

,

The members of both staffs discussed educational

philosophies and aims together.

The Poston Industrial

School encouraged individuality in its students through
such techniques as displaying examples of their

throughout the buildings.

v;orb

It also encouraged independence

by allov;ing students to share in school policy-making and

operating the school store.

And it encouraged mutual

cooperation and support of other students by expecting
the students themselves to perform the tasks of helping

each other to cat, vrit.e, dress, and study.

It v;es recom-

mended that the lines of communication bo kept open
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between the Boston Industrial School and the Massachusetts

Hospital School for continuing exchange of ideas.
The Perkins School for the Plind

.

I

very visiting

teacher was greatly disappointed in the superficial guided
tour and regretted that there were no in— depth presenta-

tions on classroom environments, materials, or medical

facilities available for them as teachers of handicapped
children.

It was recommended that reaching into the

undoubtedly fine resources be tried again by making better

administrative arrangements for sharing information.
The I'atrick O' Hearn School

.

This school served

low- IQ cerebral palsy children aged 4-16 in an open class-

room setting.

Team teaching, individualized curriculum,

and group teaching were observed in use, when appropriate,

within the same room.
SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS INTE-

GRATING SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN:
Special Education Class, the Agassiz School

Jamaica Plain

.

,

This program was an alternative to insti-

tutional care for special needs children from the Boston
area, and a good way of integrating such children into
the public schools.

Students observed were less handi-

.
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capped physically, but more handicapped mentally, than
those at the Massachusetts Hospital School.

Members of

both staffs exchanged thoughts on common problems and
ideas for programs
The Hill Swan School

This three-part program

.

featured classes and facilities for nonhandicapped
children, handicapped children integrated with nonhandi-

capped children, and multiply handicapped children.

Visiting teachers observed classroom activities and held
interviews with the staff.

Braintree High School

.

Special needs students

(with vision difficulties) were observed in a typing

class.

They were integrated with other students but used

special large-type materials.

SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS FEATURING STUDENT INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES:

Braintree High School and Milton High School

.

At

both schools, visiting teachers observed student-run
stores in operation and were given suggestions on how to

organize such an operation at the Massachusetts
School

Iiospi tal
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SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO INDIVIDUAL
DEPARTMENTS
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS:

Flensed Sacrament School, Walpole

Teachers

.

observed the use of the "Open Court" reading materials
system here and recommended that it be adapted at
the

Massachusetts Hospital School.
Kennedy Junior High School, Waltham

.

This meeting

with the speech therapy staff resulted in many ideas

about methods and equipment.

For example, using

a

Thermo-

fax machine similar to the one used at this school would

enable the Massachusetts Hospital School teachers

to give

copies of text materials to severely handicapped children
'’ho

could not otherwise handle such materials.

Walpole Elementary School

.

The art teacher from

the Massachusetts hospital School was impressed by the

innovative art program, which was behavicrally oriented
and emphasized self-awareness and creativity for the

children, rather than skillful production of materials.
She observed how many educational development projects

had been accomplished using recycled materials such as

tri-wall and heavy paper tubes, and resolved to attempt
these projects in her own classes.

.
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Canton high School

The HUS science teacher net

.

with the science administrators and discussed planning
in-service training programs.
SUMMARY Or VISITATIONS TO SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
"

video Caravan ”.

This show gave teachers a

chance to meet with other staff from school systems

throughout the state to compare notes.

Manufacturers'

representatives presented their companies' latest eouipment and techniques.
Speech and hearing Convention, West Springfield
This convention featured

.

ques tion-and-answer session

a

on the regulations for Chapter 766 implementation.

Lec-

tures on in-service training and demonstrations of

equipment and new textbook series were observed by HUS
teachers

New England Regional Social Studies Conference
This conference presented

a

.

survey of new social studies

materials at the secondary level, and new strategies,
methods, and techniques that could be used in planning or

administering

a

social studies curriculum.

HUS teachers

attended seminars on "inquiry-oriented" approaches, en-

couraging moral development, basic law courses, and using

.

s

:
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media an teaching tools.

SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO RESOURCE CENTERS

Advisory for Open Education, Cartridge

.

Th i

offshoot of the Educational Development Center in Newton
was involved in redesigning school environments by

unique and innovative uses of inexpensive "found" and
recycled materials.
slide show showed

PUIS

During the visitation, an excellent
teachers how one traditional school

had changed over to an open-classroom setting by using
such materials, and at least one of the visiting teachers

determined to achieve this effect in her own classroom.
There were many displays of tri-wall partitions and heavy

paper storage tubes that had been transformed into useful
and interesting play objects.

Consultant assistance on

curriculum planning problems was offered to the

I1HS

teachers
The Workshop for learning Things, Watertown

.

At

this other offshoot of the Educational Development Center
in Newton, MIIS tea choirs observed a math shop displaying

varied curriculum materials, and woodworking and photography shops where teachers could

con^o

to make things for

their classes and/or attend workshops on such skills as
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carpentry or printing books.
Selective Educational Equipment (spr), Nov-ton

.

This resource featured curriculum materials for social

studies and science programs.

MHS teachers felt the

materials were similar in feeling to those found at the

Workshop for Learning Things, but were professionally
produced and therefore quite expensive.
The Children's Museum, Jamaica Plain

MUG

.

teachers recommended this lively museum as an excellent

teacher resource for creative ideas, reference books,
and inexpensive supplies from which new and individual-

ized materials can be made.

SUMMARY OF VISITATIONS TO LIBRARIES:

Music Media Library, boston University

.

The

music education journals here provided valuable information to MUG teachers on new equipment, teaching methods',
and materials in the field.

The books and records

catalogued here vere abailable for evaluation or for

classroom purchase.
1

sychology/I ducation Clinic, Poston University

.

Several tests for testing non-verbal skills, mastery of

basic concepts, screening for specific language dis-

. .
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abilities, reading ability, and personality inventory

were looked over by the visitation teachers.

Some

materials were chosen for use at the Massachusetts Hospital
School
Library, Bridgewater State College

.

MllS

teachers

visited an entire room devoted to textbooks and instructional materials for elementary and high schools and

considered the library

a

good resource for evaluating new

texts
In summary, staff exposure to alternative educa-

tional models and to new approaches in the area of

special education was gained through

a

carefully selected

schedule of in-service consultants as well as visitations
to a number of public and private institutions throughout

the Commonwealth

.

had the benefit of

It was generally felt that the staff
a

wide variety of professional prac-

tices and conceptual involvements.

Little can be said

about the possible transfer value to the Massachusetts
Hospital School during the implementation period of
Chapter 76 G.
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VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major goal of this study

v;as

to assess the

extent of increased utilization of the Massachusetts

Hospital School in facilitating the implementation of
Chapter 766 and to determine the relative effectiveness of
the Massachusetts Hospital School staff and facilities to

adapt to the demands of Chapter 766.
The specific objectives of the study concentrated
on the follov'.ing:
1.

To determine the anticipated effects of Chapter 766 on the Massachusetts Hospital School
as perceived by the educational staff in

anticipation of implementation of Chapter 766.
2.

To determine staff familiarity with current

educational innovations in anticipation of
implementation of Chapter 766.
3.

To determine perceived in-service training

needs of the staff in anticipation of imple-

mentation of Chapter 766.
4.

To determine the extent of the deficiencies
in physical space allocations requiring
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renovation or modrf icati on in anticipation of
i implementation

5.

of Chapter 7GG.

To describe the alternative educational

models and new approaches in the area of
special education that the Massachusetts

Hospital School staff were exposed to in an-

ticipation of implementation of Chapter ICC.

Conclusions relating to the Anticipated Effects of Chapter
766 as Perceived by The Massachusetts Hospital School Staff

The majority of the educational staff acknowledged
that the implementation of Chapter 766 would have

a

ite effect upon themselves as well as the program.

definThey

expected more slow learners and/or retarded children to be
admitted and they expected over

a

period of time more

multiply- and severely-handicapped children with less

physical independence as the public school systems integrated the brighter and less handicapped students.
It was noted that the staff members who exhibited

the most overt acknowledgment that the implementation of

Chapter 7G6 would influence their approaches to teaching
were identified in two distinct categories:

(1)

the

.
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younger and

rrore

newly appointed teachers and

(2)

the

teachers assigned to the elementary grade level
of

instruction.

Most of the more experienced teachers were

primarily occupied in teaching basic academic
skills
and felt that this left them little time for developing

special programs and materials appropriate for each

individual child as required by Chapter

76 G.

However,

they were also the teachers who were in the best position
to initiate these developments, since they had the most

intense day-to-day involvement with the children.
It was also recognized that the implementation of

Chapter 766 would create

a

new mandated power for parents

in diagnosis, placement, and programming.

In the future,

parental pressures and consent would have to be incorporated in the operational plans at the Massachusetts

Hospital School since the parents would have the right to
appeal professional decisions.

Conclusions Relating to The Massachusetts Hospital School
Staff Familiarity with Current Innovations in Anticipation
of Implementation of Chapter 766.

The teachers seemed most familiar with the utili-
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zation of closed-circuit TV and educational television
as these practices have been in standard or oration
at

the Massachusetts Hospital School for some tire.

They

also professed familiarity with individualized instruction strategies but little evidence existed to indicate

application of

tlie.se

strategies.

Post of the teachers agreed that the educational

practices of learning centers, flexible scheduling and
tutorial programs should be instituted and maintained.
However, during the tiro of the study only the tutorial

program was actually employed as

a

procedure that the

staff wanted and accepted.
Htaff discussions regarding current educational

innovations also focused on techniques that would more
fully explore the talents of many of the students.

Conclusions Pointing to the Perceived In-Ccrvi co Traininc
Meeds of the Massachusetts Hospital Fchool Htaff

.

The implementation of Chapter 766 at the Massa-

chusetts Hospital School brought attention to the

professional training and retraining of the staff to cepe
with the new demands of the law and its subsequent Ctnte

.
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regulations.

Overall, the staff ranked in-service

training in the area of dealing with handicapped
students
in the classroom as being the prime priority.

The

second highest ranked ['reference for training van for

better utilization of audio-visual aids.

Team teaching

was the third most frequently desired in-service topic.

In-service needs relating to curriculum were also

determined.

In this regard there was a substantial

preference for making curriculum more relevant to the
special needs of the students at the Massachusetts Hospital

School and for their later lives.

Also

a

substantial

number of the teachers stressed the need for training in
the use of current materials in an individualized instruc-

tional

f raiuework

Regarding staff in-service preferences pertaining
to material resources there was a clear mandate for train-

ing in the area of manufactured materials designed for

special needs children.

Teachers indicated that such

instruction would make them better able to evaluate
existing materials, seek out other materials and then use
them in setting up more creative learning centers and

resource centers at the school.

Also they expressed the
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need for a well organized listing for special needs

resources available in local communities so that teachers
could enlist the aid of specialists in particular areas
as needed.
In terms of possible in-service training in the

personal values category, the staff was most interested
in exploring available community resources.

choice centered on specialized training in

The second
a

particular

field such as teaching methods.

Very few of the teachers felt that they had been
involved in the planning of teacher in-service education
programs.

Although the majority of the teachers indicated

they had minimal involvement in in-service planning, they

believed that this level of involvement was adequate and,
at the same time, were quite willing to encourage the

school's administration to work on the planning of the
program.

This general attitude suggests

a

sense of

teacher alienation from the whole school program and
implies a restricted perception of the role of the class-

room teacher in the decision-making process.

.
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Conclusions Relating to Physical Facilities and Space

Allocations at the Massachusetts Hospital School.
The entire physical plant and its related edu-

cational usage came under careful analysis.

Teachers

offered the following suggestions:
1.

Classroom interiors were in need of redesign
in order to meet the needs of the current

population of children at the school.
2.

Morn flexibility of space was needed as most
learning environments were structured to

provide the traditional kinds of educational
activities
3.

Classroom furniture was recognized as inflexible and not adaptable to meet the needs
of handicapped children.

The investigator also established other critical

findings based on the outside evaluator's report of facilities

.

1.

The elementary school classrooms we re, with-

out exception, loss than held the size of
those in the high school, yet often had to

service as many or more students than the

.
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high school rooms.
2.

Insufficient space severely limited instructional practices and the effectiveness of
the educational program.

3.

There was no existing space for alternative

activities during non-class periods or
during we c k c n d s

Conclusions He la ting to Staff Exposure to Alternative
I.ducatj onal Models and Approaches

.

During the period of the study the staff at the

Massachusetts Hsopital School had wide exposure to alternative educational models and approaches.
was provided by

(1)

Such exposure

a schedule of carefully selected

in-service programs and

(2)

teacher visitations to

a

number of private and public institutions designed to
provide services to special needs individuals.
The investigator was able to draw the following

conclusions from the staff during meetings and interview
sessions about the in-service consultant program:
1.

The topics were generally interesting but

basically theoretical.
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2.

The presenters were not adequately aware of
the staff's perceived needs.

3.

Very few practical and operational suggestions

were offered that would have transfer value
to the classroom.
4.

The presenters were perceived as being imposed

by persons unrelated to the teaching practice
at the Massachusetts Hospital School.

The investigator was able to determine the following staff members' reactions regarding their visitations
to other educational institutions offering educational

models and approaches:
1.

Individual teachers had
other teachers on

2.

a

a

chance to talk to

one-to-one basis.

Teachers from both staffs were able to discuss

educational philosophies and aims together.
3.

Teachers were able to accept or reject possible teaching methods and materials as they

might apply to the Massachusetts Hospital
School without
4.

a

sense of guilt.

Teachers were able to identify and reaffirm
the uniqueness of the Massachusetts Hospital

.
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School
It was generally felt that the staff had the

benefit of

a

wide variety of professional practices and

conceptual involvements.

However, little can he said

about the possible transfer value to the Massachusetts

Hospital School during the implementation period of
Chapter 766.
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PERSONA!, REFLECTIONS Or THE WRITER

Although the children at the Massachusetts

hospital School do have severe physical and emotional
handicaps, they are nevertheless in many ways perfectly
normal children.

They have the same need to he loved,

to be free to choose for themselves, to have a sense of

accomplishment, to be respected and admired for what
they can do and for who they are as human beings.

These

children, like all others, can and should be encouraged
to express their feelings, to explore their environment,

and to fully develop their potential as active partici-

pants in society.

When so many children with so many serious needs
are concentrated together in one institution such as the

Massachusetts Hospital School, teachers

roay

become over-

whelircd by more needs than they can meet.

The resultant feelings of frustration and guilt
could lead to professional defensiveness and isolation
on the part of staff members.

The case study recordings of staff meetings

revealed

a

general anxiety and professional concerns
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about the interpretation of the state's regulations for

Chapter 766.

Many sections seemed vague and lacked

meaningful operational definition.

Also the prescribed

state funding formula appeared to suggest an inadequate

fiscal level to sufficiently provide material resources
and staffing patterns for proper implementation.
It was established that the majority of the

teachers perceived their classrooms as traditional with

prime emphasis on the teaching of fundamental academic
From this frame of reference the whole notion

skills.

of innovation appeared somewhat alien and it would not be

surprising if these teachers were somewhat resistant to
changes proposed by external forces

(e.g., Chapter 766).

A substantial percentage of the staff had in-

sufficient knowledge and training regarding techniques
for diagnosing student reading problems.

This perceived

professional weakness seemed critical to the .implementation of Chapter 766.

Staff familiarity also seemed

lacking in the areas of programmed instruction and team
teaching.

Also the concepts of alternative education

programs and differentiated staffing appeared to be unf ami]

iar

.:
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RIXOMMI STATION

Based upon his experiences while associated
the Massachusetts Hospital

[

v;j

th

choo] and the conclusions

of this study, the investigator has developed the

following recommendations
1.

Recommendations for changes relative to
staff considerations in implementing Chapter
166 at the Massachusetts Hospital School,
a)

Adequate funding should be provided in
order to Keep the ratio of children per

teacher at

a

level of no more than seven

to one.
l.i

)

Additional classroom teacher aides and
support personnel should be added tc
assist v/ith the movement of the handicapped
students to various group and individualized activities as well as to perform the

expected increased clerical and recording
functions
c)

A team learning style of staff organization

should be established to allow for in-
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creased teacher communication and co-

ordination of student development programs.
d)

Teachers and administrators should develop
and adapt a set of five year educational

goals.

Such long range planning v/ould

establish more clearly defined educational
and staff priorities.
e)

Teachers and administrators should be provided with weekly released time sessions

during which they could meet to reviev;

existing problems and mutually arrive at
commonly accepted solutions.
f)

Teachers and administrators should have
access to an outside consultant on an on-

going basis.

Such

a

consultant would meet

with individual teachers or small groups
of teachers to analyze classroom activities

and appropriate pupil progress.
q)

Teachers should be allowed to have

a

greater

role in the decision-making process of the

institution
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2.

Recommendations for changes relative to

curriculum considerations in the implementation of Chapter 7GG at the Massachusetts

Hospital School.
a)

Since the Core Evaluation Team will he

functioning under the regulations of

Chapter 7G6 in programming instruction for
each individual student, instruction must
be tailored more on an individual basis.

This can best be accomplished by developing an inter-disciplinary approach to

learning where each child can progress on
a
b)

stage-level basis.

More detailed and accurate records should
be kept for each student in order to comply

with the Core Evaluation Team's recommendations but also to servo as

a

more

constructive means to communicate with

other staff members as well as parents.
c)

Instructional materials should be utilized
that will be more diagnostic in terms of

each child's needs and rate of progress.

)
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Teachers should have almost daily feedback about where each student is in the

continuum of his learning experience in
each subject area.
d)

There should be increased accountability
by each teacher in all subject areas con-

cerning individual student progress.
e)

Special activities time should be pro-

vided during the school day to permit
individual students to pursue personal
interests and hobbies under the supervision
of the classroom teacher.
v;ill do

Such activities

much to promote a sense of indi-

vidual competency, self-confidence and

a

sense of personal accomplishment.
f

A special Career Education program should

be infused into the curriculum so that less

severely handicapped students can gain an
awareness of and an appreciation for occu-

pational options in the future.

There appears

to be an ample supply of state and federal

funding for this purpose.
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3.

Rc commend a t ion s for changes relative to the
I

hysical facilities of the Massachusetts

Hospital School in the implementation of

Chapter 766.
a)

New learning centers should he established
and shared by the staff and parents.

b)

Classrooms should be redesigned in order
to encourage more flexibility in usage.

c)

The Projected Usage Diagrams supplied by

Strothers Associates should be implemented.
d)

Improved utilization of existing facilities
should he stressed.

An extensive learning

program could be centered around the farm:
by observing and caring for animals there,

children could learn a great deal about the
natural world

.

The woodshop, although well

staffed and developed, is missing from the

daily lives of most of the children.

If it

were better utilized, students could wort
there along with teachers and school car-

penters on constructing prototypical

curriculum materials, or even expand into
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doing projects all around the grounds.
And tho outdoor grounds could

\

ecomc the

setting for many more creative activities:
an activity of painting freely on large

sheets of homosote mounted in the

1

in —

dergarten playyard could be very successful
4.

.

Recommendations for changes to the utilization
of community and other resources in imple-

menting Chapter 7GG

oat

the Massachusetts

Hospital School,
a)

Since the isolation of the teachers and

st.u

dents at the Massachusetts Hospital School
tends to strongly limit the breadth of

their experiences, a continuous visitation
and exchange program with nearby public and

private schools would be of great value,
b)

Thc children should have more opportunities
for contact with the outside world through

increased field trip opportunities,
c)

A

permanent Parent Advisory Council should

be formed.

Such a Parent Advisory Council
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would better monitor parent concerns and
would

a 1 1 ov; the

staff to improve their

communication about the school's
attempts to meet student needs,
d)

A Community Resource Coordinator should

be hired to mobilize the wide assortment
of community opportunities in the im-

mediate area.
a

This individual could be

para— prof essional who possesses special

abilities in locating and arranging com-

munity involvement in the program as well
as in bringing competent and interested

persons to the school to present programs
and services.

The Massachusetts Hospital School's attempt to

implement Chapter 76G must be viewed as an exciting effort
in an historic time in the special education movement in

Massachusetts.

The school's progress in this direction will

serve as an exemplary standard for similar institutions

throughout our nation which have yet to come to terms with
the real needs of disabled and handicapped youth.
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CHAT

T E R

VII

OF PECULATIONS TOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF
AS OF JANUARY 25

,

l'.L.

7GG

1974

Institutional School Departments
and School Services
700

Assi stance by ISP to 3ocal school committee
Departr ent of Mental Health Institutions with
seventy or more residential children wi th
special ncccfTTI
:

i

Ihe Division shall establish and maintain an
ISD for school age children in each institution of
the Department of Mental Health, which has seventy
or more residential children with special needs.

Upon reguest of

a

GET and subject to the limita-

tions and procedures described in this paragraph,

each ISD shall assist the local school committee
in evaluating, developing educational plans, and

implementing such educational plans for children
v

T

ith special needs who have been determined by

GET to require or probably to require day or

residential program placements.

a

204

700.1

Iho ISP shall assist the school committee
in evaluating a child only after a
CET

has attempted to evaluate such child and

judged its evaluation to be inconclusive.
700.2

The ISD shall assist the school committee
in developing an educational plan for a

child only after the CET has tried and
found itself unable to develop an educational plan for the child.

700.3

The

I CD

shall assist the school committee

in implementing the educational plan for a

child only after the school committee has

attempted unsuccessfully to implement that
plan , and only if the procedures of para-

graph 700.4 have been followed.
case of a child who at the time
is evaluated,

In the
lie

or she

is a resident within an insti

tution in which there is an ISD such ISD
may assist in implementing the child's edu-

cational plan if the CET judges that the
local school committee will bo unable to

successfully implement the plan and the pro

.
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cedures of paragraph 700.4 have been

followed
700.4

All assistance given by an ISD to a local
school committee shall be rendered according to agreements entered into between the

school committee and the ISD.

Each service

to be provided by the ISD shall be specified
in such agreement,

A separate agreement

shall be made for each child.

agreement shall include

a

Each such

statement of speci-

fic and measurable criteria set by the CET
for terminating the involvement of the ISD.

Any such agreement in v/hich an ISD undertakes to implement part or all of

a

child's

educational plan shall state that the ISD
comply fully with that educational plan.
700.5

The educational plan for a child with special needs who is or will be

a

resident

within an institution in which there is an
ISD shall specify all services which such

institution or its ISD shall provide to
such child.

The Assistant Superintendent

.
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for education shall be responsible for

insuring that all persons within such

institutions who provide services to such
child comply with the child's educational

plan
700.6

At least once every three months the

Assistant Superintendent for education shall
review the progress of each child with special needs to whom the ISO is providing

services.

If such child has met the cri-

teria set by the CET for termination of his
or her involvement with the IED the

shall terminate such involvement.
a

ir»D

If such

child is a resident of the institution in

which the ISO is located, and such child is
educated completely within the institution,
such child, upon meeting such criteria,

shall be discharged from such institution.
700.7

A

CET requesting assistance from an ISD

shall submit to that ISD copies of all evaluation plans or other materials describing
the special needs of the child for whom
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assistance is requested, and a description
of the efforts made by the CET or
school

committee to accomplish those things

v.’ith

which the ISD is now being asked to assist.
700.8

Not later than five days after receiving
the materials described in paragraph 700.7,
the ISD shall provide the requested assist-

ance, subject to the limitations and pro-

cedures of this paragraph and to a procedure
to be further defined by the Division for

resolving disagreements among the ISD, the
schoo] committee, and the parents regarding
the appropriate level of ISD assistance.

700.9

The CET shall normally request and receive

assistance as specified in the above paragraphs from the ISD of the region which the
child resides.
700.9

(a)

7\ny

request by

a

GET for assist-

ance from an out-of-district ISD

shall be submitted to and approved
by the Regional Review Board and
the Director of the Regional
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Branch Office* of the Division.
700.9

(b)

Any child in an out-of-region
ISD on September

be returned to

1,

t.ho

1974 shall

region of

residence of such child at the

earliest possible time, in
accordance with criteria to be

specified in the first educational plan viiich is written for
such child after September
1974,

1,

Such educational plan

shall specify that the child

shall be so returned.
700.9

(c)

Each Regional Review Board shall

identify the ISO's for its region
and make them known to the admin-

istrators of special education.
701.0

Administrative structure of the ISD in institutions
under the control oi. the Department of Mental Health
In each institution under the control

of the

Department of Mental Health in which there arc
seventy or more residential children with special

.

:
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needs

,

the ISD shall have the following adninistra-

tive structure

701.1

There shall he an Assistant Superintendent

appointed jointly by the Commissioner of

Education and the Superintendent of the
institution.

Such Assistant Superintendent

shall he appointed at a job grade level

commensurate with

a

public school admin-

istrator of special education and shall

report directly to the superintendent of the
institution.

The Assistant Superintendent

for education shall:

701.1

(a)

Supervise the provisions of all
services that are provided by the

children's units and direct the
staff of the Division and of the

Department of Mental Health employed in those units.
701.1

(b)

Work with the Superintendent and

other staff of the institution to
insure that the educational plan
for each child is carried out
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and that any other services ren —

dered to the child do not conflict

with the plan.
701.1

(c)

Provide in-service training to
members of the staff of the Division and of the Department of

Mental Health who are employed in
the children's unit and in any

other units where children may
be residing,

701.1

(d)

Be responsible to the Superinten-

dent for developing the educational program within the institution

for children with special needs.

701.1

(e)

Provide, for each child not re-

siding in a children's unit,
jointly with the unit director of
the unit in which the child is

residing,

a

program which satisfies

the requirements of the child's

educational plan.
701.2

The Assistant Superintendent for Education shall hire
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the staff of the children's units subject to the

approval of the Superintendent.

The employees of

the Division in the children's units shall be

assigned to those units by the Division and shall
be considered staff of the Division attached to
the Regional branch Office of the Division for the

region in which the institution is located.
701.3

As of September 1,

1974,

the positions of princi-

pal and head teacher shall be converted to educa-

tional supervisory positions.
701.4

The Superintendent of the institution responsible,

using available professional staff of the institution to provide treatment services specified in
the child's education plan for which the children's

units are not staffed.
702.0

Minimum requirements for staffing an ISP in
institutions under" the' control oi~ the Department
of Dental health in whicli there are seventy or
more resident children with special needs .
The following minimum caseload requirements
for staffing shall apply to all

I DP

1

s

in institu-

tions under the control of the Department of

Mental Health in which there are seventy or more

..
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resident children with special needs;
702.1

There shall be one teacher and two
teacher
aides for every seven resident
children
v.’ith

702.2

special needs.

There shall be one social worker for
every
one hundred resident children with
special

needs
702.3

There shall be one educational supervisor
for every sixty resident children with

special needs.
702.4

There shall be one senior educational

supervisor for every one hundred and eighty

resident children with special needs.
702.5

There shall be one physical therapist for

every twenty resident children with special
needs
702.6

There shall be one occupational therapist
for every twenty resident children with

special needs.
702.7

There shall be one speech therapist for

every thirty resident children with special
needs
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702.8

There shall be one staff psychologist
for
every thirty resident children with
special needs

,

one principal psychologist for

every sixty resident pupils and one chief

psychologist for every one hundred and
twenty resident pupils.
702.9

There shall be sufficient non-professional

personnel including, without limitation,
secretaries and clerical personnel.
702.10 ISO's may make arrangements with each other
to share personnel.

703,0

Administrative structure of ISP's in institutions
under the control of the Department of Public
HealtlT and Youth Services .
In each institution under the control of the

Departments of Public Health and Youth Services in

which there are seventy or more children with
special needs, the relationship with school committees, administrative structure and the staffing
shall be similar to that described in paragraphs
700.0 through 702.0.

Such re lationships

,

structure

and staffing shall be adapted by agreement between
the Division and the Departments of Public Health
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and Youth Services to meet the
particular needs
of the children served by each
institution under

these Departments.
7 °4- n

Administrative structure for delivery o f educational services for institutions wi th less than
s_eyenty resident children with special ncgTi

T
.

In each institution under the control of

the Departments of Mental Health, Public Health

and Youth Services in which there arc less than

seventy resident children with special needs the

following shall apply:
704.1

A regional staff representative of the

Bureau of State Schools of the Division
shall be designated by the Division as the

special education administrator for all

Mental Health, Public Health, and Youth
Services institutions in the region with
less than seventy resident children with

special needs.
704.2

Such special education administrator shall

develop

a

plan for delivery of special

education to such children.

The plan shall

be developed in consultation with the

,
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superintendent or equivalent head official
of each institution described in paragraph

704.1, and shall be subpitted to the

Regional Review Board for final approval.
704.3

Upon approval of the plan required in para-

graph 704.2, the administrator of special

education shall implement

such,

plan under

the supervision of the Director of the

Bureau of State Schools of the Division and
the superintendent or other equivalent

head official of each institution in which
the plan is to be implemented.

705.0

Bureau of State Schools; staff; duties

.

The Bureau of State Schools of the Division

shall have such staff, including without limitation,
a

special educator with certificate as

children with severe special needs,
a

social worker,

a

a

a

teacher of

psychologist

speech therapist, and an occu-

pational therapist, as are necessary to carry out
its responsibility for insuring:

705,1

The overall sufficiency and quality of educational programs for school ago children
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provided in institutions under the control
of the Departments of Mental Health,

Public Health and Youth Services which
have resident children with special needs.
705.2 That the professional of the staff of the

Division in the institutions referred to
in paragraph 705.1 meet the requirements for

certification and approval of the Division.
705.3 That the purpose and intent of this chapter,
these regulations, and of the law governing the provision of special education to

school-age children in state institutions
are fully carried out.

706.0

Involvement of Parents

.

The ISD and the Regional Office of the Bureau
of State Schools

(herein often referred to as the

Regional Office) shall make every feasible effort
to elicit the interest and encourage the participa-

tion of parents to the greatest possible degree in
the educational program of their child while he or

she is receiving services from the ISD or from

such Regional Office.

The efforts shall include
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but not be limited to the following;
706.1

The ISD or Regional Office shall offer

parents consultation regarding their
child's development and future opportunities
706.2

.

In all communications with parents, the

assistant superintendent for education
and the special education administrator
of the Regional Office shall make all

necessary efforts to insure that the parents understand the educational program of

their child.

This shall include verbal

communication if the parents arc unable to
read and elimination of technical term-

inology which may obscure the information
to be conveyed.

706.3

laments shall have an opportunity to meet,
at least quarterly, v/ith the teaching staff

directly involved with their child.

The

assistant superintendent for education
and the special education administrator of

the Regional Office shall inform parents,
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in writing, when and where such
consulta-

tions can take place.

706.4

When children go home on visits for

a

weekend or longer, appropriate guidance
shall be given to parents so they can

assist in the continuing educational program of their child.
706.5

Regardless of their participation in the
above process parents shall receive

a

written quarterly report of the school
progress of their child in the same form
as is prepared for parents of children in

other special education programs.
706.6

Any parent who is not satisfied with the

progress of his or her child, or

v/ith

the

child's program, shall have the right to

meet with the assistant superintendent for

education or administrator of special education of the Regional Office and the

administrator of special education of the
school committee with jurisdiction over
such a child no later than five working
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days after requesting such a meeting.

707.0

Disagreements between ISP and school committee.
Where an ISD or the Regional Office and
school committee disagree on the terras of

a

a

pro-

posed agreement pursuant to paragraph 700.4, such

disagreement shall be referred for resolution to
the Regional Review Board in the region where the

school committee is located.
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PROGRAM FOR INCREASED UTILIZATION
OF MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL
IN FACILITATING IMPLEMENTATION

OF P.L. 7GG

*

OVERVIEW OF FACILITY
The Massachusetts Hospital School located in Canton,

Massachusetts is

a

state-operated residential school for

physically handicapped children.
cludes

a

The school prograrr in-

Nursery School (Baylies Beginning Center) as

v:ell

as a complete school program for kindergarten through

twelfth grade.

The high school

fully accredited by the

Nev:

and Colleges having attained

(Bray ton High School)

is

Fngland Association of Schools
a

second ten-year accredita-

tion in the spring of 1972,

The facility also contains a complete hospital where

major orthopedic surgery takes place every day,

A staff

of four residents in orthopedic surgery, a medical direc-

tor and an assistant, medical director carry out the

surgical and medical program with

*

a

large consultant staff.

Proposal submitted to Massachusetts State Department of
Education, February 25, 1974, by the Massachusetts
Hospital School
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A department of physical therapy, a department of
nursing,
a

department of occupational therapy and

a

social service

department play important roles in the rehabilitative process

.

In September of 1969

the Massachusetts Hospital

School opened its admissions for the first time to

group of day school students.

small

a

These students, living

within commuting distance, travel by taxi to school and
return to their homes at the close of the school day.

The

numbers in this status of enrollment has increased over
the fast five years to forty-six in 1974.

These students receive all the benefits of the school

program.

However, due to lack of staff for outpatient

services in the hospital, the therapy programs and medical

treatment given to the residential students are not available to the day students.
1.

Caps and Weaknesses of Facility:

Public Law 766 has been viewed as having

a

range

of effects on the Massachusetts Hospital School

operation and the administration of the institution
sees the need to expand and redesign its program to

become prepared for implementation of this lav.
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Already requests have come from public school
systems for consultation in evaluating
children

with special needs.

Many on the teaching staff

have attended on their own time meetings or discussed on the telephone (at length) students from

Randolph
Canton.

Whitman, Burlington, Braintree, and

,

Many other towns have also sought out in-

formation concerning students residing in the
institution.

however, faculty and other auxiliary

staff necessary to adequately respond to these

requests for assistance have not been available.
These requests for assistance have pointed out

many immediate needs of the hospital school in

organizing

a

program which will comply with the

implementation of Chapter
tions of P.L. 7GG.

7

of the proposed regula-

The project proposed in this

document would be the beginning of such an organized effort, with its most immediate objectives the

provision of assistance to public schools

in

prepa-

ration for P.L. 7GG, and preparation of its own

teachers for meeting the needs of school committees
in serving on evaluation teams as requested.

:
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Elimination of Gaps and Heat nrsson
Tbo Massachusetts Hospital School has always

had a great potential to participate in serving

community needs.

However

,

the self-containing

effects of an institutional setting both in its

staffing and financial capabilities have limited
the amount of community outreach from the institu-

tion

.

recently, with funding outside the regular
state budget, two community programs have originated.

Both the Bay lies Beginning Center and the

Nursery Project stress as their primary goal the
retaining of handicapped children in

a

family and

community setting whenever possible through parental and community education.
The Massachusetts Hospital School desires to

further these program goals by becoming

a

model

diagnostic center serving the entire Commonwealth
in the implementation of l.L.

initial program to

be.

7GG.

The following

carried out this spring

would be the start of such

a

major center.

This

program would include three primary components as

:
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follows
IN— SUP VICE EDUCATIONAL WUKKS1101 3
A.

Massachusetts Hospital School would plan in
the three-month period prior to the end of
the ID 7 3-1!) 7 4 school year to present woolly

workshops for its own teachers do signed to
orient them to implications of P.L. 70C

,

the

rules and regulations for implementation,
the role of the Core Evaluation Teams and

how they will relate to those roles, the im-

plication of

I'.L.

7GG to the future of the

school, tactics for dealing with public school

systems by evaluation of their resources, new
types of equipment which might be used by the

school systems to accommodate the needs of

children to be integrated into the public
school classroom, etc.
As the content of these workshops vary, so

will the manner of presentation vary.

Lug-

yes ted presentations already include lectures

by educational consultants from the Department
of Education and the University of Massachusetts,

P
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group curriculum planning,

MllS

staff visits to

community resources and facilities and
compilation
of a resource file through these
visits, group

planning workshops for students from
v/ill

P.L. 76 6

L.

These workshops would act as

stimulant for increased interest and activities

on the part of

RP-EN T P Y

who

be entering the community school systems,

team teaching, etc.
a

fins

fins

faculty in implementation of

.

P P OGRA

lhe present Pass, Hospital School population offer

an immediate caseload of children around whom many

of the workshops can be based.

These students'

special needs should he evaluated in relation to
1

,L.

766

,

It has been expressed by various pro-

fessionals working

v/it.h

these students that many

could readily adapt to a regular public school

classroom setting with the proper orientation and
instruction of the public school staff in their
abilities and limitations.

As noted earlier, a

number of public school systems have requested

assistance already from those at PPS with the
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expertise to orient their staffs to the orthopedically handicapped child.

Requests have also

been made for assistance in evaluating children in
the community who will be eligible under P.L. 766
to attend their schools as of September, 1974.

It is anticipated that these requests will

continue to increase as the date for implementation

approaches.

Mass. Hospital School feels responsible

for contributing as fully as possible to the re-

habilitation of each of its students.

Teachers,

physical therapists, occupational therapists, and
other professionals involved with students at the

school would provide assistance to public schools
in preparing students for entrance to public

school systems.
In the three months prior to the end of the

school year (April

1 -

June 30), MHS would send

representatives to communities of students at the
school who have

a

high potential for success in

the regular public school classroom in an effort
to evaluate and orient these school systems to

the student as an individual and to the individ-
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I

rograms which have

I

con to sonno success

with a particular student.

brier to this date, this type of

v-or):

has

been limited duo to the amount of tine required
away from normal duties and responsibilities of

professionals and teachers in the institution.
Through this program, HIS would immediately hire
two permanent substitutes whose presence would

free up regular teaching time for HIS faculty to

visit and communicate with public school systems
in an effort to plan for placement of students,

especially day students presently enrolled at the
school, in the regular community classroom.

Another positive attribute of Pass. Hospital
School in relation to implementation of
is

its setting and school.

I

.I..

766

It would be the in-

tention of the administration, with its teachers

available for consultations, to invite teachers
and administrators from public schools, to visit
the facility and to sec how handicapped children

function in

a

classroom situation, to see how

teachers handle the students, and to recognize,
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in fact, how normal a child with a physical
dis-

ability really is.

Within its classrooms, MHS

now serves many different levels of intellectual
ability.

There are now "Special" classes and

only occasionally are children with special needs

treated outside the classroom for short periods
of time, i.e., speech therapy, physical therapy,

occupational therapy.
RESOURCE AND MEDIA SPECIALIZATION
C.

To resolve the problem of its present weakness in

responding to the community's requests for assistance in placing orthopedically handicapped children
in their school systems, MHS would like to develop

resources and media for school systems which would

orient teachers and, in essence, the community
in the needs and condition of handicaps.

Exposure

to the complexities and needs of the handicapped

must be provided in some manner so that their
acceptance within the community will be achieved.
The media center and library at Mass. Hospital

School where programs for the handicapped have
been developed and where technical expertise is
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accessible provide the practical sotting for
devo] oping and collecting those materials.

Model materials for evaluating and working
wit!)

particular

typer, of

handicaps would he

demonstrated to non-specialized teachers who are

preparing to vor) with handicapped children in
their classrooms.

specialized learning equipment already available as veil as new equipment from outside

resources would be or demonstration regularly
for the purpose of acquainting non-specialized

teachers with techniques and methods currently

having success within the handicapped child's
educational program.
3.

Coordination
The Massachusetts Hospital School and the Depart-

ment of L'ducation have agreed to cooperate on this
subject.
The University of Massachusetts has recently

developed lines of communication with Mass. Hospital
School through its Institute for rovernmonta] Service

which has agreed to advise and consult M ass. Hospital

.
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School in implementation of the proposed program.
Tufts University has a continuing interest in
the programs of Mass. Hospital School through

a

teacher training program whereby graduate students
serve as intern teachers for one school year earning
a M. Ed.

at the culmination of service here.

The Baylies Beginning Center and the Nursery

Project, on site projects at the Mass. Hospital

School as previously described, will support any

planning and implementation of this project and will
lend any assistance available in the implementation
of the proposed project.
4.

Dissemination:

Dissemination of materials and information from
this project is already a built-in factor of the pro-

posed program.

As teachers assist school system

personnel and research community schools, relationships
with communities throughout the Commonwealth will
derive and materials will be distributed to numerous

resources
The Massachusetts Teachers Association will be

requested to prepare an article for its publication

.
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to introduce the teachers of Massachusetts to the

facility's new programs

SECTION B
1.

Major Coals of Project
The major goal of this project is to initiate the

organization of Massachusetts Hospital School's resources into a model diagnostic center for the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts
follows
a.

The major objectives are as

.

:

Orienting teachers to the implications of P.L.
7GG and training them in techniques for en-

hancing implementation via in-service workshop
b.

Initiating an active re-entry of students from
MHS to public school systems throughout the

Commonwealth via
of MI1S students

a
p

caseload study by teachers

resent] y enrolled who have

high potential to become integrated into the

public school classroom.
c.

Establishment of resources at

M J'b

concen-

trating on educational attitudes, techniques,

methods, and materials, and equipment, for the

handicapped child.
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2.

I

valuation
I.

valuation of the project would be carried out at

the end of the project in the following areas:
a.

A review of the Pass. Hospital School student

caseload would enable Hass. Hospital School to

determine what further werh must bo done with
the put lie school systems and what assistance
lias

been and will he needed in the future

b'*

public schools to facilitate successful placerent of handicapped children in the public
school classroom.
b.

The response and reaction of the community to

assistance made available by the proposed

project should be

a

good indicator of bow great

the need for continuation of this sort of pro-

gram will be in the future.
c.

A

questionnaire centering around this project

and the feelings of

PITS

faculty about its value

to them and the students will be made and eval-

uated after the completion of the project.

Students and their families will be questioned
when applicable regarding the effect of the

:
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project on them.
3.

Designation of pupils to whom the objective
a}

1

.is

npplic-

e

a.

Students of Pass. Hospital School number 200+.
This includes approximately CO day students,

h.

Faculty at Pass. Hospital School numbering
40+ as we 1 1 as many staff at the hospital

whose assistance will be called upon during
implementation of
c.

the.

project,

Any number of public school teachers, administrators, nurses and ancillary staff who will

become directly involved with the process of
evaluating, teaching and counselling physically disabled students in their schools.
4.

Activities in Support of Objectives:
Staff Assignments,
Mass. Hospital School would hire the following

short-term staff who would be directly involved

in

implementation of the Project:
1.

Project Facilitator:
Principal of

M1IS

Will report directly to the

and will report to her regarding

all planning and activities of the project? will

.
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act an community representative for project

activities and, under the direction of the Super-

intendent and Principal, will he charged with

implementing all areas of the project.
2.

Resource Coordinator:

Will work under direction

of Facilitator and will assist him in all his

activities especially in the areas of special
adaptive equipment, communication with consultants,
and set-up of workshops.
3.

Permanent Substitute Teachers:

Will relieve

teachers of their regular classroom duties and

responsibilities whenever necessary so that they
may work on proposed objectives of project, i.e.,

public school visits, workshop preparation, review
of equipment, conferences, and participation in

evaluations
The following activities would be carried out:
A,

Pembers of the faculty will be assigned to go into
the community for conferences with public school

staffs in communities from which students from
HUS come.

When

a

school administrator makes re-

quests for services, the person or persons with
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the most knowledge of the student's
educational

experience will be chosen as the student's community representative.

This person, after

consultation with all staff (i.e., physical
therapists
nurses)

,

occupational therapists, physicians,

involved in the care and rehabilitation

of a student, will provide an overview of the

student

s

capabilities and adaptive needs for

public school personnel,
When necessary, extra staff may be called upon
for in-depth consultation in a particular problem

area around adaptation of a particular student
to the public school setting.
B.

Teachers with particular expertise

.in

educational

methods, techniques and equipment especially suitable to the handicapped child will prepare in-

service workshops for the program.

The program

facilitator and resource coordinator will work
closely with these teachers in locating materials
and outside educators for workshop activities as

previously mentioned.
Assistance for community teachers will revolve
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around the school facility itself.

The school

facility at the Mass. Hospital School will be
sot up as

a

model school for diagnosing

the:

needs

that children with disabilities have and for

instructing teachers in methods to meet those
needs in mainstream education.

When

a

student at this facility is to

lie

sent

bach into the community, the teacher from his

community will

be*

encouraged to come to this facil-

ity and observe the chi Id ns he tabes part in the
school program here,
r.

The program will utilize equipment and materials

which are presently available at Mass. Hospital
School.

It will be necessary to secure addition-

al educational materials and equipment for

demons tration and set-up of the in-service worhshops and community education areas of the project.
The Project Facilitator and Resource Coordin-

ator will play the major role in preparing and

collecting media resources and materials.
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r

reposed Purlnet:

April

1,

1974 - June 30,

Staff:
1

racDlitator

1

P.CROurco Coordinator

2,500 00

2

Ieriranent Substitutes

4,000.00

$3,000.00

Consultants (Worlshops
nent. Counselling)

Educational Materials

&

,

Equip-

7,000.00

Equipment:

Special Testing

3,000.00

Adaptive Aids

2,000.00

Educational Literature

2,000.00

Media Develop rent

6,000.00

Den ons tration Models

7,000.00

Ancillary Needs:
Telephone

1,500.00

Office Supplies

1,000.00

Mailing and Correspondence

1,000.00

lrint.ing

3,000.00

Travel

3,000.00

TOTAL PPCJECT

1

POPOSl'P COST - - - - -45,0 00.00

1974

—

'

aiufndi::

•

1

"

-

c
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IN

CHILDREN

'

S

MASSACHUSETTS

*

HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

330 longv.'oocl Avenue

Boston, MA

02115

Originating

v/ith the

Children's Hospital as

to physically crippled children,

a

service

the Children's Hospital

Medical Center now has many residential and day uni

ts and

affiliates, including 50 specialized outpatient clinics.
The Children's Hospital and the Infants Hospital comprise
the main units, providing medical, surgical, and outpatient

care for children with all types of handicaps except blindness.

The House of the Good Samaritan, 25 Binncy Street,

offers care and therapy for cardiac patients.

Sanitorium provides for long
chronically ill.

terra

The Sharon

care of the sick and

Home preparation for regular and special

school attendance is provided by the Sarah Fuller Foundation
For little Deaf Children for children who are deaf, hard of

hearing, or blind deaf.
*

The Center has three independent

A Listing of Educational and Training Facilities
Source:
(Boston, Forter
"ren
The Dictionary For
‘

’

,

L

.
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affiliates:
Avenue;

The Judge Baker Guidance Center, 195
Longvood

The Children's Cancer Research Foundation, 35

Binney Street;

Mission to Children, 320 Longv’ood Avenue.

MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL
Randolph Street
Canton, MA 02021
Long-tern? care combined

v;i th

schooling are provided for

or thopedically handicapped children.

Complete hospital

facilities, including physical, occupational and speech

therapy are available.

A vide range of academic courses,

including reredial reading, are provided, and students who
are confined to bed in the hospital building are taught

ly closed circuit television.

Vocational training is in-

cluded, and a workshop is made available by the Massachusetts Department of Vocational Rehabi litation
LAK i; V I LIiE OS P I T A
Lakeville, MA 02346
1

1

This treatment facility offers comprehensive rehabil-

itation of children and adults with physical

handicaps.

and.

multiple

Occupational and physical therapy plus an

academic program which .includes remedial courses are provided.

Recently opened is a family Residential Asthma
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unit.

The facility is limited to
residents of Massachusetts.

tit; koi.burnk school
S outhfield Load

Lev far lborough

,

AND MARI, BOKO ACADEMY

HA

Kolhurne offers

02130
a

therapeutic milieu for mildly emotion-

ally disturbed and/or neurol ogical
ly handicapped children

normal or near normal 1.0. who have serious
learning
disabilities .
It recently purchased the former
Marlboro

v:ith

Academy, giving it

a

1270 acre campus and additional enroll-

ment facilities for 42 more students.

The school does not

accept psychotic, seriously physically handicapped,
delinquent, or seriously autistic children.

induce educational diagnosis, therapy

Services offered
and remediation,

psychiatric services, individual and group psvchothorapv,
and psychological services.

Audiology and speech correction

arc provided as well as visual training and total physical

education programming.
offered.

Teacher training services are

The academic program, for kindergarten through

grade 12, is ungraded below grade 9.

session is conducted.

A six-week summer
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474

Brookline^ tree t

Newton Centre, MA

II0ME F ° R

CRIPPLED CH

™N

02159

A residential treatment center
restricted to the care
and rehabilitation of the orthopedically
handicapped.
While most patients are from the New
England area, there
are no geographic, racial, or religious
restrictions.

Mentally retarded children are not accepted.

Special ed-

ucation is conducted by the School Department
of Newton.
The Home is located in a suburban area with
large,
private grounds.
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY OF WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS, INC.
152 Summer Avenue
Springfield, MA 01108
United Cerebral Palsy of Western Massachusetts provides
services to cerebral palsied residents of Hampden, Hampshire and Franklin Counties.

Clinical programs include

evaluation, psychological testing, physical therapy, and

occupational and speech therapies.

In addition, the agency

owns and operates Camp Jollee for the Physically Handi-

capped in Goshen.

Campers from all areas are accepted,

and from out of state.

All types of handicaps are accepted.

Three sessions are conducted for ages 7-11, 12-16, and
17-35.
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR CRIPPLED CIIILDRFN
241 Saint Fotolph Street
Ronton , MA 02115
Thin school's objective in to provide the necessary

educational

vocational, and medical training j^rocran

,

for any child who cannot attend a regular school because
of

i

hysical handicap, and to lead

adulthood.

i m.

1i

to a self-sufficient

Transportation to the school is provided for

children fiom over forty separate communi ties, while manv
of the older students use public facilities.

The academic

program includes college preparatory? general academic and
remedial courses? and business, secretarial, and vocational
training.

Pro-vocational experience and the use of

a

Workshop offering training in printing, arts, electronics,
and woodwork are also available.

In addition, occupational,

physical, and speech therapies and psychological evaluation
and counseling are provided.

The school also operates a

Teacher Training Program.
Vn’OPIAL HOSPITALS,
rrscuLAP dystrophy clinic
750 Iarrj.son Avenue
r

I

V\S S A CII US F.TT S

os ton

,

NA

0

2110

Treating any child or adult with
lias

been referred to the clinic by

a
a

muscle disease who
physician, school

.
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or Focial agency, this muscular
dystrophy clinic programs

evaluative testing and social casevorh for its
patients
and conducts a research program
UNITED CEREBRAL i alsy association
26 3 Stanley Street
Fall Fiver, FA 02720
This Center provides help and rehah i 1 itaticn for

cerebral palsied individuals of
i

rovioed

.

life care is

ireatment includes physical, occupational and

speech therapies.
1

ages.

call

1-re -diagnostic

services are provided.

atients progress from sheltered school and care to

sheltered vorhshop

ant;

job placement.

A.

summer proerar is

carried out, open also to those not regularly enrolled.
Till,

reading: and diagnostic center

rospect Street
Fitchburg, FA 01420
120

1

The Reading and Diagnostic Center is concerned pri-

marily with children

v;ho

have reading perceptual problems

related to specific language disability.

An individual

prescriptive program is provided for each child, which
involves tutorial reading program and intensive perceptual

rotor training designed to develop'

hand-eye coordination.

I

ody control and
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lhe academic year is divided into three
terms of 10

weeks each.

A six-week intensified summer program with

daily tutorial sessions is also provided.

Other services

of the Center are an educational diagnostic testing

service for educators and larents wishing to look more
closely at the learning behavior of certain children, and
a

consultation service to elementary schools in the field

of learning disabilities.

CEREBRAL PALSY Or GREATER BOSTON, INC.
30 Wesley Street
Newton, HA 0215B
This Center gives the cerebral palsied child and adult
the opportunity to participate in diversified programs.

Included in the programs are psychotherapy and music,
speech, and functional therapies; camperships , annual trips

both in and out of the country; dancing classes, both

private and group; religious counselling; bowling, swimming; personal hygiene classes; sex education and develop-

ment classes; and parent counselling.

CERLBRAL PALSY OF THE SOUTH SHORE AREA, INC.
36 Miller Stile Road
Quincy, NA 02169
Serving 45 communities and towns, this Center operates

246

number of programs for children and adults with
cerebral
palsy. A clinic for the diagnostic evaluation
of cerebral
palsied individuals is operated with clinical facilities
a

provided through the cooperation of the Quincy Health

Department , 1120
In addition

,

I

ancock Street, Quincy

,

Massachusetts#

occupational, physical, and speech therapies;

social services; and psychological and psychiatric services are available.

Using facilities of the Trinity

Episcopal Church in Weymouth, Massachusetts, the Center
sponsors

a

Nursery School for

in 1955,

a

special ungraded class for cerebral palsied

chi ldren of pre-school age;

children was established at the Furnace brook School, and
a

cooperative program has been developed whereby teachers

in the school accept in their classes children who are

capable of performing at the class level.

An Adult Class

is also sponsored, providing vocational evaluation,

train-

ing, and placement and the use of a Workshop at the South

Shore Rehabi.li ta tion Center,

16

Moon Island bead, Squantum.

Summer camping opportunities for CP children and adults
are provided at Camp Jollce in Goshen; Camp Jabberwocky on

Martha's Vineyard? and Camp Sea Haven in Newburyport.
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oIRINC.riI.LP DAY NURSERY CORPORATION,
JUNIOR WORKSHOP
-.2 Summer Avenue,
103 William street,

Springfield, MA

,

01105

This Workshop and Nursery is directed to
the training
of educable children v:ith cerebral palsy
and associated

birth anomalies to enable them to enter regular
public
school classes.

accepted.

Mentally retarded children are not

This is a United Fund Agency.

Fees are based

on a sliding scale.

A SCHOOL FOP SPECIAL LEARNING
1G9 Rice Road, Rox 296
Way land, MA . 017 7 8

The primary concern of this school, which was recently

established in 1970, is the remediation of children who
have learning disabilities so they can function in

a

regular class environment in either public or private
school.

The program includes remedial courses, learning

disability language training, and fine and gross-motor
training.

Academic program encompasses grades

2-8

1/2;

the extra grade is available for those adolescents who

need more study before tackling high school.

.
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1HE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL f ALETI1KIA CROTTO CEREBRAL PALSY
FOUNDATION CI.INIC
119 Belmont Street
Worcester, MA • 0160 5

The only pro-school day clinic in the area, this Center

provides therapy and counseling services for young cerebral
palsied children and their parents.

When children hove

multiple handicaps, the Center refers them to other agcncie
equipped to deal with their special handicaps.

Nursery

School and kindergarten are conducted at the clinic, while

supervision continues for those children in grades 1-2.
Nodical treatment and surgery may be given at Memorial
l

oop tal
.i.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO MASSACHUSETTS
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MAPCJI 25

,

1974
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ITPflONAI. DATA SIII'ET

Present position title:
Ago

Box
Pi-orrgrioNAT, iproprATiorj

1.

Years of Administrative Experience

2.

Pov many years at present job?

kdwcationap pyrrpiFMrr:
1.

Degree Status: Associate
C.A.G.S.

Bachelors
PhD or

Pas tors

I'.dD

2.

Number of years since higher, t degree earned:

3.

Number of credit hours earned since last degree:

4.

Year when last college credit earned:

5.

Print name of your major field while highest degree
was earned:

SCTQPL IPFOKPATini!
1.

I

low

would you describe your present class?

Trad! tionol

Open Space

Continuous Pupil Progress
2.

What grade

3.

What subject

(s)

Activity centered
Other:

(Specify)

are you presently teaching?

(s)

do you presently teach?

252

4

*

Ip

there anything you would like to change in
your

teaching environrent?

5.

(If yen)

Arc you presently involved in any activity to bring

about those changes?

G.

What are your expectations of an in-service training

program in the

7.

f ollov:ing

areas?

A.

Instruction

B.

Curriculum

C.

Resources

b.

Personal Growth

1J.

Other (specify)

What do you think are the most pressing problems in
the Massachusetts hospital School at this tine?

253

8.

Do you anticipate the implementation
of Chapter

7Gf,

in the coming year will influence the
type of student

you v/ill he teaching?

9.

Do you anticipate the implementation of Chapter
in

10.

7f>G

the coming year v/ill influence your approach to

teaching?

If you were released from, your classroom duties for

in-service training, what areas or activities v/ould

interest you most?

))

)

)

))

)

))

)

)

))))

) )

)))

))

)
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ow much additional

1

To what extent is the

/mining would you like

t

tOQChers in your
chool to receive in
.ho uso of the followli n
g techniques?
intensive training
i)
considerable training
3)
some training
;)
i) very little training
j) no training
,he

Techniques

iifferentiated staffing

2.

3.

Use of Audiovisual nateriela
ir. the classroom
lea.- teaching techniques

4.

Ki crote aching techniques

5.
6.

Insivicuali tea instruction
strategies
Ccr.outer-assisted instruction

7.

Programed instruction

6.

Educational television

a

9.

Fcn-rraoed school approach

a

b

ft

b

a
()

\

a

c

()

()

b

a

b

Alternative education programs

a

12.

Tests and measurements tech-

a

b

(

)

b

c

()

b

a

a

.

a

•

cl

2 3

sroor.

teo-nu 4

()

c

()

b

c

b

PO

b

n n

c

21.

Closed circuit TV

a

b

c

22.
23.
24.

rorfornanco contracting

Integrated oay
Teacher ao-ountabillty

a

a

o b ()

d

b
(

()°()

e

d
()

()

d
d

(

()
e

(

(

)

d

e

d

e
(

d

c

(

o () ()
o b () c () d () e ()
b

o
()

o
a

b

(

(

o

e

c

d

b

c

d

b

e

()
e

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

b

a

()

()

d

u n n

a

0

i)

()

()

()

d

c
c

D

6

()

()

)

d

c

b

()°()

d

c
(

n
O

d

c

o () () ()°()
d
e
o b () c () () ()
a
n b o c () d () e ()
b

a
(

(

)

b

)

t

d

o o

c

a

b

c

d

b

c

d

()

)®(

d

c
(

>

a

()°()

d

()

(

b

()
e

()

d

()

e

i)

()

(

()

()

)

e

a

e

d

c
(

a

O e ()

d

c

a

()°()

()

o b () c ()

a

d

)°(

l

(

(

()

()

()

l

d

c

)

a
a

e

()

()

U

(

)

()

a

a

e
(

c

TiTrlTcation of personality

o

()

()

()

()

e

d

c

b

a

—

c

()

()

e

d

()

()

b

a

)

)

u

()

()

(

d
(

(

b
()

()

c

(

a

)°(

)

(

)

a

(

)

d

c

b
(

()

d

c

()

t

(

(

b

a

d

c

(

(

()

()

()

b

(

()

b

a

e

)

o n () () {)
e
o b () c () d () ()

()

d

c

()

()
6

()

()

()

a

e

d

c

a
.

(

>

c

)°l

(

O

()

()

b

ni cue 3

d

c

()

e

()

()

l)

()

u

l)

()°()

(

c

)

e

d

l

a

d

c

b

a

)®(

(

)

U

)

b

()

d

c

b

a

d
()

(

)

l

)

(>°<)

d

C
c

(

e
()

c

(

e

()°()

d

U

()

()

()

d
()

l)

a

11.

iq

()

()

b

a

d

C

()

)°(

(

e

b

()

()

()

d

C

b

a

lo.

B

()

()

Open-school concept

17

e

b

10.

x

not at all

e)

)C() d
C

()

Techniques for dealing with
_
..1 ...unml differences
Techniques lor intc.s rai.in,, so
( rcMnr
into curriculum
rTTscovcry loarnTn.; procouuros
A'tlicotion of 'learning theory

asis

adequately
d) very little
c)

a

{

()

15.

considerable emph-

()°()

b

a

()

Utill cation of teacher aides
In the classroom
"Techniques for diagnosing stu-

ovoro.mphnsls

()

'

()

14.

d

C

()

()

13.

a)

b)

:<

1.

Orcup aynamics techniques

technique being used
at present in your
school V

a

r(i

n n o
o

()

()

)"o
e

i)

o

o®()

n e {)

)))

))

))

))

)

))

)

)

))

)
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low familiar are you
with the following
techniques’
a) complete knowledge
considerable know3)
ledge
c) moderate knowledge
d) very little knowledge
e) no knowledge

Technl que 3
X•

Ldf 1 erentiated staffing

2.

Uso of Auciovisual naterials
in the classroom

3.

lean teaching techniques

b

a

b
b

ft

6

.

Individualized instruction
streteci es
Computer-assisted instruction

()

Programmed instruction

8.

Educational television

9.

Kon-rraaea school approach

a

n

Cpen-school concept

11.

Alternative education programs

12.

Tests ena measurements technicues
Ore up dynamics techniques

b

a

o

(

()

13.

)

(

(

13.
19.

Application of learning theory

20.

Application of personality

1516.

(

21.

Closed circuit TV

22.
23.
24.

1 0 rl

orn&nc o

Teacher au-oontability

()

()b() c

d
()

Q

b
()

n

b

°n

c

b
i

(

n

b

a
>

d

c
(

)

d

()

()

d

c
()

ncn o

o

()

u

()

b
()

t)
)

(

(

(

a

b

)C

}

(

a

b

(

a

a
..

(

b
()

e
()

d

)

e
o n ()

o c o c (l!il

b

c

c

'i

b

n o

c

a

b

c

d

b

c

t

c!

()

n O O

O

6
()

l)

a

()

)°()

c

()

()

l)

a

,

d

O b () c ()

()

(

()°U

()
c

)

;)

;

d

C

()

b

a

()

)d( )°
()

(

()

0

()

c

a

e

e

°’.

d

c

b

a

(

)

n b n c i> d n 0 ()
a
n b n c () d ()®()

a

8

)

a

O

0
i

( )

;)

()

()

()

e

b

e

d

c

)

y

)

a ()b() C ()d(

n b n c () d n ()
a
n b n c n d ()°{)
)

(

)

(

b

)

)°(

a

a

(

8

)C() d

b

a

e

(

)

(

)

()

)

()

()

()

()°()

d

(

e

d

C

b

a

()

()

(

()

d

C
()

e

(

b
(

()°()

()

()

l)

d

()

O°()

d

c

()

(

Integrated aay

d

(

a

e
()

()
c

()

()

a

(

contracting

()

()

()

b ()C() d

()

(

e

d

c

)

)°u

i

)

c

()

a

)

d

(

b
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e

(

)

(
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(
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()

)
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()

a

0
(

(

b

a

)

e

)

d

C

a

6
(

)

C

b

a

1

17.

(

)

o

d

C

b

S

()

Utilization of teacher aides
in the classroom
Techniques for diagnosing student reading problems
Techniques for docilini^ with
3tu^cn 4 5 cultural differences
'icchniquos for integrating sori
into curriculum
discovery learnin; prococuros

14 .

()

()

b

C

b
(

()°()

d

c

b
()

)°o

(

()

()

a

d
d

c

b

(

o

)

b

o

()
c

(

)

a

()

)°(

(

d

()
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)

c

b
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(

10.

(

(

(

7.

d

C

(

()

()

()

a

e

()

()

b

S

()
d

C

)

e

()

()

b

a

d

C

()

5.

(

()°()

()

()

()

Kicroteaching techniques

d

C

b

u c :) d o e ()
a
u b () c () d o , (;
b
c
a
d
0
() o
n

e
(

(

a

4.

d

c

(

)

B

()°()

()

()

)b(

9

d

C

()

n gonoral, how
familiar are the
tenchors in your
school with the
following tochsiquosV
a) comploto knowledge
3
considerable knowledge
c) modornto knowledge
d) very little knowledge
b) no knowledge

()

e

{)

e
i)

()

() 'l)°()

5

)
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Techniques (cont.)
Use the following scale in responding to items 25-3
a)

intensive training

c)

some training

d)

b)

considerable training

very little training

no

e)

training

How much additional training would you like the teachers in your
school to receive in the use of the following?
25 .

teacher-led class discussion

b

a
()

26.

teacher-pupil cooperative planning

a

marking and evaluating pupil work

()

b
()

27.

d

C
()

d

C

()

l)

29 .

30.

31.

establishing goals or objectives in
terns of student behavior
organization and direction of roleplaying activities (e.g., sociodrama)
construction and administration of
classroom tests, rating scales, etc.
activities which foster creativity

a

()°()

a

33*
3I4..

use of bulletin boards, displays,
murals, etc.
techniques for observing and recording
student behavior
use of behavioral oojectives

()

()

b
()

D

d

d

c

()

of classvjluou oupj.11^ ui
and videotaping
filming ana
>e 01
of iiuming
use
room performance for purposes of selfanalysis and teaching improvement

b
)

()
B

d

c

()

a

)

()
e

()

()

(

(

d

c
(

e

()

()

()

()D() C

(

e

()C() a

b

a

()

t)

()

35.

e

()

()
L

l)

()

()

()

e

()

()

a

()

O d () e ()

c

()

b

a

e

d

C

c

D

()

a

()

()

()

32.

e

D ()C() d

a

()

l)

l)

28.

e
()

(

)

)

)

)

)

)
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Use the following scale in responding to items 36-38
a) very frequently
0 ) often
c) occasionally
d) seldom
e) not at all
10 vast extent are t;»o following facilities or procedures used in your school?

___
36.

Learning centers
a

37.

cO CO t

Flexible scheduling

Tutorial programs

b
()

b

a
()

()

()

()

e
()

()

d

C
()

()°()

d

C
()

b

a

d

C

()

()

e
()

()

how much do you feel tne
following should oe used
in your school?
b ()C

a

8
(

)

°(

()

(

)

6
(

()

()

)

d

C

()

()

d

C
)

b

a

d() 6
()

( )

6

()

()

Use the following scale in responding to items 39-lfl
d) seldom
o) often
c) occasionally
a) very frequently
e)

39.

not at all

To v;hat extent do you feel that’ teachers in your school are
able to implement their own ideas in the classroom?
a

UO.

b
()

d

C

e

()

()

()

()

To v;hat extent have you been involved in the planning of teacher

inservice education programs?
b

a
()

111.

d

C

e
()

()

()

()

To what extent do you feel that it is necessary for school
administrators to participate in teacher inservice education

programs?
n
C

)°(

d

c
(

e
(

C

)

.

)

)

)

)
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Insorvice Experiences
42 .

feel that teachers in m y school have an
adoqunto mount of
freecom to participate in planning their inservice
education
programs
1

strongly agree b) agree
e) strongly disagree
a)

D

H

()

43*

In general,

d

C

()

()

c)

no opinion

disagree

d)

e

()

()

would consider the topics undertaken for discussion in teacher inservice education programs to be highly
relevant to teachers' needs.
I

strongly agree- d) agree
e) strongly disagree
a)

a

D
()

d

C

()

()

c)

no opinion

disagree

d)

e

()

()

Use the following scale in responding to items 44~49
a) strongly agree
b) agroe
c) no opinion
d) disagree
e)

strongly disagree

money allocated for inservice education of teachers should bo used for
school -wide workshops
b
d G
S
V
44
*

(

(

45

.

46

.

47

-

[

48

.

49

.

co-ordination of medical
components

<k

educational

()

teacher visitation programs

a

providing courses within tne school
for teachers
subscriptions for teachers to professional education journals
training to facilitate the implements
tion of Chapter 766

a

b
()

b

()

()

e

()

()

()

O c () d l) e ()

b

a

d

C
()

()

S
()

C c (J d () 0 ()

b
()

a

()

()

(

(

d

C

D

a

(

d

c

()

()

e

()

()

::

)
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50 .

in your opinion, should have responsibility for pi annlng
teachor inservice education programs?

’//ho,

a)

d)

school administration b) interested faculty
teachers' association or union e) othor
b

a

51.

C

()d() e
()

()

()

trustees

c)

From my ODservations I would characterize the changes in
instruction which take place as a result of inservice training
,

as
a)
d)

highly effective b) effective
ineffective e) nonexistent
a

b
l)

c

()

c)

not very effective

O d () e ()

Present teaching situatio n
Use the folloiving scale in responding to items 52-58
d) disagree
c) no opinion
b) agree
a) strongly agree

strongly disagree
feel that a major oostacle to implementing new ideas in the classe)

I

room is
lack of time
52.

a

53.

the wide range of student capabilities
in my classes

a

54.

parents

a

55-

trustees

56.

teacher resistance

57.

school plant and equipment

53.

lack of money in school budget

o°()
b

()

b

e

()

d

C

d

C

n

0

()

()

l)

()

l)

d

c

e

U
e
d
C
b
a
() () () () O
e
d
C
b
a
() () () () O
e
d
C
b
a
() () () l) O
()

a

()°()

()

l)

()

d

C
()

6
(

()

))

))

))
)

))

))
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Jso tho following scale in resjcr.aing to items 59-70

highly effective d) effective
d) ineffective
e) nonexistent
a)

c)

not very effective

How useful do you find the following in upgrading the quality of
teaching?
59.

teacher visitation programs

a

b
()

60

.

teacher organizations

b

a

professional education journals

62

.

newslettei’s , brochures

(

63.

local, state, regional organizations

()

would you rate the following resources
which they are being put in your school?
state departments of education
64*

h'ow

()

a

66.

members of the community

a

67.

community and social agencies

a

68.

colleges and universities

a

69.

professional consultants

a

.

b

a

psychological clinics

70

(

d
()

e

()

()

b
()

()

b

b

()
e

(

(

C

)°(

d
(

()

e

d

c
(

e

()

(

C

()

()

()
c

b

e

d

C

()

()

()

t)

()

e

d

C

()

()

()

d

C

b
()

(

()

()

e

()

d

C

b

a

()

()

()

d

C
()

(

research studies

e
(

as far as the use to

65*

.

d

C
()

()

)°(

(

(

b

a

d

C
(

(

e

(

b

a

()

()

()
C

(

()

d

C

b

a

6

()

()

()

61.

d

C
()
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EXCERPTS FROM CONSULTANTS

REPORT
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ON USAGE OF SPACE AND EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES

AT MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL, JULY 12, 1974

PROGRAM ANALYSIS

.

.

.

Home Economics

The home economics room is both very

underutilized.
a

and largely

It is now set up with three kitchen units,

dressmaking and fitting unit, and

making unit.

.large

Nevertheless, there is

nutrition and home-

a

a

great deal of floor

area which is not required for these activities.

Because the Hospital School students are so often separated from their families and home life, often at

a

very

early age, and because the cottages are segregated by aye
groups, we have recommended that the kindergarten class be

located in one-half of the home economics room as part of
a child care program.

The kindergarten children now spend one-half of each

school day at the Baylies Beginning Center and thus obtain
the usual kindergarten activities.

continue next year.

This practice will

The other half of each day, or perhaps

three half days per week could profitably be spent in the
*

Strother Associates, Planners, Ltudy of Academic Faclli
'ass.,
ti cs: The Massachusetts Hospital Hchool (Carhrioye
,

T37T)

.
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home economics room in socially designed
facilities and
v;ith mutual access to the older
students, Such child care
and rearing programs now exist in many
high schools

throughout the country and have shown to greatly

1

enefit

loth the older and younger children.
1

any of the Hospital School students will have
families

of their ovn to raise*

a

challenging experience for everv—

one lut particularly so for persons with handicaps.

A

child care program offered as part of the home economics

curriculum voulcl provi.no essential training and confidence*
as well as a network of friendships and role models across

ages and handicaps.
The home economics room could easily he adapted for use
1

y the kindergarten class with movable partitions and the

furnishings of the present kindergarten classroom.

The

staff of the Doylies beginning Center might offer other

suggestions as well.
1

ROOPAM ANALYSIS

.

.

.

Library

The Library must first of all have a budget to enable
the Librarian to augment the present selection of bools

and magazines.

with

a

It is possible as well to establish

local library or bookmobile.

a

l.inl

.
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Furthermore, a space within the Library must be found
for vital information on special education, specialized

services for the handicapped, housing, vocational training, and so on.

We were told that more than 1000 pieces

of literature on these subjects were offered to the

school by Elmer Bartel Is in 1973.

These should form

a

nucleus for the proposed Resource Center of the future
and

tie

housed wi thin the high school library for the

present
A corner of the Library should be set up to encourage

quiet games such as chess and checkers for students who
have completed their homework,

A listening corner with

head phones would supplement the library program in the
form of talking books.

Finally, there should be an alternative space made

available to students during free periods.

As Hospital

School students are less mobile than other students, go
home only on weekends and are restricted to the school

grounds during the week , changes in academic environments

assume great importance.

The project and media center

has been proposed as such an alternative.

.

.
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PrCONNm PAT IONS

.

_^

1

rnoyntionri

(structural)

:

hi gh School
1.

Cut a F^sajf-rarp down the contrr of the
auditorium
to provide easy access to the stage
and cuic)- cr.it

fron the ramps.
2.

1

lace a portable vooden staircase in front of
the

stage to provide cuic]; and direct access.
3.

I

lace a portable ramp, if possible, in front of
the

stage to provide cuic k and direct access.
4.

Nov able partitions to be made available for the seminar area on the stairwell.

Also a portable hlack-

board and one boobca.se
5.

Novablo partitions to be made available to the
1

6.

ibrarian

Movable partitions to be made available to the project and media center, now the teachers' lounge.

7.

A

cliancr of floor level in a small area of the pro-

ject and media center to be created and covered with
a
G.

contras ting- colored carpet.

Movable partitions, wooden bookcases and other room

dividers to be made available to the home economics
room in order to create the kindergarten space.
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9.

The "accessible” kitchen unit in the home
economics
room, and one of the "in-accessible"
kitchen units,
to be completely adapted for use by those
in wheel-

chairs

•

•

counter spaces to be low and on one level

•

sinks to be cut out below to provide room for

wheelchairs to fit underneath
•

stoves and ovens to be low

•

sink faucets to be easily accessible and with
a

.

single point of temperature control

pull-out breadboards to be installed with holes
cut out to provide a place to fit bowls and

other dishes so that they need not be held.
10. One or two student sink units in each of the science

laboratories to be removed.

The remaining sinks to be

adapted for use by those in wheelchairs or those with
limited reach.
.

sinks must be at heights accessible to

a

range

of students.

sink stands must provide easy access and legroom
for a student in a wheelchair

faucet handles and gas jets must be accessible

.

.
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to those with limited reach.
11. The language lab counter of listening stations to be

adapted for use by students of different heights and

different reaching capabili ties
.

some units to be lowered at staggered levels

.

some units to have the control box brought

forward
12. Curtains,

shades, or blinds to be installed in every

high school classroom for light control.

This is

very important as regards both the closed-circuit

television system and the viewing of slides, the overhead projector, etc.
13.

Shelves or boxes to be installed in every locker used
by

a

student who has difficulty reaching the top hook

or the floor of the locker,
14. Magnetic,

suction or other hooks to be installed in

the janitor's closets throughout the high school.
15. More shelving to be installed in the janitor's closets

throughout the high school.
16. Walls of the main foyer to be treated to take hangings

and decorations.

teachers'

Vhall of

stairwell area and present

lounge to be treated also.

•

.
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17. Walls of the science laboratories to be treated to take

charts, posters, exhibits, etc.
18. The counter dividing the office complex from the main

foyer to be continued in wood and glass to the ceiling.
A sliding query window to be installed in the new

partition
19. A sink,

stove, and refrigerator to be installed in the

principal's office, or proposed new teachers' lounge,
lerhaps the unit in the present lounge could be transferred .
20. One unit of each of the bathroom facilities of the pro-

posed project and media center to be modified for use
by students in wheelchairs
21.

The pay phone in the mail hall foyer to be lowered for
use by students in wheelchairs and the cord extended
for use by ambulatory callers.

enclosed by

a

The phone should be

booth accessible to students in wheel-

chairs to ensure privacy.
22. The door to the parking lot below the stairwell area

bangs loudly and requires adjustment.
the
23. Air conditioning units to be installed throughout

high school as soon as possible.
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Old Schoolhouse
1.

Remove wooden wall behind the sliding closet in the

present 3rd grade classroom, and thus adjoin the
present 2nd and 3rd grade rooms.

Install

a

wooden

ramp on both sides of the stone threshhold between the
rooms.
2.

The Gliding wooden doors to be left intact.

The same structural change to be made between the

present 5th grade clas-room and the A-V room, minus
the installation of a ramp.

This will give the A-V

department immediate access to both tools and equipment.
3.

Provide built-in storage and work table facilities for
the new A-V office and repair shop.

4.

Movable partitions to be made available to the speech
therapists and learning disabilities teachers.

5.

Seal and weatherstrip windows and doors in the building
to reduce heat loss in the winter.

6.

The outside porch to be sheltered by an awning on one

side to permit its use in inclement and hot weather.
7.

Remove a section of the porch railing and install
ramp from the porch to the grass.

8

.

Install new shades or curtains in the classrooms.

a

.

,
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9.

More storage space to he built into each classroom,
some of it lockable for A— V equipment and supplies,
T

V.

ide shelves to be built in for the storage of con-

struction paper and other large or fiat items at

heights accessible to children in wheelchairs
10,

Install coat hooks or cubbies along the corridor to
free classroom space at heights accessible to

children in wheelchairs
11,

Install more shelving in the janitors' closet.

12, Expand the student bathroom facilities to allow use

by two people.
13. Create

bathroom facilities for teachers at the same

time as the expansion of student facilities.
14. Create a change of floor level in the classrooms to

provide sensory and motor stimulation for the students.
This carpeted, higher floor level in part of the room

will allow students vulnerable to drafts access to
activities and positions not now possible.

It will

also provide teachers with an opportunity to use more

flexible grouping patterns.

Industrial Arts Building
1.

completely
The sink in the student lounge to be made

271

accessible to students in wheelchairs such that room
for the wheelchair is created underneath the sink and
the faucets are easily accessible and operable to

a

person with limited reach.
A curtain to be installed in the student lounge to

2.

divide the black-light area from the rest of the room
to allow conflicting activities to go on simultan-

eously
3.

.

Walls to he treated in the student lounge to facilitate
the hanging of decorations and the posting of infor-

mation.

This implies molding, bulletin boards or

other such treatment.
4.

The closet door of the main hall to

lie

repaired and

a

lock installed.
5.

Unused machinery to be removed from the print shop,

printing stock and materials to he stored in the hall
closet, and a space set up for fine electronics work
to be done in the area adjoining the present elec-

tronics/carpentry room and backing the darkroom.
6

.

Built-in open and lockable storage facilities to be

installed in the electronics/ carpentry room.

.
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Pinkerton
1.

One sink in the Arts and Crafts room to be made

accessible to students in wheelchairs.
2.

Adequate storage and shelving space to be installed
in the art rooms and 1st grade room.

Some of these

to be lockable cabinets.
3.

Moldings and/or bulletin boards to be installed in all
four classrooms of Pinkerton.

A,

A change of level to be created in both the 1st and

(next year)

2nd grade classrooms.

Pee the Baylies

Beginning Center,
5.

A

section of the railing dividing the

pathv.’ay

from the

grass in front of Pinkerton to be removed to provide

access to the grass.
6.

Come specially-designed outdoor play equipment to be
made available for a small 1st and 2nd grade play-

ground within this grassy area.
BbCOMMr.IinATIOHS
H igh
1

.

.

.

.

Interior Innovations

( ]

nvi ronmental

School

The bulletin board outside each classroom to be given
to the teacher for his or her own use.

board to be painted

a

bach bulletin

different, bright, flat color

:

.
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Core should be taken to provide some low-hanging

exhibits at the eye-level of students in vheelchairs.
2.

The main hall foyer to have some permanent

lame dec-

orations such as banners, tapestries, murals, etc.
3.

The main hall foyer to have a specific wall area to be

used for student art.4.

The main hall foyer to house largo plants or passings
of plants, and if possible, a large terrarium or fish

tank
5.

6.

Links to various museums and other institutions to be

explored as

a

hibition in

tine

source of one constantly changing ex-

main foyer.

The skylights in the present teachers' lounge (sug-

gested for use as

a

project and media center) to be

covered with colorful and movable sun shields.
7.

Comfortable and interesting furnishings for the proposed
project and media center to be obtained from

a used-

furniture drive by students, parents and faculty.
8.

A record and tape listening center to be installed in
the proposed project and media center.

The equipment

for this is obtainable free of charge from The

School for the Blind.

1

erkins

Requests for equipment must be
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made on behalf of students by
9.

a

teacher or physician.

Consideration to be given to painting different sections of the proposed project and media center with

bright or accent colors.
in a corner,

The store area could thus be

the two sides of which could be one iden-

tifiable color, etc.
10.

The concrete band between high and lower ceilings of
the library to be painted white in order to reflect

more light into the room.

Words painted along this

Land could identify specific areas below.
11. The library to be decorated with large posters, art-

work, tactile wall hangings and space dividers,
12. Graphic designs to be placed or painted on both exits

This will

of each of the student bathroom facilities.

avoid confusion for students with perceptual diffi-

culties and for visitors as to which side of the hall
they are exiting to.
13. One of the music practice rooms to be filled with soft

hi ttable objects so that students may have

a

place to

vent their frustrations in peace,
14. A suggestion box to be placed in a fairly inconspic-

uous corridor area so that students, faculty and staff

..

•
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may write directly to Dr. Callahan.
Old Schoolhousc
1.

Teachers to have

a

choice of the numbers and kind of

desks and tables to he used in each classroom.

Lxtra

furniture to be stored in the high school basement.
2.

Carpeting to be made available to the classrooms.

This

should cover not more than one quarter to one-half of
the room area, and should at least cover the level

change
3.

The photographs of former graduating classes to be re-

moved, reframed and hung in the Administration Building,
or equally appropriate setting.
4.

Large and colorful decorations, murals, wall hangings
to be placed on the corridor walls of the Gchoolhouse.

5.

Both bathrooms to be repainted in bright or accent
colors

G.

The small foyer area leading to the ramp of the high

school to be painted with bright paint and used for

one-to-one teaching and informal gatherings
I ndustrial

1

Arts Building

with
The fitting room of the Brace Shop to be equipped
a

fcv

T

toys, books and games for waiting student.

»

.

. .
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These could bo hung from a low pegboard, with knobs
so that students could get them unassisted.
2.

The old arm and leg prosthesis to be stored in

another part of the room, or hidden from

viev;

by a

colorful curtain.
3.

The fitting-room area to be painted brightly and dec-

orated wi th painted graphics and hanging decorations.
4.

The walls of the electronics/carpentry room to be

repainted.

Come of the verb tables to be painted as

we 1 1
5.

Close-work lighting to be provided for the electronics/
carpentry room.

6.

The hall of the building to be repainted in bright

colors
I

inker ton

1.

The first and second grade classrooms to be divided

into learning centers with low bookcases, portable

dividers, carpeting, etc.

The learning centers should

emphasize quiet and active instruction.
2.

The walls and already-painted wooden trim to be painted

wherever possible with bright or accent colors.
3.

The ceiling of the 1st grade classroom to be painted
vrh i

te

.

.
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Tactile decorations such as sponge sculptures, weav-

4.

ing, etc. to be hung on space dividers and on the

walls
A small portable janitor's bench to be provided for

5.

the janitor, as his closet is often inaccessible.

These are used in hotels and motels.
R1

'

C-
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Assignment of Rooms

:

High School
1.

Relocate the 5th grade in the present mathematics
classroom.

2.

*

Relocate the 6th grade in the present bookkeeping
classroom.

3.

Relocate the principal's office in the present guidance room.

4.

Relocate the guidance room in the present speech
therapy room.

5.

Locate A-V classroom equipment storage in the present

conference room.
G.

Relocate the teachers' lounge in the present principal's
office

7.

Locate

a

project and media center in the present

teachers' lounge

.
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8.

Locate

teachers
9.

student store in one corner of the present

a
'

lounge

Relocate the kindergarten in one-half of the home

economics classroom.
10. Locate a flexible seminar area on the stairwell next

to the auditorium.
11.

Relocate the day student lunch area in the auditorium.

*

Rescheduling implications

:

Mathematics to be taught

in the present biology and physics laboratory.

Large

math classes to be taught in high school classrooms
left vacant for one period.
Old School house
1.

Relocate the 3rd grade in the present 2nd grade classroom.

2.

Relocate the 4th grade in the present 3rd grade classroom.

3.

Locate the learning disabilities and speech therapy

classroom in the present 4th grade classroom,
4.

Relocate the speech therapists' office in the present
A-V office.

5.

present
Relocate the A-V office and repair shop in the
5th grade classroom.
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6.

Locate

a

business resource center and bookkeeping

in the present 6th grade classroom.

Industrial Arts building
1.
I

Some electronics work to be done in the Lrint Shop.

inker ton

1.

Relocate the 2nd grade in the present kindergarten
classroom.

APPENDIX
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MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL SCHOOL
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Speaker
WORKSHOP EVALUATION
1

- indicates a very negative response

2

- indicates a fairly negative response

3

-

indicates a neutral response

4

-

indicates a fairly positive response

5

-

indicates a very positive response

Circle the number which best describes your response to
the learning experience:
1.

Was the workshop interesting to you?

5

4

3

2

1

2.

Do you consider it valuable?

5

4

3

2

1

3.

Did it help to give you ideas to

apply in your classroom?

5

4

3

2

1

4.

Was the presentation clear?

5

4

3

2

1

5.

Was the presentation adequate?

5

4

3

2

1

6.

Was the presentation organized?

5

4

3

2

1

7.

Were audio/visual aids related to the
5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

presentation?
8.

Did the presentation maintain your

attention?
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9.

Did you like the presentation?

54321

10, Did you have at least one of your

questions answered?
11, Comments:

54321

(Use the space below for additional

comments and suggestions for the presenter.)

